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Conversion Table to SI Units

THs publication uses customary English units for the convenience of engineers and
otherswho use them habitually. The tabre beJowis for the reader fnterestedin conver-
sion to SI units, For additional informationsee:

(1) NBS LC1078, Dec., 1976, "The Metric System of Measurement",
(2) Z210.1-1976, "ASTM/IEEE Standard Metric Practice".

Quantity To convert from To Multiply by

Length inch m (meter) 2.540 X 10"=
foot rn 3,048 X 10-=
mile m 1.609 X 10_

: " Area in= m= 6.452 X 104
ft= rn= 9.290 X 10"=

Vorurne in= rn:3 1,639 X 10"-_
ft3 m• 2,632 X 10"=

i _i garJon rn3 3.785 X 10"__. Temperature ° F ° C t_ = (tel,--32)/1.6

"_:I T, difference /',to=,, K /kT_:= Ate=,/1.9
_;_ Mass pound kg 4,538 X 10"=

ounce kg 2.836 X 10-2

_1 Pressure psi Pa 6,895 X 103
_ in H=O Pa 2.486 X 10=

in Hg Pa 3.386 X 10=
mrnHg Pa 1,333 X 10=

._i Energy Btu J 1.056 X 10=
_! MBtu J 1,055 X 10o
_ kWh J 3,600 X 10=
!*_ ft ' Ibf J 1.356 X 100
:'i.l kiJocalorla J 4.187 X 183

Power Btu/h W 2.931 X 10"=
,T hp W 7.457 X 102

• _I_, Flow gal/mln re=Is 6.309 X 10"l
_I ft3/rnin rn3/e 4.719 X 10"4

Density Ib/fP kg/rn _ 1,602X 10=
_i Ib/gaf kg/m "_ 1,198X 10a

• !_ Heat Capacity Btu/(Ib o° F) J/(kg oK) 4.187 X 10=
_i Btu/(fP. ° F) J/(m =oK) 6.707 X 104
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Vi ABSTRAQT

This design guide presents a unified prose- way, railway, and aircraft operations, The
dure for the selection of no]se criteria In sound isolation provided by the building
and around buildings, for the predlcgen of shell Is estimated by means el a new
exterior and Interior noise levels arising as single-figure rating system, Finally, design

I a consequence of transportation systems manipulations which may make possible
I operations, and for the evaluation of the the Improvement of the acoustic conditions

adequacy of building designs with regard In and around buildings are suggested.
to environmental noise. Noise criterion
levels are suggested in terms of equivalent Key words: Acoustics; architecture1 acous-

. sound levels (Leq). Simplified predictive tics;building acoustics;environmental noise;
methods enable the est[matlon of noise noise; noise control; sound; transportation

levels arlslng as a consequence of high- system noise,
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1 Chapter1
How to Use This Design Guide

Sound surrounds us everywhere--the song The guide has one salient advantage over
of a meadowlark, the laughter of children, most other guides In that It Is quantitative,
and the rustle of autumn leaves. Unfortun- offering you a method of calculating not
ately, the march of technology and the Just how transportation noise affects your
trend toward higher living densities have building, but how much, Furthermore, the
meant that these desired sounds of birds, guide is arranged In a sequence of chapters
children, and nature are often masked by which parallel your design sequence. The
the roar of automobiles, trucks, focomo- guide Is meant to accompany you as a
fives, and airplanes, The purpose ol this draltlng board companion in a design voy-
design guide is to quantitatively estimate age as you depart from first concepls that
the magnitude of noise, or unwanted sound, are vague and tentative until you arrive at
at a building site in order to choose the a finished building scheme that Is robust,
most appropriate building occupancy for rich in detail, and well-rea._oned--especially
that site, or to design features into new or Insofar as the analysis of transportation
existing buildings that will reduce or con- system noise is concerned.
trol noise.

The design guide alms to get right to the
In the design of new buildings, architects, point In attacking your urgent noise prob-
builders, designers, developers, and engt- lares in building or site design. Hence, it
nears make decisions which affect future alms neither to nag you about fundamentals
acoustic conditions in and around the of acoustics nor overburden you with eso-
buildings, When Ihe decisions are wrong, terlc delails. If you need fundamentals, you
ecousgc comfort may be lost causing build- can get them from one of the many ex-
Ing occupants annoyance and stress, Such cellent textbooks available (the references
discomfort can often be averted by changes at the end of this chapter [1-22] include
In the bullding's location or orientation or references Io the literature on general
in its construction materials and workman- acoustics [1-5], noise and vibration control
ship. [6-10], basic acoustical measurements [11,

12], and acoustics and architectual design

In dealing with noise problems, the mate- [13-22]); If you want to penetrate the rele-
rlat In this guide can be used , . , to solve vent details on acoustics (and we hope you
simple problems due to noise from high- will] specific references are I[sted at the
ways, railways, and aircraft, and . , , to end of each chapter.
cast up a warning flag when a serious noise
problem is encountered. Seeing such a red What type of person should use this design
flag, the designer should seek the profes- gufde? We think it can be anyone who has
slonal consultation of expert acousticians, a technical background and a fundamental ;

knowledge of building design and consfruc-

This noise design guide was written by lion. We refer to the guide's user as a
acousticians, architects, and psychologists designer, but we think of thfs designer as
at the Nallonal Bureau of Standards work- any architect, bugder, building designer,
ing to a strict timetable. It was agreed at contractor, developer.'englneer, landscape
the outset of the prelect that the guide's architect, or student who Is faced with a
methods of calculation and the data sup- noise problem in building or site design.
porting them would have to be drawn from If this shoe fits, welcomel You're the de-
state-of-the-art materials. This has had the signer we're seeking to help,
disadvantage of a loss of potential detail
and precision, but the advantage of slmpl[- Of course, as a designer you have a m-
fication, which the user of this guide will sponsibglty, too, that of creating a schema,
no doubt appreciate. A building scheme Is essential since this



2 design guide is based on analysis; and It mostly as words--the conversations of
cannot work without a scheme to analyze, owner and designer, and Ihe narrative of

an architectural program, This may be just
In designing your building or site scheme, a few hOleS on a restaurant plaeemat or a
you will be juggling a myriad of design lengthy, formal exposition of the objectives,
variablesr building codes, available flnanc- scope, criteria, desired spaces, features,
fng, and costs', slruclu_al, enclosure, me- and functions of the proposed project. An
chanlcah electrical, and communications Ideal architectural program would contain
systems; color, texture, massing, shape, Ihe fulJ set of expltcil constraints which
size, and arrangement; and not Just ecous- apply to Ihe project. By constraint is meant
tics, but also aesthetics, comfort, health, anything which limits the degrees of free- i
privacy, safety, and security, Many of these dam in the design, Constraints are not
other design variables relate to or Interface necessarily bad, only facts of life for a
with aoousllcs, but some will be In con- designer. In truth, constraints are desirable i
filet. As a designer you must use Judg- because they Impose some limit, some re-
meet to make tradeoffa Inachieving a happy strlctlon on the number of possible schemes. I
blend of needed features In your scheme. Since this number Is Infinite, Ihe constraints
We, of course, assist you only In noise can be a blessing, setting a boundary on i
prediction and control, We think you will unfettered, hence Intolerable, design free-
welcome this assistance, dam,

Managing all these design variables fs like Very few archilectural programs approach
herding frogs, Just as you approach one. it Ihe ideal In containing all constralnts--ln-
leaps away In an unexpected direction. Still, elead most constralnls are Impllcllly held
this guide Is meant to do what it says-- In the designer's mind rather than explicitly
give yo_ guidance aboul acoustics as you printed in the program.
design, To do so, the guide makes a num-
ber of assumptions about design, which Some conslralnts are physical; for example,
will now be discussed In conjunction with Ihe configuration of the site and Its sup
the contents of the guide, rounding environment, the characlerlsllcs

of sound, the changes of wealhen For pur-
As It progresses, design is expressed as a poses of this design guide, physical con-
set of pictures describing a scheme. The slrelnts cdllcal for ecoustle calculations
scheme Is the conversation piece; that is, develop from Information which Is to be
the focal point and basis of all communlca- obtained as directed In the first part of the
rices about the building pro_ect. The de- next chapter (Chapter 2).
signer, consulting engineer--all of these
get their heads together over the scheme Olher constralnls are man-made, or "arllfl-
to assess It, evaluate it, revise It, or discard ctal", and are referred to here as rules.
it and start afresh, This design guide, too. Rules Include the provisions of building
requires a scheme against which you are codes, as well as standards, requirements,
to examine noise conditions, and design criteria, Like other types of

constraints, rules limit ihe number of possl-
The scheme Is customarily drawn to scale bllitles in design; but rules also serve as
In plan. elevation, section, perspective--as objectives, as a way of measuring a scheme
many two-dimensional drawings as ere and evaluating it. If the rules are truly pro-
needed to visually explain the scheme as It dlctlve of eagslactory buildings, then a
will eventually be when built in three dlmen- scheme on paper which complies with the
siena. The acoustics design guide analyses rules should describe a future bugdlng that
may require small scale drawings In plan will turn out to be satisfactory,
(maps and site plans), and far some proj-
ects drawings In section to Illustrate, In a This design guide employs a noise criterion
vedloal plane, the path of the sound as It as the type of rule which Is to govern your
moves from its source across Ihe terrain acoustic design and evaluation. The term
(including barriers) to a building or other "noise criterion" Is used to denote a noise
"receiver." The design guide analysis will (sound pressure) level Io be used as a de-
require large scale drawings to show the sign goal for your building project. Chapter
general layout and details of the proposed 3 togs you how to selest noise crlleris ep-
bulJdlng sufficient for its calculations and prcprlate for your bulidlng and its ouldoor
evaluations, activity areas. The set of noise criteria you

select then serves as c target to achieve
Before the scheme is starled, design com- for your building scheme. We hope that you
municallons do not exist as pictures, but wig not only be able to achieve the design



3 goal specified by the criteria you select, but scheme in e way Ihat it can be studied.
even lower sound levels. Through the visualization of the scheme,

the designer educates himself about Ihe
Earlier we mentioned physical constraints, fulure bugding, and is abte, even if Impar-
the constraints arising from the physical fectly, to imagine what the building will be
nAbJr_ of th_ site and from the physics of like and how it will operale when occupied.
acoustic and other nalural phenomena. As
a designer, you cannot deal, or Interacl, A good deal of the designer's attenUon Is
with these physical constralnls directly, Just drawn to the building shell, that skin of
as you do not initially deal with a real walls and openings, roofs, and exposed
bulldlng, only the scheme for a future floors which will separale the building from
building. Hence. you must have a method its outdoor environment. Destgn may pro-
for modeling, for representing the silo and ceed from the Inside oul, considering first
acoustic phenomena tn the same language the occupants, Ihelr needs and aclivitles;
of words, numbers, and prctures as you then Ihe rooms and spaces suitable for
use for your scheme. Chapter 5 explains these aclivgres; then the building shell..to
this concept, showing how you can quanll- contain the rooms and spaces; and, finally,
tatlvaly estimate the magnitude of sound the relationship of this shell to the sgo, Or
coming from such transportation sources as alternatively, destgn may proceed from the
highways, ragways and alrcralt, as It outside in, thinking first about the outdoor
reaches your site or building, envlronmenl, the forces of climate, and

relationships to neighboring buildings; then
Physical constraints and rules have been concentrallng upon the building shall; and
discussed, There Is still a third, and final, finally upon the buildlng's rooms, occupants,
type of constraint, namely the saheme con- and functions.
stralnt, which is simply e constraint arising
from a decision that has been made about To be reagstlc, the designer must surely
your scheme, If you decide that your build- follow both reules, from the Inside-out, and
rno ls to be a school, you have constrained from the outside-in. This two-way approach
it against becoming a home, a hospllal, Is cedafnly needed for acousttc_l design,
or an office bulldlng. If you decide It is to be and is a concept embodied in this design
built of brick, then you have constrained it guide. Inside-out design commences with
against being built of concrete or cinder the selection of an indoor noise criterion in
block. As more and more design decisions Chapter 3, and then alms at the selection
are made, the range of possibllilles for your of representallve rooms for acouslla analy-
scheme is constantly narrowed, The most sis In Chapter 6, Oulslde-ln design cam-
general of these scheme constraints are mences with the gathering el physical site
usually made quite early in the design data in Chapter 2, and the estimation of
process, and are uppermost in the archl- site noise from separale sources in Chap-
tectural program, or probtem stalement, tar 5. The sound from these various sources
Such general scheme constraints are the can be summed, and Is that which is ex-
type of butldlng occupancy (commerclat, pected to Impinge upon the rooms for
industrial, institutional, or resldengal, etc.), which noise is to be predicted In Chapter 8.
the overall capital budget and in lurn the
general size of the bulldtng, the general Of course, Inside-out design decisions are
level of quality for the building, the type of entangled with oulside-ln decisions. For ex-
fire construction, eta. Since these general ample, In Chapter 6, you will probably want
constraints are important to acoustical de- to limit your analyses, since lhey are time-
sign, they must be staled (as set forth in consuming, to a small number of rooms,
Chapter 2) in advance of design. Intruding only Ihose crgical rooms whtch

are faldy susceptible to noise and which
As building design proceeds, decisions de. are exposed to the loudest sound condl-
scend from the general to the padlcular, tigris, But here you will be caught up in
and constrain more and mar? the eventual conflict--for If you design from the Inside-
outcome, In fact, design may be thought out and Identify your crglcal rooms early
of as a process of scheme constraint set- on, you will no doubt begin immediately
flng--a process which moves from diagram- to revise your scheme to forllfy these rooms
maria drawings to detailed drawings; and rendering them no longer critical; likewise,
from abstractions like safety and sacudty if you design from the outside-in, you will
to concrete representations of walls, floors, tend to sum transportation sounds at some
and roofs. As it moves along, design relies arbitrary point, or points, on your sue where
upon a variety of plan, section, elevation, you anticipate a critical room to appear in
and perspective drawings to represent the your scheme, but having identified the



: 4 potentially noisy points on the site, you will In Chapter 2. Then, formulate noise criteria
want to begin immediately to ameliorate for the types of building occupancies or
the noise level at those points, For example, room functions you have In mind as de-

: you might choose to let the proposed scribed in Chapter 3, Then using the strala-
building itself serve as a barrier, turning Its gles described in Chapter 4, you will select
back to the sources of sound, and locate a polnt or points on your site for esllmatlng
rooms having special needs for quiet on Ihe sound levels, Chapter 5 will then assist
protected side of the building. In this rash- you in estimating the sound coming Io your
Ion, progress in both Inside-out and outside- site from highway, railway and aircraft
In design is constanUy interrupted by re- sources, For the first two sources, Chapter
visions In your scheme, and by the tendency 5 will also show you how to esllmate the
to reverse your design direction, attenuation of sound as It crosses various

types el barriers, If your sits or building Is
Designers manage such mulually enlangled exposed to more than one source of sound,
decision chains through Iterations of a the contributions of these various sources
scheme simply by working first from the can be summed as described early In Chap-
outside-In and then from the Inside-out, tar 6,

Moreover, designers can generate altema- By this time, It Is presumed, you will have
tire schemes whJch appear promising, and completed a schematic design for your
then compare the various schemes. By pro- building which can be analyzed for ils noise
vldlng a method of analysis applicable for transmission properties and Interior noise
nearly any scheme, this design guide aids levels by means of the strategies and math-
In such comparisons. Time spent In scheme ads of Chapter 6. The analysis is made on
generation, analysis, and comparisons wtll a room-by-room basis.
be rewarded with increasing insight into
your buifdlng's noise conditions and their If the room sound levels are greater than
solution. Chaplet 7 contains some explicit the noise criteria you formulaled In Chapter
and much Implicit advice to aid you In gen- 3, you will want to revise your scheme. If
eragng design alternatives, Ihe noise crlleria are not met In Just a few

rooms, you may wish to make delalled
Designing either from the Inside out or from scheme adjustments Ior only those rooms
the outside in, you arrive Inevllably at the affected, If your scheme's noise troubles are
building shell, your main line of delense more general, however, you will look for
against transportation noise, The room-by- more extensive changes In your scheme, In
room calculallons of Chapter 6 are asses- either case, you will be helped by the sug-
llally calculations of the sound Isolation gestlons In Chapter 7,
afforded such rooms by that porllon of Ihe
sllell which constitutes the exterior faces of In this guide, Interior noise sources are not
the rooms, To make Ihese calculations, you estimated. Because of the great diversity of
will rely upon single-figure ratings for varl- sources, Inoluding heating, cooling, and
sue types of exterior walls and wall open- ventilating systems; office equipment; con-
Inge, roofs, and exposed floors, A special versatlon; etc., such estlmales would be
single-figure shell Isolation rating (SIR) sys- cumbersome, Instead, interior sources are
tern was devised for this purpose, and accounted for by assuming they contribute
Chapter 6 describes the procedures for Io the sound coming from exterior tress-
implementing this system. Appendix A pre- potteries sources, If you want more precise
senfs SIRs for a variety of bulldlno shell estimates, you should refer to the public
materials and constructions, texts on noise and vibration control, and on

acoustics and archllectural design listed _t
In summary, lhls design guide Is intended the end of Ibis chapter, (also reference [22]);
to aid you Ir_making acoustic decisions for or you should oblaln the services of an
a building problem which confronts you. acoustical consultant.
The guide's chapter_ are arranged in a
sequence compatible with the overall de- This design guide has Its main emphasis
sign process for buildings. If you are using upon problems of transporlatIon noise In
the gulde for the first time or need to re- the design of new buildings, since this is a
fresh your memory on Its use, you will common noise problem. It is also a cam-
want to study the general discussion which pgcated problem because there are many
fe contained In this chapter, Then you unknowns In building schemes during their
w]fl collect background Information about formative stages. The design problem can
your project site and make the early deci- be slated thus: given an architectural pro.
siena about your building scheme called for gram and a scheme for a proposed bul/d-



5 /no, predict acoustical conditions in tile building el a seleatad type of occupancy,
rooms el the building, or In the outdoor Environmental Impact Statements: given a
activity areas of the building, and bring all proposed building scheme, predict the
spaces to pro-established noise criterion Impact ol transportation noise upon the
levels, rooms of Ihe building.

Building Re-design: given a completed build.
The guide can be helpful In other types of ing, improve the acousilg _ond/tions at
problems as well; problems like those listed Its rooms or ouldoor activity areas to
below: satisfy noise criteria,
Site Selection= given a desired building

occupancy, such as a school or apartment In using the guide to address such add[-
building, select a site which will have tional problems as the ones listed above.
acoustic conditions within spool/led noise you wig select among Ihe offerings of its
criteria, various chapters. This should be easy to

Analysis oi a Building Site: given a site, do once you have familiarized yourself
analyze its acoustic conditions, or the with the guido in connection with problems
conditions to be expected in a proposed oi building design,
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7 Chapter2
What You Need to Know Before
You Begin to Design

Chapter 1 described the general philosophy way passbys, and does not require or rely
and structure of this design guide and how upon direct measurements of noise levels,
it can be used to solve building design If a designer has the required measurement
problems resulUng from transportation sys- equipment and the expertise to operate the
fern noise. Here in Chapter 2, we will specify equipment, he is also likely to have access
the Information you will need to address to good ways of quantitatively estimating
these problems. Much of the Information and predicting acoustic conditions, and per-
you gather for transportation system noise haps these ways are more detailed than
analysis will also be essential for other de- those found in this guide,
sign purposes,

You should realize that the scope of this
In addition to data collection, Chapter 2 design guide has been deliberately re-
has a second goal; namely, to identify the strlclod to exclude some potentially serious
procedure to estimate the severity of the noise problems, Your attention is principally
nolse problem at your site and proposed directed toward consideration of highway,
building, If you have a dire problem beyond railway (including rail rapid transit) and air-
the reach of Ihls guide, you should get craft noise. However, it is not possible to
assistance from an expert acoustician, If It include detailed consideration of compll-
appears that you have no potential problem, oared highway Intersections (including such
desist.. , your time will be better spent in factors as stoplights or severe grades), rail-
other spheres, But, If your problem lies road yard operations, or airport operation
within these two extremes, carry on, this noise problems due to airports located
design guide can be of help to you. closer to your site than the distances listed

in Table 2-1,* These problems ere too cam-
Direct measurements of noise and the plex to ba solved by this design guide,
equipment for making those measurements
are expensive. This guide calls for making " In order to make the rosuils more Immediately
estimates of the sound level of transports- useful to American archllects and designers,cus-tomaryengineeringunits are usedrather than the
tlon noise from statistics such as counts of (matdo) Internal/anal System el Unlls (SI) nor.
aircraft flyovers, highway traffic, end rail- mal/yusodinNBSpubl/oatlons.

Table 2-1. Minimum Distances between Airports and Building Sites [1.2],*

Comrnercial or General Aviation
International Airport "* Military Airport Airport

glgtance Distance Distance Distance Distance Distance
to Side to End to Side to End to Side to End
ofRunway ofRunway (_fRunway of Runway of Runway ofRunway

3000 feet 4 miles 2000 feet 2V= miles 1000 feet 1 mile

• It your building or site Is within the d/Mantes of Table 2-f, you Will havenoise problems beyond the}
scope of this design guido, end you should =acute Ihe servicesof an export acousllclall.
** Airports are classified as International, Colnmerclal or Military, QndGeneralAviationaccording to the
effective number el let aircraft operations (takeoffs and landings)daily [NJet/l, To account for the extra
annoyance ot n/ghnlmo operations, their number la multiplied by seventeenwhen added to the nutnbor
at daytime operations, Hence,NJotl = 17 NJnlght _- NJday.
For International Airports, NJotl Is groaler than 1300.
For Commercialor MI/ttaryAirports,NJoIfIs between501 and 1300.
For (3onoralAviationAirports, NJotl Is lass than_oo.

r.



8 Similarly, consideration of noise problems determine which areas on your slle have
due to fixed or temporary noise sources the lowest noise levels resulting from these
such as noisy hldustrlaf plants, or highway transporta[ion systems. Ideally, the noise
or building construction Is beyond the scope source map might conla[n sound contours
of this design guide because of the diverse of equal noise level covering the entire site.
range of potential problems. This could aid fn the identification and

selection of a preferred building location.
Two classes of Informagon will be needed: But the development of such a contour
(1) information about the buiJdlng site and map is dllflcuJt and is likely Is be beyond
the surrounding area end Information about your resources. Another factor Is that this
the operational characteristics of the varl- technique of selecting a preferred building
ous transportation syalems (Information location requires that your site be large
which we have referred to as physical con- enough to permit relocating the building.
stratnts); end (2) information about the pro- This is sol always possible and, thus, ape-
posed building (information we have called clal design strategies, as outlined In this
scheme constraints), guide, are needed,

Building site data consist of geographical In addition to the geographical and tope-
and topographical Information about the site graphical information discussed above,
and the lands adjacent to the site. The In* there Is also a need for Information about
formation should be sufficient to prepare a Ihe transporlatlon system operational char-
noise source map of the area to scale, and actedstics. The specific informaUon that is
to cut vertical sections through this map in needed depends on Ihe type of transporta-
order to show transportation noise sources lion syslem being analyzed, The complete
In relationship to the surrounding terrain list of required dale are given in Chapter 5,
(including any man-made structures) and which should be reviewed thoroughly before
your proposed building, Of special interest you atlempt to acquire the necessary In-
are any barriers (natural or man-made), in- formation. The possible sources of this
tervening rows of buildings, or extensive Information are discussed below.
growths of vegetagon which might divert,
reflecf, or absorb a portion of the sound For Information on highways, you should
before It reaches your site and building, contact the city or county director of traffic;

city, county or state department of streets,
Usually, the noise source map can be drawn roadsand highways (or department of Irans-

from city, county, highway and other maps porlatlon); or the oily, county, or state engi-
which are inexpensive and easy to obtain, near. Federal agencies such as the Depart-
The third (vertical) dimension is lacking In meat of Transportation, Federal Highway
many of these maps but can be determined Administration, or Highway Research Board
from topographical maps issued by the may also be able to provide the needed
Coast end Geodetic Survey. If these maps information,
do net provide the Informallon needed,
you may have to run surveys wllh a hand For Informellon on railways you should
level or a transit. But before you perform contact the supervisor of customer role-
these surveys be sure to exhaust all ave- lions for the railway. The ally, county, or
sues of existing Information such as: city, stale department of transportation may also
county, and regional planning commissions; be of some help, as well as Ihe city, county
public utility companies for electric power, or slate engineer. The Association of Amed-
natural gas, sawer and waler, or telephone can Railroads may be able to lOUtyou in
services; city, county, and state departments touch with the relevant offices or agencies,
of streets, roads and highways; irrigation
and weed and pest control districts; port Information on airports can be oblalned
authorilles; departments of building ragufa- from the Federal Aviation Administration
flea; city, count./, or state engineers or sur- {FAA) area office for commercial airports,
veyors; and, the Bureau of Reclamation, or from the Military Agency In charge for
National Park Service, or Army Corps of military airports, You might also contact
Engineers, These agencies may not have the FAA District Office, (or airport opera-
the information you need, or may not be tor), or the airport manager to get the re-
able to release it; but if they do have it quired information.
and can release It, your job will be lessened.

Keep In mind that traneporlatlon systems
The main purposes of the noise source map can change dramatically with time, Also,
are to Identify Ihe locations of all potential land use patterns are not fixed, but vary over
transportation system noise sources, and to the years, For exampie_ the future abandon.



9 ment of a nearby airport or railway line upon by loud noises. They are constantly
could erase a presently crucial noise prob- bombarded by noise from all kinds of
lem. Likewise, highway noise could be alia- sources -- namely, automobiles, trucks,
vfated by the development of quieter fires trains, airplanes, but also construction me.
or more silent engrnes. On the other hand, chlnery and Industrial equipment, to name
noise conditions could eventually worsen Justa few. Regrelably, the only refuge they
because of Increased traffic on existing free- may have from these disruptive nolseR Is
ways or the construction of new highways. Inside their homes and offices, Thus, It Is
Naturally, you should try to anticipate future no wonder that people become upset and
changes, In making your predictions, you dissatisfied when they are disturbed even
can consult the data; review the plans and tbere,
projections; and seek the assistance of de.
partments of streets and roads, highway Of course, the best answer would be to
departments, planning agencies, railway reduce noise at Its source. But this option
companies, and the like. Is frequently not one over which the de-

signer has conifer, Therefore, the designer
We have thus delineated some of the re- must concentrate upon minimizing the effect
qulred physical data on the site and neigh- of noise at the "receiver", namely Inside
boring land, and sources of Information on homes, offices, churches, schools, etc. To
transportation system operational character- effectively isolate people from these noises
Istlcs. Now let us review the second main the designer needs to know beforehand the
class of needed Information: information characteristics of the noise source. For
about your proposed building which is many types of sources this Information Is
necessary for Interior noise revel caicula- either not available or would be too velum]-
floes. We have referred to this type of In- neus, therefore difficult end expensive to
formation as scheme constralnls, and have gather,

Indicated that only the most general scheme Construction noise and Industrial noise are
constraints must be spelled out here. two such cases. Estimation and prediction

_i of the noise from these sources Is difficult

!, Scheme conslraints needed are: the type because there are many different equip-of bu[Idrng occupancy--be It commerclar,
educational, Industrial, Institutional or resf- meet types and functions to be described,

/ dentlal, etc,; Ibe building size In terms of That these sources operate Intermittently
;I on a variable time schedule only furtherfloor area, or In terms of beds for general
i hospitals, classrooms for schools, sic,; the complicates the problem, and requires
_l overall building budget, which together wllh elaborate measurements of the sound pro-duced.

the proposed building size, will yield some

notion about building quality; the general This is not the case for highway, railway
type of construction, whether heavily fire- and aircraft noise. Although there obviously
resistant or not, and the general type of are different types of autos, trucks, trains,
construcflonmateHal, whetherhe_vyor light- and airplanes, In general, many of these
weight. Knowing these scheme constraints vehicles operate In the same manner, per-
is essential lot anticipating the typical room forming the same function. This allows cer-
size, amount of exterior shell exposure, and tale assumptions Io be made about how
typical room fura]shlngs, whelher sound ab- the noise Is generated, which In turn makes
sorptlve or not, for the room-by-room calcu- It possible for you to predict the noise levels
ladons of Chapter 8. Knowing the general produced by each type of vehicle, This Is
degree of building quality and workmanship the basis for the predictive methods de-
Is also needed for estimates of room sound scribed In Chapter 5.
revels. Finally, the type of occupancy for
Ihe building as a whole and the functions' We may be able to spare you the trouble
of special rooms within the building are of performing these complete calculations,
scheme constraints needed for selecting We mentioned earlier In this chapter that
noise criteria in Chapter 3. The decision two situations would make these celcu]a-
about these noise criteria Is especially cdtl- lions unnecessary or inappropriate. The
col to the people who will occupy the build* first situation is a building site having severe
lag, people whom you will want to satisfy noise problems, which would direct you
in terms of acoustic comfort, toward the services of an expert noise con-

trol engineer or acoustical consultantT the
As you come face to face wlth the problem second situation, the one to be discussed
of satisfying these fulure occupants, keep next, Is a building site which probably has
In mind that in recent times their peace and no severe noise problem whalever, Let's
comfort have been Increasingly intruded examine this possibility now,



10 Table 2-2 provides s list of minimum dis. this design guido, This. of course, Is con-
tances which you can use as rules of thumb tlngent upon whether or not your situation
for ellm]nagng transportation system sound Is truiy "typicaL" For example, these refer-
sources as matters of concern, The values once dJstanceswould not apply where there
in Table 2-2 am the distances necessary are extremely high vehicular traffic volumes
for the noise generated by "lypfcal" high- --more than 10,000 automobiles per hour,
way and railway operations to decrease to or more than 300 trucks per hour.
an A-weighted day-night sound level of 55
dG (these units are explained more fully On Ihe other hand, If your building site Is
in Chapter 3) at Ihe exlsrior of the building closer than the distances speolged In Talkie
under consideration. As Is Indicated In 2-2 to one or more of the three transports-
Chapter 3, this corresponds to the noise tlen sys[ems noise sources, the noise levels
level in s typical suburban neighborhood, for your building should be determined by
and is not generally regarded as excessive the predictive methods of Chapter g.
noise, In Table 2-2, the decrease of sound
level with distance is assumed to be a func- The use of Table 2-2 Is an informal prose-
tfon only of geometrical spreading, or diver- dare, which may not be adequate for your
gence, and does not include decreases due needs. Thus, e more formal procedure for
to barriers or other formsof shielding which the preliminary elimination of non-intrusive
would further reduce the sound levels and noise sources from further consideration is
render Table 2-2 values more conservative, outlined In Ihs following steps. Complete

these steps using the Preliminary Source
The values In Table 2-2 for airports are the Evaluation Worksheet shown in Figure 2-1.
distances required for the noise generated
by "typical" aircraft operations to decrease Inatruel[one for Ihe Use of the Preliminary
to a sound level that is "clearly acceptable." Source Evalualion Workshsot
This is based on the information given in
reference [1], which evaluates e building STEP 1 INPUT DATA
site as "clearly acceptable" if the "noise You must first determine the distances
exposure Is such that both the Indoor and from ell major highways, railway lines,
outdoor environments are pleasant." and airports to the building site or pro-

posed building location. For aid fn select-
If your site or building Is located at dis- Ing the most appropriate building location
lances greater than those shown in Table on your site, reler to Chapter 4. Distances
2-2, the probability is low that noise WOUld can be obtained from area maps. For
exceed en A-weighted day-nlght sound level highways and railways, the distance
of 55 dR. Thus, there would be no need should be measured along the shortest
to perform the predictive computations of perpendicular line from the centsrllne of

Table 2-2. Distance Cd[eria for Elimination of Non-intrusive Transportation System Noise
Sources [1].

Noise There is a possibility of excessive noise due to this
Source source If the building site Is:

Highway within 1000 feet of any major roadway'

Railroad within 3000 feet of any railway line

Aircraft within the distances given below:

1, International 2, C0mmerclal 3, General Avlatlot
Airport "" or Military Airport" *

Airport**

Distance Distance Distance Distance Distance Distance
to Side of to End of toSIdeoI toEndof toSfdeof to End of

Runway Runway Runway Runway Runway Runway
3V2miles 16 rn es 2V=miles 9Vz miles 1 mile 5 miles

• A malor roadwayis one with traffic ot more than 50 autosper hour or more than 5 trucks per hour,
""..Roethe footnotes o/ Table 2-1 for definitionsfor the three typos of airports.



11 PRELIMINARY SOURCE EVALUATION WORKSHEET

1 2 3 4

I Noise Building- Might there If the answer If the answer
Source Source be excessive is no in all is yes for one

Distance noise? (yes cases, or more of the
! or no) [Sea for nfghways, sources,

Table 2-2] railways, or
airports *

Highway #:1 feet Omit Section 2 Obtain the data
of Chapter 5 and perform the

#2 feet computations
outlined in See.
2 of Chapter 5

#3 feet for each high-
way wilh a yes

#4 feet answer.

Railway #1 feet Omit Section 3 Obtain the data
of Chapter 5 end perform the

#2 feet computations
outlined in See.

#3 feet 3 of Chapter 5
for each railway

#4 feet with a yes answer,

Airport #1 miles Omit Section 4 Obtain the data
of Chapter 5 and perform the

#2 miles computations
outlined in Sac.

#3 miles 4 of Chapter 5
for each airport

#4 miles with a yes answer.

• If the answer is no/or all threetypes or transportation system noise source, this design guide evalu_.
don is not necessary,

Figure 2-1. Preliminary Souroa Evaluation Worksheeh

the highway or railway fo the building or Using the distances of Table 2-2 as refer-
site; and, for airports from the nearest ences, determine tf any of the sources
runway, Also to accuralely estimate the may posst_ly generals excessive noise
noise generated by afrcraft, you should at the building site, To determine the
determine [f the building is to be near appropriate distance to usa as a refer-
the side of a runway or [n line with the once for the airport noise oegmation,
end of a runway, Moreover, you should look In Table 2-2 under the airport cats-
classify the airport In one of three cote. gory and Ihen choose the distance corre-
gories EEl: spending to the building location, to the

f. international Airport or airport serv- side of the runway or in line with the
Jng e greater metropolitan area

2. A_rport serving commerotat carriers end of the runway, Record the results in
or military airport Column 2 as either yes or no answers.

3, General AvlaHon--propeller aircraft Then, depending upon Ihe answer in
Record this information on the workaheet Column 2, proceed to either Column 3
which provides spaces for as many as (a no answer) or Column 4 (a yes answer),
four highways, four railways, and four air. If any highway (or other type of source)
ports for your bu]ldfng site. Distances has a yes answer, the noise prediotion
shouJd be In feet except for airport data, computations should be performed for
which shouJd be in miles, each such aouroe,

:! STEP 2 NOISE SOURCE EVALUATION A word of warning should be given here.
Nowyoucanevaluateeachofthesources All of the reference dtslances listed in
listed in Column 1 of the worksheet. Table 2-2 are approxlmale, You must exer-
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cise some Judgment in deciding which Industrial plant, eta. Hero, your build-
potential noise sources can be neglected ing's construction will have to be
and which ones can't. Unfortunately, this unusual, incorporating special noise
will be difficult until you gain some exper[- control provisions.
once In making these decisions, In general, (b) If the procedures of thls design guide
It is always a good Idea to analyze any yield estimates of Interior noise wall
source about which you are uncertain, That In excess (15-20 dS) of the noise
way there will be little chance of omitting criteria, your building design should
a source which could generate excessive be changed, It may be best to do this
noise at the building site, wllh the assistance of a consultant.

(c) If your building site falls into the
Clearly, there are many noise problems that "clearly unacceptable" category es
require the expert advice of an acoustical defined by Schultz and McMahon In
consultant or noise control engineer, "Noise Assessment Guidelines" (1],

t Although this guide equips you to make you should obtain the services of a

quantitative estimates of noise levels, and consultant to consider the advlslbll[ty
suggests design alternatives to ameliorate of construction on or rejection of the
difficult design problems, you would be site, or of the special adaptations
wise to obtain the services of e consultant which may be required. Schultz and
in the following circumstances: MsMahon define "clearly unaccopt-

(a) If your building occupancy is one that able" as . ,, a noise exposure at the
requires unusually low noise criteria site so severe thai the construction
(for example, a recording studio or costs to make the Indoor environment
library), and the anticipated site noise acceptable would be prohibitive and
levels are expected to be high due to the outdoor environment would still be
the immediate proximity el an alrport, Intelereb[e.

Roforonoos: [1] Schultz, T. J,, and McMahon, N. M.,
Chaplor 2 Noise Assessment Gu!delinea, U,S, De-
Information padment of Housing and Urban Devel-
Collection opment Report No. TE/NA 171 (Bolt

Berenek and Newman, Ins,, Cambridge,
Massachusetts_ August lg71).

[2] Jansen, P. and Sweitzar, G., How you
Can Soundproof Your Home, (Lexington
Publishing Co., Lexington, Massachu-
setts, 1974).



13 Chapter 3
How to Select Noise Criteria

From reading Chapter 2, you have deter- set of other psychological, physiological,
mined whether or not your site or building social, and cultural factors. Obviously, it Io
noiseproblem Is one which can be analyzed essential that you, the building designer,
by using this design guide, This chapter make a number of simplifying assumptions
tells how to select noise criteria," maximum about noise and the human perception of
acceptable sound levels appropriate for noise, In order to deal with acoustic phe-
your site and building occupancy, when the nomena quantitatively. Using this guide, you
origin of the sound is due to external trans- will be able to predict the sound condl-
porte/Ion systems, tlons in end around your proposed build-

ing, and you will have some Idea of the
i Once you have selected noise crllsris ... degree to which your buildlng's occupants

I your design goals you can proceed to will be satisfied with Its acoustic environ-
I I

estimate the amount of sound coming to men/.
i! your silo from highway, railway, and sir-
:_ craft sources; reduce this estlmale of the
-_ amount of sound to account for the effects Experts generally agree upon the definition

of dense vegetation or other barriers (see of noise as unwanted sound; and sound,
Chapter 5), and then make an Initial noise for our purposes, is a propagating pressure
analysis for your bullding's Interior and its disturbance in air. Many properties of this
outdoor activity areas, If the sound levels pressure disturbance can be described
you estimate (in Chapter g) are greater than quantitatively, but the most important prep-
the noise criteria you have selected+ you ertles are the magnitude, or amplitude, of
will probably want to pursue Implements- Ihe pressure changes about atmospheric
tion of suggested design alternagves (In pressure; the time-variation of the pressure
Chapter 7) to bring esllmated sound levels changes (frequency); and the distribution
to within selected noise criterion levels, of sound energy across bands of frequency,

People can hear sound within the range of
This chapter will offer two approaches to pressure amplitudes extending from approxl-
selecting noise criteria , . . an approach mately 20 ,,_Ps(Mlcropascals) at the three-
using the simplified Table 3-1, or an ap- hold of audibility to 20,OOO,O00,_Pa at the
preach using the more comprehensive Table threshold of feeling. The lift-off noise of a
3-2, Before selecting the criteria, however, Saturn rocket is about 20,ooo,o00,ogo i=Pa,
you should study and understand the fol- an even greater pressure amplitude, well
IowJngprinciples of sound, how it is mess- above the threshold of feeling. Because this
ured, end bow noise criteria can be based Is an enormous range of magnitudes, and
upon sound measurements, because acousticians need to observe the

affects of small changes at both extremes,
The response of your future bulldlng's oceu- they have eschewed a linear scale sad
pants Io noise depends upon the physical adopted a logarithmic scale (to the base
characteristics of the noise, the acoustic ten), This scale compresses s range of one
properties of the building, the activity I=1 to a billion to a range of g to 9,
which occupants are engaged, and their

sensitivity to noise along with a complex The numbers O to g represent relative quan-
tises, and the quantity measured on such

• In this design guido, the word criterion denotes a scale is referred to as a level, Scientists
a noise (sound pressure) level which you, the do. and englseers usually work with energy
signer, wlll sele_t as a design target, or goal for quantities that would be proportional to
your building prelect, The EnvironmentalProtec. Ihs square of the sound pressure rather/Ion Agenay uses cdter/a In a different sense;
namely _s _tandatds refloct/sg available knew/, than to the sound pressure itself, This pro-

; edge as to the hea/Ihand wol/aro e/leers el such santa no difficulty, since the logarithm of a
Onvlrosrdonlalpollutants aa noise, squared number (s two times the logarithm



14 of the original number; therefore, Instead influenced by frequency, Likewise, one's
of a range of levels from 0 to 9, the range subjective response of pitch Is highly de-
runs from 0 to 18 for sound pressure pendent upon frequency, but is also some-
squared, The unit on this scale is called a what affected by sound pressure, Moreover,
bel, The bel has been divided into 10 sounds subjectively characterized as "low
smaller units known as decibels, so that pitched" have energy content principally in
the range of sound pressures, from the the low frequency range, and vice versa.
approximate threshold of hearing to Saturn
rocket noise, runs from 0 to 180 decibels. Peop(e are most sensitive to sounds in

the mid-band or high frequencies. People
Decibel scales thus provide a convenient are less annoyed or distracted by sound
w_y to describe the large range of sound frequencies in the lower frequency ranges,
pressures to which your building occupants To compensate for this, sound levels to be
will be exposed, The sound pressure level used for noise criteria are customarily
(SPL) Is defined as: weighted, as shown in Figure 3-1, to de-

emphasize the importance of low frequency
P sound while emphasizing mid-band and high

SPL = 20 Iog,up-'_., frequency sound.

where p is the magnitude of the amplitude
of the sound pressure (measured over some
appropriate averaging time), and Pr_t Is a
reference pressure, taken as 20 /.Pc, The
units of SPL am decibels, abbreviated dE3.
The le_'el near the threshold of audibility Is
g dB, and at the threshold of feeling Is -To
approximately 120 dg,

The logarithmic decibel scale is extremely LU

useful; however, It can be puzzling, On a _ -20
linear scale, the total sound pressure due P
to two Identical noise sources would be _ -=s
twice that of one of the sources operating >=
alone. However on a logarithmic scale, tt_e
total sound pressure level resulting from =:
two Identical noise sources is 3 dB higher
than the level produced by ellher source
alone. (If you double a number, Its Iogarghm
will always increase by 0.3; hence, 0,3 bole,
or 3 decibels), Also, if two sound sources
whose levels differ by more than 10 dB 2o so 10o 20o 500t000_00 s00oto,ooo
are added together, the resultant level will FREQUENCY-H=
be less "than 0.5 dg higher than the level
produced by the greater source operating Figure3-1. Frequency Response Curve
alone, for A-weighting [1,2, 3].

The above paragraphs have concentrated
upon sound magnitude, or amplitude; but
as mentioned earlier, subjective responses There are various wefghgngs or "scales,"
to norse are also based upon frequency, but In this design guide, we will consider
The frequency range of hearing extends only thegns termed the "A-welghtlng" scale
from approximately 20 hertz to 20,000 hertz, (to distinguish it from others, e.g. B, C. D,
The unit hertz, abbreviated Hz, has been arc.). It has the advantage of standardization
adopte d to avoid possible confusion be- both nallona]ly [1] and Internationally [2, 3]
tween the previously used term "cycles per and Is the most commonly accepted weight-
second" and other "cycles" of machinery Ing scale, Special filters are built into sound
or natural phenomena, The 20 to 20,000 Hz level meters so that they measure and [ndl-
range Is referred to as the audio region as cats A.welghted sound levels.
dlsgngulshed from the fnfresonic range (20
Hz and below) and the ultrasonic range Figure 3-2 glustrates the A-weighted levels
(20,0go Hz end above), of sounds encountered in daily life [4]. The

range of A-weighted SPLs found in bugding
The perceived loudness of a sound depends spaces varies from approximately 20 dB for
primarily upon sound pressure, but Is also studies for sound recording to 90 dn for



15 boiler rooms. Clearly, these two types of During such a long time period, a greet
building room occupancies are highly spa- many trains could pass, and the sound
clallzed, and the range of SpLs for ordinary level meter Indication would typlcalJy have
occupancies extends from approximately 35 varied over an extremely wide range, This
to 60 dE]. can be accounted for by obtaining meas-

urements in terms of (A-weighted) equiva-
lent sound pressure levels, Such equivalent
A-weighted sound pressure levels, then,

DECIBELS are constant sound levels which, in a given
Re _0t'P" sItuallon and over a given time pariod_

140 convoy the same sound energy as the
[ actual, measured sound.

50 HP gUon (laD') tg0

JotT_keoft(200') I The nature of the averaging of sounds in
120 equivclont sound levels is such thet two

I sounds, one of whfch contains twice as
RIvoUng Machine 1 1 O Ca_tingShokeout Area

outo, Sew t much energy but lasts only half as long as
Pno_malic Peon Hamr_ot 100 Electric Furnace AroR the second, is characterized by the same

_O equivalent level; so is a Ihird sound wllh

Textile Wo¢lving Plant Seller Room
Subway Train i_0') Planting ProBe Plant four times es much energy but lasting only

one fourth as long. Thus, equivalent sound
Pn(luma¢Ic Drill 1SO') gO Tab_lnllno ROOm

inside Spoil Cat (50 MPH) levels tend to average out sounds of very

FlolgtltTrafn(100') I high level but short duration, For example,
Vacuum ClOanor liB') 70

Sptzechtl, I J No_tFteowaylAuloTialflc) an equivalent sound level of 60 dB over e
gO LargeSlo,a twenty-four hour day would permit soundAccoenling Office

I privale Su=ino.el,co pressure levels of 110 dB, but these would
Large Ttnnslolrflet (=QD'I _O Llghl Tt*lftl¢ (100') be limited to a total duration of less than

!
AverageReah_enc° one second In the course of Ihe twenty-four

'_(_ Mjn LovelaqRoaldOnli_l
I A,o. lnChi=e_oA=NIght hour period [4].

SOfl W_lJspertS'j _0 Sludio (Speech)
I The concept of equivalent sound level was

20 StudioforsoundPIctu¢°=l used in United States Air Force studies of
I noise from alrcraR as early as 1957 [4, 5],10
I and was Introduced In Germany In 1965 to

Thin=hold°f H0alltlG evaluate the Impact of aFrcraft noise upon
You¢,=lo00.400oHz { O the neighbors of airports [6J. It was soon

recognized In Austria as appropriate for
Figure 3-2. Typical A-weighted Sound evaluating the Impacl of street traffic noise

Pressure Levels [41. In dwellings end schoolrooms [7, 8]. It is
now the retfng used In both East Germany
and West Germany standard guidelines for
cfty planning I9, 10], and it has been widely
accepted in Sweden for use in traffic noise

Sounds vary over time, As an example of surveys [11, 12].
the variation of noise level with time, con-
sider a train--Its sound wig increase as
the train approaches and then subside Our use of the equivalent A-weighted sound
as the train moves away, The maximum level conforms to the policy of the Environ-
sound pressure level as the tratn rushes mental protection Agency which selected
by would be much greeter than the sound it as the one consistent measurement scale
pressure level measured as the train dis- "based upon existing sclentlflc and prac-
appears in the distance. However, the varla- riced experience end methodology" which
tlon in the train's sound level can be ac- satisfies the following guidelines:
counted for by averaging the sound energy "1. The measure should be applicable to
over the time of the traln's passage, and the evaluation of pervasive long-term noise
thereby determining an "equivalent" steady in various defined areas and under various

sound level, conditions over long periods of time.
2. The measure should correlate well with

Moreover, since transportation sounds vary known effects of the noise environment on ;
from hour to hour as traffic ebbs and flows, the individual and the public,
another type of long term time averaging 3. The measure should be simple, practical
is needed, It Is based upon time periods and accurate, in principle, II should be
related to the intended time of building useful for planning as well as for enforce-
occupancy, or use. , , 1, 8. or 24 hours, meat or monitoring purposes,



16 4. The required measurement equipment, versely affected by noise., . it could cause
with standardized characteristics, should be a loss el hearing, acgvlty interference or
commercially available, annoyance, and possibre consequent stress.
5. The measure should be closely related In this design guide, noise criteria are re-
to existing methods currently in use. lated solely to annoyance or activity inter-
6. The single measure of noise at a given terence. Hearing impairment is not con-
location should be predlctabre, within an sidered herein since it only tends to occur
acceptable tolerance, from knowledge of in factories and similar locations where very
the physical events producing the noise, loud noise is experienced over long periods
7. The measure should lend _tself to small, of time. Stress per so is not considered
simple monitors which can be leg USe herein since Its causes are ogen multi-
attended in public areas for long periods roosted and its effects difficult to diagnose.
of time," [4] In selecting noise criteria, then, you are

aiming at noise levels that will not be so
Of course, the equivalent A-weighted sound high as to create annoyance, or to Interfere
revel is not without its deficiencies. Still, with activities, particularly those requiring
these deficiencies do not preclude the use verbal communication.
of this measurement scale based upon pres-

ent knowledge until more is known about The total noise environment within a build-
the frequency-weighting and time-averaging Inn originates from two principal sources
of acoustical data. ... indoor and outdoor. The procedures of

this desrgn guide provide quantitative estl-
Four types of equivalent A-weighted sound mates only for that portion of the total
levels are suggested in this design guide as Interior noise due to transportagon-syslem-
noise criteria for various building types: related external sources, The procedures

Leq(1),* the "one-hour" Leq for shorl-term do not rnclude delalled calculations for the
occupancies such as churches and possibly larger contribution of use-related
theatres, internal sources such as mechanical sys-

Leq(8), the "eight-hour" Leq for olftces terns and occupant activities, or to non-
and commercial buildings used during transportagon system related exterior
an8-hourworklngday, sounds, However, the guide permits you to

Leq(g4), the "twenty-four hour" Leq for account for noise generated Indoors by an
educational occupancies," and, adjustment to your selected noise crileria.

Ldn, Ihe day-night equivalent A-weighted The explanation which follows provides the
sound level, for residential occupan- underlying basis for such an adjustment.
c[es,*° Ldn, like Ihe Leq(24). has a 24-
hour averaging period, but in addition
has a built-in penalty for n]ght-tlme When all interior sources have been totally
noise, sirenced, such as when the HVAC (heating,

ventilating, and air-conditioning) system
has been shut down, and when building

Examples of outdoor day-night equivalent occupants are quiet or asleep, total Indoor
sound levels In various locations are shown noise environment may approach the levels
In Figure 3-3. Note in particular that a level due to the external sources. Under these
of Ldn = 55 dB Js characteristic of sub- circumstances, the Interior and exterior
urban rocatlons, and that levels in excess sound pressure levels will differ by a con-
of this are characteristic of urban, noisy slant amount; and it the exterior noise in-
urban, or city (major metropolis) noise creases due to some change such as In-
levels, creased traffic volume, then the interior

noise level will increase accordingly. The
There are several, general ways in which exact amount of difference between interior
your bulrdlng's occupants could be ad- and exterior noise levels would be related

to the building shell's noise Isolation prop-
erties, the lypes of interior furnishings, the

"Loq I= pronounced In e¢cerdall¢o with Its throe IOllOi8 nature of the energy-frequency distribution"L","e"-*'q"; and Leqtl) II called the "ona,i_oor'-
"L"-"o"-"q". (or "spectrum") of the exterior noise, and
'* The use of Leq t24t Ior oducRUonnl occupancies, ns sug-
gested by rolerence 131, woe ndopted in th_s do_lon guido the degree to which windows are open or
bocnut_o Ii was foil that 1his was t_o most eppropllato closed. Such factors as these are dealt
metric for Ihll typD el b_ldlng occupancy. Sfnoe schools with in Chapter 6 of this design guide.nre otter= tJ=od In the oorZy evening hours, Loq(8) would
not bD oppropriuto bocsuso (t wog_d 0sctgdg the nolg_
oxpolure during those hours, Ot_ IhO 01herhand, Ldrl would
goI be opprogrhqe either , bo=_uae Imposing _l NlghtllmD Activity within the bullding presents a cam-

penally would be unnogeslanly severe. I_ootlyj a moa0ulo pllcation_ however, since use-related and
based or1 fourlse_ to Slxloor_ hours would bo boll lusted
Ior education occupancy, Out since such = moeauro is _1ol mechanical equipment noise can vary
i:ultomar/,Leq(=4)waschosen, widely. Hence, lhere are no general rules
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Figure 3-3. Examples of Outdoor Day-Night Equivalent Sound Levels
Measured at Various Locations |4].

for estimating Indoor, use-related noises, Soma of these levels are specifically aug-
Rather, If precise calculations are needed, gesled wllh the understanding that *'health
they ought to be performed byIhe mechan[- and welfare" includes personal comfort and
cal ayslems engineer responsible for HVAC well-being as well as the absence of noise-
systems or by acousticians knowledgeable related mental anguish and annoyance, or
about potentially noisy equipment such as acllvlty Interference. In particular, speech
office machinery or dale processing equip- interference was one Important basis upon
mont. which some of these levels were Identified,

The levels Identified In the "levels docu-
When Indoor-generated sound levels are merit" for Interior spaces correspond to
known, the rules for logarithmic addition oveial/equivalent sound levels In the build-
are applicable for combining Interior use- Ing, regardless of whether the noise is due
related noise and Interior Iransportagon- Io interior or exterior sources, Some means
system rolaled noise (of exleflor origin), is therefore needed to adjust the EPA
For example, Ihasa rules are suchthat when recommended levels to allow for Inlerlor
two equal components are combined, the noise sources,
level corresponding to the tolal is 3 dB
larger than either Individual component, In addition to compgcatlonn Introduced by

the variable acoustical properties of the
A number of recent publications Issued by building shell and furnishings and by the
the U.S. Environmental Prolecflon Agency variability of Internal use-related noise
summarize current knowledge regarding sources, there is very litge knowledge avail-
human response to noise. Several of these able concerning the mosl satisfactory hal-
discuss equivalent sound levels In some ance between noisesof interior and exterior
delail, odgln for specific building occupancies.

Under some circumstances, and particularly
In the document "Information on Levels of when there Is an adverse psychological re*
Environmental Noise Requisite to Protect action to noise of external origin, building
Public Health and Welfare With an Adequate occupants may prefer that any noise of
Margin of Safety" (the "levels document") external origin be dominated and heavily
levels are Identified Io prelect public masked by Internal noises, even at lhe cost.!

i! health In a large number of situations [4], of a significantly Inareased overall noise
;f

,.. ........ . ..... .



18 level, Under other circumstances, when the internal noise to a lever Just equal to
noises of external origin are approximately external noise, with the expectation that
comparable to the use-related interior your bulldlng's occupants will perceive th]o
noises, there can be a subjective response as a satisfactory balance. However, such
indicating a satisfactory balance. An acous, design decisions as these are probably best
ileal consultant may be able to advise you left to acoustical experts whom you should
about systems which provide helpful mask. consulL
fag sounds.

Some recent laboratory studies have dealt
There are no data to Justify a generally ap- with Identification of the levels at which
p//cable statement of preference, various highway traflic noises start to inter-

fere with the abllily to relax and enjoy
Lacking quanlltatlve knowledge concerning listening to the spoken word [13]. In one
people's preference for any specific Imbal- parllcular study the recommended Indoor
ance between two components of an overall noise level for Intruding traffic noise for sub.
noise level, we therefore postulate that the Jects listening to the spoken word was cam-
two components are equal. This postulate parable to the value of 40 dB suggested In
implies Ihat each of Ihe two components In- Ibis design guido. Whereas the aforemen-
dlv[dually be 3 dB lessthan the overall level, t[oned study gives tentative support to this
In reference [4], a noise criterion of 45 dB recommendation, additional research will be

i was suggested as the maximum total level neededforconfirmatlon.
above which activity Interference and result-
ant annoyance would be at dsk. If this noise Based upon the above explanations, it is
crJlerlon fs adjusted downward by 3 dB to then recommended lhat you select noise
account Ior indoor-generated noise, it takes cdtoda from the simplified Tabra 3-1 when-
the value 42 dB. An additional margin of ever It Is applicable,
conservatism would result In a level of 40
dB,

Table 3-1, Noise Criteria for Simplified
This value, Leq = 40 riB, Is suggested os Selection.
the noise criterion for inferior ne/se of ex-
terior origin. The value of 40 dB Is the value Area Level
which appears In Table 3-1.

Indoor Rooms

Indoor-generated noises may be Individually Residential areas,
as much as 3 dB higher than noises of out- Including hospitals Ldn _ 40 dB
door origin with the outdoor noise at the
upper limiting level for Ihe external con- Areas wllh activities
tributlon. For example, if your indoor noise such as schools,
criterion is 45 dB, it will be satisfied if tile offices, conference
interior noise level due to external sources rooms, etc. Leq(24) _ 40 dB
is no greater than 40 dB, end the noises of
internal origin are no greater than 43 dB, Outdoor Activity Areas

The 3 dB dl(ference reflects a barely per- Residential areas for
cepttble difference in subjective loudness which quiet Is a basis
to the two contributions, for use, etc, Ldn _ 55 d8

There are numerous ways of satisfying any Areas in which people
suggested criterion level (such as 45 dB) spend Itrnlted amounts
with differing comblnallons of Indoor and of time such as school
outdoor generated noise. For example, If yards, playgrounds,
the indoor component Is essentially at the eta, Leq(24) _ 55 dB
limiting level, then the external ortgln com-
ponent must be al least 10 dB less than
the limiting value,

If your bultdlng project Is to house a highly
If you anticipate especially adverse exterior specialized occupancy, or If outdoor activity
noise conditions, or building occupants areas are to be an Important element In
who are especially sensitive to noise, you your design, however, you may soJect your
may wish Io mask, or dominate, external noise crlleda from Table 3-2 (which Is a
noise by internal noises even at Ihe cost comprehensive listing of recommendations
of a substantially increased overall noise of other aulhors [14-31]) or from a consider.
level. In other cases, you may wish to bring at]on of the maximum distances over which
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20 conversation Fs satfsfactnrlly intelligible, Leq(24) Is suggested; and, for all reef-
Many of the Table 3-2 recommended levels dential buildings, the Ldn fs suggested.
are A-weighted, bu[ low are equivalent
sound pressure levels; however, the prevI- (3) All of the suggested criteria for accept-
signs presented here allow you Io account able interior sound levels should be
approxlmateJy for this difference. Moreover, decreased by approxims[ely 5 dS to
Table 3-2 leveJs are not accompanied by accounl for sound generated Inside the
any recommendations as to the acceptable building.

component of fntedor noise which may be (4) Perhaps most importantly, the designerduo to exterior sources.
must exercise judgment to accounl for

If you do select from Table 3-2, ba aware the special needs of Ihe building client,
of these four provisos: occupanls, and occupancy with regardto the relevant noise sources and noise

(1) For most occupancies, a range of levels, criteria.
rather than a single number, is sug-
gested in Table 3-2, This reflects the Obviously, Table 3-1 Is simpler Ihan Table
varlabllltyin the needsof building clients 3-2, but circumstances may dfclate that
and occupants, as well as the fact that Table 3-2 be used, In order to develop the
these levels pertain to data conven- ability to judge which option Is appropriate.
tlonally measured with sound level you may wish to consider whether the two
meters averaging over, at most, several approaches actually lead to widely diaper-
seconds, Since the typical time period ate Values, Note Ibat a value of 45 dB for
over which the Leq measures are aver- indoor rooms, as suggested by the EPA,
aged is appreciably longer... I to 24 falls within the suggested range for many
hours . . . the levels obtained from a building occupancies; and, Ihat Interior
sound level meter will naturally fall in A-weighted noise levels due to external
a range of values, sources in Ihe range 40-42 dB will usgally

be acceptable,

(2) The noise criteria you select should fall
within the recommended ranges of Table For example, a mid-range total noise level
3-2. For buildings like theatres and of 40 dB for assembly halls Is consistent
churches which have short-term occu- with the suggestions of Table 3-2. There-
pericles, Leq(1) ts suggested as the fore, 35 dB ts the corresponding suggested
measure. For offices and commercial noise criterion level for indoor noises of
buildings having an eight.hour workday external origin. Consistent wltll (2) above,
occupancy, the Leq(8) Is suggested; for the appropriate metric for assembly halls

other nonresidential buildings, the Is Leq(f). This suggested noise criterion
ILeq(t) _--_35 dS) should next be adjusted
to the client's special requirements if they
appear to be unusual, Finally, most of the
Table 3-2 noise criteria for assembly halls

so recommend a range of approximately 10
e dB. Thus, your Leq(1) noise criterion level
m should be chosen from the range 30 dB to

40 dB, depending upon your Judgment and
the client's special requirements.

In selecting design criteria for outdoor

areas, the Information In Figure 3-4 Is a00 useful supplement to Table 3-1. This figure

40I indicates that the recommended value of55 dB will permit a relaxed conversation,

<_ with 99% senlence Intelligiblll_y, at a dis-
tance of up to about four feet.

This figure can be used to develop other
criteria for outdoor activity areas. For ex-

= 4 6 n _o 20 40 70 ample, If you believe that relaxed converaa-
communl=allngPint=nee.font tigris with 99% sentence Intelligibility must

Figure 3-4, Maximum Distances Outdoors be possible at distances up to 20 feet, then
Over Wlrich Conversation is Considered the appropriate criterion would be an equlv-
to be Satisfactorily Intelligible in Steady a[ent level of 30 dB, clearly an unusual and
Noise [4]. stringent criterion for outdoor activity areas.
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23 Chapter 4
How to Select a Point on Your Site
for Estimating Transportation
SystemNoise

In Chapter 3 you selected one or more noise single transportation system noise source,
criterion levels for your proposed building be It e highway, railway or airport. This
occupancy. In Chapter 5. you will calculate sound level is esllmeted by perlormlng the
the sound level at your site due to highway, catculeUons necessary to flll out one or at
retlway, and aircraft noise sources. It is most two worksheets for each source,
these sound levels that will be used In
Chapter 6 to determine the total exterior
sound level In your outdoor activity areas, The result of completion of each worksheot
end the interior sound level In your build- is the sound level at one pargcular point on
Ing's rooms. Also in Chapter 6. you will your site due to a single transporletion sys-
compare the predicted sound levels to the tern noise source.
noise criterion levels that you selected, to

determinewhelherornotyouroutdooraetlvl. If there /s more than one lranaportatlon
? ity areas and bulldtng's rooms will be too syslem noise source affecting your sffe, you

noisy, must proceed to the _eeond stage, and fgl
:' out the additional worksheet(s) as required,

, Since sound Is attenuated as It propagates if for example, your site is agected by three
away from Its source, the sound levels wgl highways (one of which has e sound bar.
vary from one geographical point to another rler), a railway, and en airport, you would

_! overyour site; end. indeed, each of the cam- end up with seven completed worksheeta
putegons In Chapter 5 is for the sound level when you finish the Instructions of Chapter
at one particular point, Since each el these 5. Again, It (a emphasized that the sound
computations takes time, you will want some levels predicted using these wmkabeets will
strategy for keeping the number of col- be torone particular point on the site.
culetlons at e minimum. Such strategies are
elusive since the construction of your pro- In the third stage, the sound level at a
posed bu[Iding and Its site deve[opment single slte Iocegon for any combination ef
may change the acoustical conditions on the different types el transportation system
the site. Moreover, there ere a large number noise cited above will be determined. Hence-
of variables which win affect your selection forth, we will use the terms "site point" and
of e site location for estimating transports- "receiver" to rater to the location on your
tlon system generated sound levels. Thus, site for which design guide calculations are
we can crier ne one specific algorithm for to be made. This site point could he an orb1.
keeping the number of Chapter 5 caloula- fiery location you have selected, or it could
gone at a minimum, However. we will in this be e proposed outdoor activity area as ex-
chapter give you some crude strategies plalned In the first part of Chapter 6, or the

:_ which should be of assistance In keeping Interior of some selected room in your bulld-
_'i,, the number el calculations reasonable. Ing as explained later on In Chapter 6,

ii To take advantage of these strategies for Note that Chapter 6 also offers some strafe*
limiting the number of required eelcula- gtea; namely, strategies for selecting repro-
lions, you should already be somewhat sontetlve rooms so as to mlnlmlae the hum-
familiar with the contents of Chapters 5 and bet of Chapter 6 room-by*room caleule-
6. For example, you should know that there tlons. The gist el these etretegles Is, when-

! are three major stages In predicting the ever possible, to select trial reams which
, noise from transportation system sources have potentially troublesome, or critical,

for each activity area or room in your pro. sound conditions. These ere strategies
posed building. In Chapter 5 you will cam- which, ideally, should dovetail with strata-
plate the first stage by determining the gies for so}acting a point or points on your

,: sound level at some eelecied point due to e site for Chapter 5 computations.

r



24 Given the complexllles Involved, you can subjected to noise from a railway 500 ft
now sea Ihat Ihe selectton of trial site Ioca- from the tot's rear property Itne (see Figure
tlons for Chapter 5 calculations will be 4-1). On such a site there Is ttttle chetce
based upon both (a) an eady familiarity fn the dweltlng's location, especially ff
with your site so as to anticipate where building selback dtstances are required for
crttlcalfy high or low sound levels will likely the lot. However, even if setbacks are not
occur, and (b) an advanced understanding required and the dwetltno could be aligned
of your proposed bulldtng so as to anflcl- with the front Iol line Io keep II as far away
pate which of its rooms require quiet aceus- from Ihe railway as possible, little benefft
tic conditions, and which are less sensitive would be achteved; because the sound level
to noise . . . you could then plan to locate at the front of the lot would be only one or
noise-sensitive rooms al quiet slte lees- twe decibels lower than at the rear. Thts Is
lions, and rooms that are less sensfl[ve to in accordance wilh the rule of thumb lhat
noise at noisy silo Iocagons. the equivalent sound level decreases by

approximately 4 to 6 decibels for every
TO explore the metier further, let's discuss doubling of distance from a source, What
two typical building design problems. FIrsl, does this mean? it means Ihat as you get
leVs consider the design of an eight-room farther and farther from the railway, small
dwelling on a relatively small site, say a changes in distance do not change the
residential lot 75 ft wtde and 120 ft deep. sound level appreciably. If the sound level

has been determtned at the rear property
line 6gO h from the rattway, the sound
level at 1.gO0 ft from the railway is approxi-
mately 4 to 6 decibels tess. To realize an
addflfonal attenuation of 4 to 6 decibels,
the dtstance must be increased to 2,000 fl;
then 4,000 ft, B,oog fl, and 16,000 fl, etc.,
for each addHIonal 4 to 6 decibels of
agenuattom

For this design problem, the best strategy
Is simply Io cafculale the sound level at the
centrold et the area bounded by setback
lines; or, if there are no selback require-
monls, at Ihe controld of the site Itself. Then
you may assume thai Ihls sound level Is
approximately correct for any outdoor activ-
ity areas on your silo, or for any of Ihe
exterior rooms in your proposed building.

A good approxtmatlon of the noise levels
throughout a site, based on Ihe distance
from the noise source, can be esllmated by
calculagons for Just a few locations, If the
distances Irom the source to Ihe chosen
location are selecled so that they vary by
less than :L-15 percent, then generally the
calculations already performed for one
distance will suffice. Wflhln Ihese llmlls,
Ihe sound level will not vary by more
Ihan ±1 decibel among locations. For ex-
ample, if your chosen location is 506 ft
from the noise source and a sound level of
60 decibels has been determined at that
rocaflon for a given source, a location 435
ft from the source will have a sound level
of approximately 61 decibels and a location
575 ft from the source wlfl have a sound
level of approxfmately 59 decibels. Barriers,
of course, will alter these sound levels In
the manner discussed in Chapter 6, so this
part of the calculation must still be made.

Figure 4-1. Dwelr[ng Design Problem Site, Unless the noise source is very close to Ihe
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Figure 4-2. Elementary School Site Plan.

site, or unless the site fs very large corn- What strategy should be used to choose one
pared to tts distance from the source, quite or more points on Ihe silo for lriet calcula-
possibly only a single sound level esgma- lions? The nodhern portion of Ihe site,
lion will be necessary--one corresponding farlhest from Ihe highway, will probably
to the cenler of Ihe site. be a quiet area of the silo. Still, part of

the southern portion of the site is shielded
Now, let's consider a more complex proh- by Ihe concrete wall which could effectively
fern Involving the design ef an eight-room shield a one-story building from the auto-
elementary school for a large, level site mobile and truck noise on this highway.
near a major roadway as in Figure 4-2. Thus, let's consider two points . . . point

(a) near the concrete wall and point (b)
The roadway ts partially shielded from the near the norlhern boundary of the site,
site by a 10 It-high and 800 h-long, concrete as shown In Figure 4-2.
wall that is located 160 ft from the center-
line of the highway. This wall ac.ts as a The sound level at point (a), close to the
sound barrier and reduces lha noise from concrele wall, depends on the distance
the highway Io varying degrees at different between Ihis point and the centerline of
locations on the silo, The silo is large the highway, and on the amount of noise
enough (2,(]00 ft long by 1,000 ft wide) to reduclion provided by the concrete wall.
allow some freedom in the location of the If we neglect the elfecl of the concrete wall,
school, the sound level at point (a), call tt L, would

be affected by the distance attenuation of
The school is to be a one-slory building the sound as it propagates from the high-
containing eight classrooms, eaoh of which way Io Ihls point 280 ft away. But the sound
Is 30 ft wJdo by 30 h long by 9 ft high. For level at point (a) ts less than L because of
simplification, we will assume that these Ihe shielding effect provided by the wall
are to be Ihe only rooms, aside from corrl- The amount of noise reduction is a func-
dors, fn the school. The building scheme, Pen of the wall's effective height relative
shown In Figure 4-2, provides four rooms to the highway and the school, and also a
on each side of a double-loaded corridor• function of the tenglh of Iho wall relative to
Since this, or any other probable building Ihe _englh of the roadway, hence relative
scheme, ts small in floor area relative to to the "included angle," as shown In Fig-
the site area, there are many alternatives ure 4-2. The eflect of these factors, which
for locating the school on the site. are dlsoussed in delaif in Chapter 5, can



26 be most simply stated as , . . the higher presence of two, three, or more transporta-
the wall and the larger the included angle lion system noise sources, In this case. the
(long wall), the more noise reduction pro- selecllon e/ a point for estimating the sile
vlded. Thus, polnt (a) was chosen as near to noise level can be very dllflcult. The best
the wall as possible (to maximize the effec- strategy, for such a case wilh several noise
live wall height), and midway along the sources, Is to pick a point as far away
wall's length (to maximize the Included from the noisiest source as possible; but
angle), For the geometry shown In Figure If this ts not possible or if you suspect air-
4-2, a noise reduction due to the shielding craft noise to be a problem, select the
effect of about 5 decibels could be ex- centrold of the site for ]nglal calculations,
peeled. The sound level at point (a) Is thus
(L -- 5) decibels. You may want to consider other alternative

building locations using Intuition in the se-
The sound level at point (b). close to the laotian of points for estimating sound levels.
northern boundary of the site, also depends Until you develop this Intuition, you can
on the d]slanca between this point and the use the tallowing simple site-related guide-
centedine o/ the highway, and on the lines.
amount of noise reduction provided by the
concrete wall. Point (b) Is chosen midway Silo-Related Guidelines
along the wall (to maximize the Included
angle) and at a distance of 1000 tt from the No sltlng options,.,
eenlerllne of the highway. Again neglecting Choose the centro/d of the building If the
the effect of the concrete wall, the sound no/so sources are far away; but If the
level at point (b) is equal to the sound level noise sources are close.by choose points
at point (s) (L for no concrele wall) minus where critical building rooms are to be
a correction to account for the additional located.
distance attenuation between points is) and
(b). This additional distance attenuatfon, Siting options available:
which follows the rule of thumb that the
equivalent sound level decreases by approx- Single source (no barrier)...
lmately 4 to 6 declbles for every doubling of Choose a point as far away as possible
distance away from the source, amounts to from the source if it will result in s de-
about 8 decibels for thle case. Thus, the crease /n sound level; I.e., the distance
sound level at point (b), neglecting the between the source end your proposed
effect of the concrete wall, Is approximately bul/dlag /s st least doubled by moving
(L--8) decibels, farther away, I/ the sou[ce is far away

from your site, or If aircraft Is the noise
source, the choice el a site point is non.

The shfelding effect of the wall at point (b) critical.
Is less pronounced than at point is) because

both the effective wall height and the In- Single source (with barrfar)cluded angle are decreased. For the gaom- ' ' '
etry shown in Figure 4-2, a noise reduction if possible, choose a point which satisfiesthe guidelines above for a single source
due to the shielding effect of only 1 decibel with no barrier and Is located as close as
could be expected, The sound level at point possible to the barrier and midway along
(b) Is thus (L -- B -- 1), or (L -- 9) decibels, Its length, This point benefits from both
which is approximately 4 decibels less Ihan distance attenuation and barrier noise
the sound level at point (a). Hence, point
(b) should be chosen as the quietest point reduction. If the selection of such a point
to locate the school and to estimate the is not feasible, choose an intermediate
transportation system noise. Actually, since point for which e trade.ell between dis-
most of the reduction in sound level at point tense attenuat/on and barrier noise reduo-
(b) Is due to drstance attenuation (8 decl- t/on may be made,
bets), any point along the northern boundary
of the site (1000 ft from the centerlina of Multiple Sources . . ,
the highway) has a sound level of approxi. Choose a point as far away as possiblefrom the noisiest source, if it will result
mately (L _ 8) decibels. Since Ihe calcu- in a decrease In sound level, l.e., the
lated noise reduction of 1 decibel provided dfs/ance between the source and yourby the concrete wail at point (b) is insignifi-
cant you may choose any point along the proposed building is at least doubled bymoving farther away. If you can't guess
northern boundary, which source is noisiest or if all sources

are equally noisy, choose the eenlrold
Either of these two building design prob- of your site as the point for estimating
lems could be further complicated by the the transportation system noise.



27 Now Ihat we have discussed site-relaled Again, as with site-related guidelines, you
guidelines, let us now turn to building- must use Inlu[lton In selecting Ihe number
related guidelines, These guidelines refer of points for estimating the sound level.
to poslgonlng Ihe building at a point on Until you develop lhls intuition, you can use
your site that you have chosen. If we refer 1he following simple building°related gutde-
to the previous example of the construction lines.
of a school, the overall dimensions of the
building scheme are small relative Io the Bulldlng-Related Guldollnes
size of the site. and in comparison with
the probable distance between the building Building is small and Is Iocaled far from
and the highway. It Is doubtful Ihat the the source ...
sound levels will vary much from one end Choose a point corresponding to the
of the building to the other; and thus. there centroid of the building and to/low Ihe
is no need to calculate the sound levels for appropriate site-related guidelines listed
various polnls along Ihe building, previously. Using only one point Ior your

calculations is valid if the two ends el the
building are within :_15 percent of the

Now le_'sconsider the ease of a large build- distance from Ihe source to the build-
Ing Iocaled close to a highway as In Figure Ing ...
4-3. The dlslance from the highway to the
far end of the building Is twice as long as Building Is large and Is located close to Ihe
the dlslanoe to the near end of the build- source...

Ing (200 ft as compared to 100 ft). Thus. Choose several points corresponding to
you can expect the sound level to vary by the location of outdoor activity areas and
4 Io 6 decibels from one end of the build- rooms of Interest. You can limit the total
ing to the other. The best strategy ler such number of points using the rule of thumb
a case is to calculale me souna eve for that Ihe sound level will only vary ey _1
each point of qterest. De t an ou[aoor decibel for locations within _15 l_ercent
acllvlty area or one of the rooms of me of tile distance trom the source 'o Ins
building, ooint of calculation . . .

Figure 4-3. Building Located Close to a Highway.
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29 Chapter 5
How to Estimate Building
Site Noise

Section 1 When dealing with sound and Its effects on spherical sound waves and cylindrical sound

Bound the occupants of your proposed building, waves. Spherical sound waves are usually
three components need to be considered: generated by a soum_ whose overall dlmen°Propagation and
the source of the sound, the path along signs are small compared with the wave-Barriers
which the sound travels, and the receiver or length o/ the sound produced, This type of
lndlvfdual who hears the sound, Various sound source Is called s point source. In
effects of sound on the receiver have been contrast, eyflndrlcal sound waves are gen-
discussed In Chapter 3. in this section the eraled by s source whose radial dimensions
sources of sound and how sound propagates are small compared to the wavelenglh of
from the source to the receiver are de- file sound produced, but axial dimensions
scribed, are Infinite or extremely large. This type of

sound source Is called a line source'.
Sound can be generated by the vibration of

_ a solid body in contact with the air; forces Wave divergence refers to the spreading
,_ acting dlrecgy on the air, such as a fan', or out of the sound wave from a source into
_: by Ihe violent motion of the air itself as the surrounding almosphere, The effect of

from a Jet. Consider for example, what Ibis spread/no Is to decrease the sound
, happens when the sheet metal panels of a level at the receiver as he moves farlher

: truck hood are set into vtbratfon by the away from Ihe source. Wave divergence Is
_J truck's engine. The vibrating panels move digerent for point and line sources--for an
_ in and out. As they move outward, they push Idealized point source, the sound level de-

against the air nearest them; as they move creases by 6 dB for each doubling of dis-
Inward they produce a padlal vacuum, or fence away from the source; for an ideal.

:', rarefaction, In the nearby air. The alternate Izsd line source, the sound level decreases

:T compression and expansion of IhS air adla- by 3 dB for each doubling of distance
cent to the panels results In small local away from the source. These values of

I;_ fluctuations In the atmospheric pressure, wavedlvergence are for ideal sources which
_ These fluctuations in turn cause a person radiate sound uniformly into a homogene-

of the air farther away from Ihe panel also ous loss-free atmosphere, free of barriers.
_ to fluctuate in pressure. This local disturb-

i__ ence Is thus propagated througll the air as Excess attenuation is the added decreasesound waves that reach our ears. The same of sound level beyond Ihat caused by simple
general principles apply to other mecha-
nismsof sound generation In that small local
fluctuations in the atmospheric pressure are "It should be pointed out that since this design
created and propagated through the air as guide uses the Leq marl/c, which is based on. averaging the variations of the sound level over
sound Waves. some specified time period to obtain an equiv.

elenl sound/(_ve/, to make a d/st/action between
_i The sound waves that are generated by point end gne sources is not quite accurate, I!

these two mechanisms are known as elastic a point source such as an auto or truck moves
past a stationary reco/ver_ Ihe Instantaneous

waves, which are characterized by the fact sound/eve/ will first Increaseas the source ap.
Ihat a disturbance Initiated at one point is preaches, reach a maximum, and then decrease
propagated to other points In a predictable as the source moves away. In using the Leq
manner delermlned by the physical proper- metric, this time varying sound level Is averaged

to give constant equivalent sound level of equal
ties of the medium of propagation. Tile energy. Thus, the not el/eel Is to epproxlmale

; sound heard by a receiver depends upon Ihe the moving polnl source as a _tatlonary, Infinite
type o/ sound wave, the medium (usually line sourceseneragng a sound/eva/equal to Leq
air), the type of wave divergence taking ettheracelver, Thlslactlsnlent/onedon/ytorlhe
place, and the excess attenuation, sake el technical accuracy. It has no effect onhow you will parterre tile calculationsIn later _ec.

lions because It has boon Implicitly Incorporated
Two common types of sound w;_voa are into the transpodat/on system aolae rnodelo,



30 wave dlvergense, and Includes attenuallon Barriers
by absorption In the air; atlenuatlen by en-
vironmental condJgons (rain, sleet, snow A sound barrier can be any obstruction
or fog); attenual[on by grass, shrubbery and which shields, or pargagy shields, the sound
trees; attenuallon and fluctuation due to source from the receiver, The e(feet of this
wind and tempQreture gradients,aisles- shielding Is to reduce the level of the sound
pherlc turbulence and the characteristics heard by a reaeiver by an amount dependent
of the ground: and, attenuation due to bar. upon, among other things, the location and
dere or other types of shielding (1]. Thus, configuration of the obstrectlon, Based on
by Including excess attenuation you can this definition, walJs, earth berms, the sides
correct the Ideal, loss-free case to account of depressed highways or railways, the
for atmosphedo and environmental elo. edges of elevaled highways and railways,
meets that reduce sound levels, and any other obstruction of sufficient alze

can act as sound barriers. Examples of these
In this design guide, the sound level gen- types at shielding are shown in Figures
crated by each type of transportation system 5,1-1 through 5.1.4.
noise source wliJ be predicted assuming
"typleaJ" values of attenuation due to wave The attenuation provided by a barrier de-
divergence and environmental conditions, ponds upon how much of the total sound
Then account will be taken for additional energy Is blocked from the receiver, Obvl-
attenuation effects of any barriers, rows o1 oualy, If some of the sound energy can pass
Intervening bugd[ngs or heavy vegetal]on, by the barrier, IIs elfectlveness Is lessened,

There are basically four paths which sound
The remainder of this aeolian contains a can follow from the source, past (or through)
general discussion 01 sound barriers and the bardar, to the receiver (2]. These paths,
how to predict the attenuation they provide, discussed in Ihe next few paragraphs, are
Also, the barrier effect of buildings and the shown in Figure 5.1-5,
attenuation due to vegetation are discussed.
These shielding effects are essential for pro- The direct path refers to the sound Ihat
dieting highway and railway noise In Sec- passes over or around the barrier without
lions 5.2 and 5.3 of this chapter, being aflected l.e., there Js no d[ffreot]on.

....... ........
Figure 5.1-1, Shielding by a Wall. Figure 5,1-2. Shielding by an Earth Berm.

Figure 5,1-3, Shielding by o Depressed Figure 5.1.4, Shielding by an Elevated
Highway or Ragway, Highway or Railway.

Figure 5,1-5, Paths along which sound on- zone and the angle of d]ffrect[on asso-
ergy can travel from the source to the clated with the source-barrler-recelver
receiver (g], Also shown is the shadow geometry.



31 For this palh. the barrier does not blocl< the only Infinitely lung wane with a thickness
tins-of-sight between Ihe suurce and re- much less then Ihe wavelength of Iha dlf-
salver and therefure prevldes little or no fraeled sound _rJg[d-screenbarriers). Theo-
atlenuatlon, The direct path can be affected rallcal end experimental Investigations [3]
only by increasing the height of the barrier have shuwn Ihat the attenuallon by wedge-
so tl_at the line-of-sight between the suurce shaped or wide barriers fe somewhat dlffaro
and receiver is blocked, eat from that predicted by rigid-semen the-

odes, However, predicting Ihe attsnuallon
Sound energy that passes Just over the top by Ihese other barrier shapes Is difficult and
edge of tile barrier Is bent down into the only a small improvement fn the accuracy
apparent shadow zone, which Is the area can bo achieved, Hence, this design guide
visually shielded from the source as shewn applies the theory developed for an Infinitely
in Figure 5.1-5. This path is the diffracted long rigid-screen for ell barrier shapes and
palh, anarogous to the optical diffraction of sizes,
light. The sound waves that are diffracted
are attenuated, and the larger the angJe of Another path Is ene directly through the
detraction Idsflned In Figure 5.1-5), the more barrier. Sound traveling this path Is reduced
the sound wave Is attenuated In this shadow by an amount releled to the so-oalJud trses-

zune. The amount of sound energy reach- mission less ol the barrier, a measure of the
lag the receiver via the diffraction path is reduction in level of Ihe sound that passes
dependent upon the barrier height and the tnrouge the barrier. The transmission loss
location of the source and receiver relative eoosaoa most fmoortently upon the weight

barrier--the heavier the
barrier the less sound transmitted. As a gsn-

to the barrier, II e)ther thesource or receiver oar unit area of theIs placed close to the barrier, the angJe of araJ rule, If the surface wslgat density, which
diffraction and hence the attenuallon Is in. is ml_ weight density (Ib/ft') multiplied by
creased. The amount of attenuation due to tee barrier thickness (Ill, Is greater than 4
diffraction of Ihe sound wave Is dependent b/it = the transmission of sound illreugh the
on the shape of Ihe barrier. In general, most barrier wgl Oe nagNglblu relative to the
theories of dlgractlon that have been dsval- seuns energy diffracted over or around the
aped for predicting barrier attenuation treat barrier I4],

I

tilI rprlocllon Irate the oppo=lnll b__

I

(hi ;ollo¢lUill f/am a /los;by wall or biilfdlrl

Figure 5,1-6. Two cases where reflected waves effectively reduce barrier atlenuatlon,



32 The last palh shown In Figure 5.1-5 fs the the actual reduction of sound due to the
reflected path, Reflected sound is usually barrier is less than Blot predicted for the
of concern only to a receiver on the same diffraction of the sound wave, To be effec-
side of the barrier as the sound source, Two rive, barriers must not only break the line-
special cases where reflected sound waves of-sight between the receiver and the nearest
may be important are shown in Figure 5.1-6. seclton of roadway, bul also between the
In both cases, part of the sound energy receiver end sections far up and down the
radiated by the source Is reflested from a roadway. To decide when predicted barrier
nearby surface and then propagated [o the attenuation must be adjusted to accounl for
receiver. Depending upon the location of sound coming around Its ends, refer to Ihe
the reflecting surface and barrier relative barrier "included angle," denoted "a". and
1o the source and receiver, the barrier at- defined in Figure 5.1-8. if the Included
tenuatlon may effectively be reduced to zero angle, "a", is greater than 170 °, the barrier
(i.e., the sound level at the recetver Is the can be considered Infinitely tong. This means
same with or without the barrier), It should Ihat the atlenuatlon depends only upon
be noted that In most practical cases, the sound diffraction across the top of the bar-
reflected noise does not play an Important def. But If Ihe Included angle, "a", Is 170"
role in the treatment of barriers [5], If you cr less, the barrier length Is considered
encounter a serious situation of reflected finite, and adjustments must be made to
noise, you may need the services of an account for sound coming around the ends
acousBcal consultant, of the barrier, These adjustments are In-

cludedIn Ihe predictive procedures of See-
If the border provides a substantial amount lions 5.2 and 5.3,
of attenuation, the sound diffracted ever or
around the barrier Into the shadow zone .... Line Source .....
usually represents the most Important path
between the source and receiver. Hence,
estlmaBng the amount of attenuation due to
diffraction Is the primary calculation in-
volved In determining barrier attenuation in
Sections 5,2 and 5,3. However, there are two
other constderatlens in determining barrier

l altenuation, These are the overall length of Receiver

i the barrier relative to the source length, and Figure 5.1-8. Barrier Geometry Showingthe presence of hates or openings in the the tncluded Angle, a.

I barrier. A short barrier permits sound topropagate around Its ends, and a barrier Holes or openings substantially increase
j with holes permits sound to be transmitted the sound transmission of a border, thus
r directly fllrough the barrier, reducing its effectiveness, This fs best lllus-
j trated by the data shown In Table 5.1-1. if,

for example, a burr[at has openings which
amount Io ten percent of Its total area. Its

..... Line Source overall attenuation would not be greater
:_: _.,_.',,.._.,_-'=.=_,,'_-_f Ihan an A-weighted sound laver difference of
"_' ....... """'_" ...... _ 4 dB, considering attenuation due to both

transmission and diffraction. For a barrier

with openings greater than ten percent of
ffs area, the attenuation will probably be

Receiver negligible.

Figure 5,1-7. Paths for Sound Energy to Maximum
Travel Around the Ends of a Barrier, Percent of Barrier Transmission

Area that is Open LossPossible, dB

Ear sources, such as highways and railways, 50% O
which are conceptually represented as line 10% 4
sources, the lenglh of the barrier Is purlieu- 5% 7
darly impatient. For example In Figure 5.1-7, 1% 14
the noise diffracted over the top of the 0,5% 17
barrier Is reduced; however, the sound 0.1% 24
propagating from the part of the roadway
extending beyond the ends of the border Table 5,1-1. Transmission Loss for Barriers
la not affected by the barrier. As a result, wtth Holes [2],



33 Before continuing this discussion, let's re- The method used In this design guide for
view a few general principles of barrier caJcuJatlng the attenuation provided by a
attenuation; speclffcaJly, the relationship barder Is based on the work of Kuglor and
between sound allenuaflon expressed In Plersor [6]. Their model, which assumes
decibels and In energy terms as shown In that highway traffic can be treated as n line
Table 5,1-2. The meaning of Ihese numbers source parallel to an Inflntely fang screen
can be explained by considering, as an barrier, relates the attenuation to the path
example, a barrier whfch atlenuates the lenglh difference, L. GJvan the source-
noise from a highway by an A-weighted barrier.receiver geometry shown In Figure
sound level difference of 10 dB. Re(erring 5.1-9. the path length difference Is defined
to Table 5.1-2. it can be seen that this alton- as,

uaRon of 10 dB Is equivalent to eJJmlnaRng L = A + B -- C.

90 percent of the energy initially propagated The distance IA + B) Is the shortest pathtowards the receiver, This drastic reducRon
In energy reJagveto the sound level attenua- over the barrior's edge from the source to

the receiver; C Is the direct path distanceRan can be understood in view of the loga-
rithmic nature of the measure, Table 5.1-3 from the source to the receiver through the
provides general rules for the feasibility of battier.
obtaining vadous levels of attenuation from
barriers [5]. The reraflonshlp between the path length

difference and the attenuation provided by
Table 5.1-2. Attenuation in Terms of a barrier Is a function of the frequency

Decibels and Energy [2]. spectrum of the sound source. Kugler end
Plersol found that the reduction of high-

Attenuation Remove __% of way noise by n barrier could be estimated
__dB Reduction Energy with sufficient accuracy by assuming a

•_ frequency of 590 HZ [6]. The dashed
3 50% curve of Figure 5.1-10 shows the relallan-
6 75% ship between path length difference and the

10 90% attenuation provided by an inflnllely Jong
20 99% barrier screening a line source radiating

:J 30 99.9% sound at a frequency of 500 Hz. As a more
_, 40 99.99% conservative estimate of the noise reduction.

KugJer and Pferaol proposed a simplified
linear curve shown dotted In Figure 5,1-10.

Table 5.1-3, FeaslbIllly of Obtaining However. this des[gn guide employs Ihe
Attenuation from Barriers [5]. solid curve shown In this figure, which Is

even more conservative because the attsn-

BarrlerAItenuagon ° Feasibility uetion for small values of L goes to zero in-
stead of esympteRcslly approaching e value

• 5 dB Simple of 5 dB as for the general line snurae model;
10 dB Aflalnable and because the maximum attenuation Is
15 dB Very Difficult limited to an A-weighted sound level differ-

r, 20 dS Nearly tmposslble ence of 12 dB for large values of L due to
environmental eflecta.

A.weighted sound level attenuation in decibels

L= A.-}* B--C

[ Source Barrier Receiver

Figure 5,1-9. Barrier Path Length Difference.
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Figure 5.1-10. The A-weighted attenuation models [6], The assumed frequency of the
provided by an Inffnlte[y long barrier source Is 500 Hz.
versus path length difference for various

When sound is attenuated by a barrier, It blnallon of sounds radiated from the on-
Is not uniformly reduced in level across Its glne, fan, Intake, exhaust, and tires), an
enUre frequency range, Instead, Its high effeclive source height based upon all the
frequencies are reduced more [han its low subsources must be used, The effective
frequencies. The result Is a change fn the source height Is dependent upon the type
spectrum shape of the sound at the building of transportation system sound source--it
site, This Is of Ifttle or no consequence in Is assumed to be located at the roadway
calculating the sound level In outdoor actlv- surface for automobiles; at track level for
Ity areas, but it Is Important In estimating railway cars; at eight feet above the surface
the sound level Inside a room since the for heavy trucks; and fifteen feet above the
spectrum shape of the sound can be critical surface for diesel-electric locomotives (more
In determining the sound Isolallon properties will be said about effective source height
of the bulldfng shell. Low frequency sound In Sections 5,2 and 5.3).
energy passing over the barrier Is easily
transmitted through the external shell of the The receiver location will be [n some out-
building, Based on a delallsd study of this door acgvfty area on your site or some room
problem, discussed in Appendix B, It was fn your building. The following examples
found that the building shell Isolation rating discuss the effect of receiver Iocalion on
must be degraded byabout 3 dB for exterior the resulting attenuatton,
noise dominated by sound propagating over
a barrier. Alternatively, the estimates of bar.
rJerattenuation can be reduced by a corre-
sponding amount. This correction tn [ncor- 1, Rules for calculating L
petaled in the solid curve of Figure 5,1-10.

tf the building you are designing is to be
To predfct the attenualfon of a barrier you many stories hfgh. the attenuation provided
must determine the path length difference-- by a barrier can vary substantially between
L. You can do this graphically by an accu- the ground and upper floors. This variation
ratefy scaled section cutting through the ter- is dependent upon the height and location of
rain between the transportatlonsystemsound the barrier and sound source relative Io
source and your proposed bufldlng. Such your bufldlng. The way to check this Is to
e drawing wll] show the height of the source calculate the value of L for several repro-
and receiver relative to the top edge of the senagve story helghts, and then using these
barrier. Since any real transportation system values, determfne the barrier atlenualion
sound source fs composed of several sub- from Figure 5,1-10. Two examples are
sources (e,g., heavy truck norse is acom- shown fn Figures 5.1-11a and 5.1-11b,
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AltonuQt}o_a, dB Building |nowin D "race,veAl" al o_¢h Iloor

(a) Example of a building iocaled close to a
barrier, showing the change In attenua-
tlon for receiver locations at each floor.

Relatlva
AilonuallOns, dB

L_ = A-I- Sl -- Oi; 14

L, ----A -,*,S4 -- C4; 14

• s urc  W
Datrlof

I (b) Example of a building Jocaled for from

a barrier, showing that the effsct of re-
;eJver height on the attenuation Is min-
Imal,

Figure 5.1-11. Examples of Determfnlng
the Path Length Difference for Various
Receiver Locations.

r



36 In Figure 5.1-11a, the building is close to room that you analyze in Cllapter 6.
the barrier, and the attenuation varies be-
tween two extremes, For the ground floor An alternative to graphically measuring the
the attenuation Is high, but It continuously dimensions of A, B and C from a drawing
decreases so that for the upper floors there Is to calculate A, B and C from vertical di-
Is no barrier attenuation at all because the mansions of the source, barrier, and re-
fine-of-sight with the source is nat blocked, celver. This method, shown (n Figure 5.1-12,

has Ihe advantage that the effective source
The second example, shown in Figure 5.1- height Is included fn the equations for A,
11-b, does not have these extremes of atten- 6 and C. This method, discussed [n Sections
ualfon. Since the building [s farther away 5.2 and 5.3, is preferred for determining the
from the barrier than In Figure 5.1-11a, the path length difference. Horizontal and ver-
vaJue of L does not vary much between the tlcar dimensions shouJd be measured as
lop and bottom floors, precisely as possible so that an accurate

estimate of the attenuation can be sal-
SeJecllons of representative building rooms culaled.
for noise prediction are discussed in Chap-
ter 6. Essentially, the selection is left to For most barriers, determining the attenua-
you, the user of this design guide, When In tlon is relatively simple, To deal with special
doubt, you should estlmale the barrier alton- cases, however, you should be familiar wilh
uatlon at each outdoor activity area and the general rules discussed below,



37 2, Berdor8 in aeries

There may be sites having more than one
barrier between the source and receiver, as
shown in Figure 5.1-13. Whereas, both bar-
riers nltenuata noise, end might be consid-
ered "in series", such an additional compfl-
cation Is not worth the slight Improvement In
accuracy; Instead, only the "domfn_,nt" ba_'-
rier--lhe one which providesthe most atten-
uation-should be considered, To determine
which barrier Js "dominant", calculate the
path length difference for both, and choose
the barrier with the larger value of L. This,
of course, presumes that both barriers ere
iong enough to block all of the source; If
not, you must also consider the lenglh of
each barrier.

Batilur Barrier
Source NO, 1

AI A_ NO, 2

Figure 5,f-13. Example of Two Barriers in
Series, Showing Hew to Determine Which
Barrier is Dominant,

3. Receiver located beyond the end of the
barrier

When a receiver is Iocaled Just at the end
of the berrfer, the receiver le not shielded

: from one end of the line source. For Ibis case,
tl_o maximum allenuatlon is on A-weighted
sound Jevoldffference of 3 dB, For receivers
beyond the end of the barrier, as In Figure

_ 5,1-14, the attenuation ]._ negligible.

Line Source

l ReceiverI
No AtteNuation

Figure 5.1-14. Receiver Located Beyond
the End of a Barrier.



38 4. Elevated and depressed highways end
ragwaye

Some general comments can be made con-
cerning the atlenuation of depressed and
elevated highways and railways as _ fune-
lion of receiver location. As shown In Fig-
ure 5.1-15, as the receiver position Is pro-
gressiveJy moved farther away from a sound
source Iocaled en an elevated configura-
tion. the path length difference (hence the
attenuation) decreases. Conversely, for a
sound source located tn a depressed con-
figuragcn (Figure 5.1-16). the path length
difference (hence the attenuation) increases
for more remote receiver focalions, Thus, to
obtain opgmaf atlenuagon for a given ele-
vatfon or depmssicn the receiver Should be
located close to the elevated highway or
railway, but as far away as possible from
depressed highway or railway.

Relative
AttoNg_tlor_s, dB

8our¢o

Figure 5,1-15. Example Showing How At-
tenuation Decreases as the Receiver Lo-

Relative
AttDn_aflon_,_tO cation is Moved Farther from an Elevated

Li = Llne.ol.slgh_ Highway or Railway.
13Olblocked; NOAiredalE,on

L==A'f'B_C=; 0 .,,&)_UBz B)

Figure 5.1-16. Example Shcwfng How At-
tenuation Increases as the Receiver Loca-
tion Is Moved Farther from a Depressed
Highway or Railway.
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5. Combination of efevalnd or depressed

configurations plus a bardor

For a barrier combined with an elevated or
depressed configuration, the path length
difference Is determined as shown in Figures
5.1-17a and 5.1-17b, respactlveJy, For these
and other similar comblnations_ the Impor-
tant thing Is the barrier height reJat]ve to
the source and receiver, which is measured
in term_ of path length dlilerence.

Barrier

B°ufc°

(el Elevated highway or railway and barrier,

r

!.

Rgcelv¢¢
O0trJer

,°.....
l (b) Depressed highway or railway and barrier.

: Figure 5,1-17. Method of Determining the
Path Length Difference for Combinations
of Different Types of ShfeJdlng,

i



40 6. Path length distance for elevated and
depressed configurations and earth
berms

Determining the distances necessary to ca[-
oulate the path length difference for ele-
vated and depressed configurations and
earth berms can be difficult since they are
likely to be Irregular in height or width.
Figures 5.1-18a and 5,1-18b show how to
estimate roughly the height and length for
one example of an earth berm, The same
general method should be used for elevated
and depressed configurations, S[nce, such
methods provide only approximate dis-
tances, they should be applied conserva-
tively. Moreover, If any of these configura-
tions are questionable because they are
either short in length or not very high, their
attenuation should be disregarded.

Ii. L
(a) Section through eargl berm showing

assumed height. H, and length,L.

I
I

I

I F1-r3 FrT3
_]3 I n ,_ot,*.v

(b) Top view of berm showing the assumed
included angle, a,

Figure 5.1-18. Technique for Estimating Dimensions of an Earth Berm,



41 7, Barrier turned at the end or top

if a barrier is not straight but angled, eJlhar
al the end or at Ihe top, the palh renglh
difference Is still determined by how much
of the source is blaclled from Ihe sight of
the receiver as shown In Figures 5.1-1ga
and 5.1-19b. Note that this angling of a bar-
rier is one way to increase its performance
without making It excessively long or high.

T_-- - _ L_neSource

ellrrlnr

(a) Plan view of barrier turned at the end

attune° cQJvef

(b) Plan view of barrier turned at the top

Figure 5,1-19, Included Angle and Path Length Difference for Barriers With Turns.

it

!I o. Summary

l In summary, the following can be said about
noise barriers.
1. If a barrier does not block the line-of-

sight between the source and receiver,
the barrier will provide little or no often-

! uatlon.2. If a barrier is constructed of a material
1 with a surface weight density greater

than 4 Ib/ft' and there are no openingsthrough the barrier, transmitted sound
:, will usually be negligible.
I 3. If there are openings aver 10 percent
| or more of the barrier area, barrier
I attenuation will be negligJbre,
i 4, Diffracted sound is usually the most



42 important aspect in estimating barrier the buildings acting as a barrier occupy
attenuation, only 10 to 20 percent of the area paralleling

5. Reflected sound can be Important for the source, each building might produce a
receivers on the source side of a barrier, small focalized amount of shielding, but the
but I1 normally Is not a factor lot re- combined effect of such sparsely spaced
celvers on the side opposite from the buildings would be negligible, On the other
source. Hence reflected sound Is usually hand, a long, continuous, solid bLdldlno
not important toyour building and site, occupying most of the area along a source

6. Transmission of sound around the ends can be treated as a barrier, and Its attenua-
ef the barrier can be critical if the bar- lion estimated by methods previously dis-
rler Included angle is less than 170". cussed using path length difference and

7. Barrier attenuations greater than an included anglo. In general, however, judg-
A-weighted sound level difference of 10 ments concerning the barrier effects of
dB are difficult to obtain, buildings should be made conservatively.

B. For two of more barriers "in series",
consider only the "dominant" barrier, 10. Vegetation ass Barrier

g. Assume no attenuation for a receiver
located beyond the end of a barrier. Let us now describe a last form of excess

attenuation due to vegetation. To provide
9, Buildings as Barriers significant attenuation, the vegetation should

consist of large belts of trees or shrubs
Let us now discuss the shielding provided more than 50 feet Fn deplh, more than 10
by rows of buildings located between s feet In height and dense enough to visually
sound source and your building site. The block the source from the receiver. The ex-
excess allenuatlon of such buildings acting cess attenuation due to such belts can be
as barriers can be as high as 10 dB. but as high as 5 to 10 dB, but Its accurate estl-
special procedures are needed to predict marion fs difficult, Research has shown that
the attenuation basedon the size, shape and dFffuslon or scattering of the sound waves
spacing of the Intervening buildings, off the leaves, stems and trunks, rather than

absorption, is the prFnclpal mechanism for
One way of handling such shielding would attenuating the sound [7. 8, 9]. The
be to deal with each building acting as a amount of diffusion, hence attenuation, Is
barrier. A simpler but more approximate dependent upon the height, width and over-
method is that given In reference [6]. This all density of the belt, The density depends
technique, the one used in thisdesign guide, upon the species of vegetation, planting
assigns a value of 4,5 dB attenuation for the patlerns, and the foliage distribution from
first row of buildings and an addlgonal 1.5 the ground to the top of the tree or shrub.
dB for every subsequent row. up to a maxl- [Obviously. deciduous trees provide tittle
mum of 10 dB. (For example, four rows of attenuallon when dormant.) Prediction of
buildings between the source and building excess attenuation based on these factors
site would provide a total attenuation of 9 is not practical for this design guide;
dB.) To oblaln these values of attenuation ]nslead, you should simply allow an
the following conditions must exist: A-weighted attenuation of 5 dR per 100

1. The open area between the buildings foot depth of woods up to a 10 dB maxl-
must be less than 40 percent of the total mum [10], For these values of attenuation,
open area, so that the buildings form the following conditions must exist:
an effective visual barrier between the 1. The woods must be of sufficient density
source and your building er site, to block all visual paths between the

2. The average height of the first row of source and receiver.
buildings should equal or exceed the 2. The underbrush or ground cover should
average height of your proposed build, also be of sufficient density and height
Jng, (For example, a row of one-story to block all visual paths between the
buildings on a level terrain, may pro- source and receiver.
vide gtlJeor no attenuallon for the 3, The woods should extend at least 15
second floor of a building located be. feet above any line-of-sight between
hind the row of one-story buildings.) the source and all portions of youf build-

3. The row of buildings acting as a bar- Ing or site,
rler should visually block most of the 4. The woods should be long enough to
length of the source from your building visually block most of the length of the
or site, source from the receiver.

5, To be effective yeaparound Ihere should
For buildingsacting as barriers that are less be a reasonable mixture of both decldu-
densely packed than 60 pereent a lower ous and evergreen trees, or all should
noise attenuation could be estimated. If be evergreen.



43 For low density growth a token amount of reduce the noise, they do have aesthetic
attenuatfon such as 2 or 3 dB per 100 feet, and psychological value by visually screen-
up to a 10 dB maximum, might be per- ing the source from the receiver. Thus,
mlsa[ble if0]. it Is also pointed out that the during construction of your building an
reason for the 10 dB maximum Is that the eRort should be made to preserve any
effectiveness of the vegetation belt can be existing trees, hedges or other shrubbery,
compromised when sound propagating over Or, new lendscapin0 could he planned, to
the tops of the trees is bent down to help shield the source from the building,
eartll beyond the growlh by various mix- Cook and Van Hoverbeke [7], give the re]-
lures of wind and temperature gradients, lowing recommendations concerning plant-
Thus, the 10 dB llrnllagon is Imposed so Ing and types of vegetation:
that the excess attenuation is not over-
estimated. 1. "To reduce noise from high-speed car

and truck traffic in rural areas, plant
Another aspect of vegetation shielding is 65- to 10g-foot wide belts of trees and
that although a single tree or even a few shrubs, with the edge of the belt within
widely scattered trees do not appreciably E0 to 80 feet of the center of the nearest

Table 5.1--4, Evergreen Trees and Shrubs That Should Be Suitable for Year.Round Noise
Screening and That Have a Relatively Wide Range of Adaptability [7].

Common name Rogranl of t]ell adaplablllly

Tail

Fir
whlle aa[Ionwlda
Voltch's i_lver, Nikko East

MIdwOel. North. Nodheal¢
blisam MlClwasl' _aut hWelt. Soulhoasl
°otkbatk East, 5outha_sl
Fro=el Wast
Calaomla fed
Spanll h Well Coast

CedBr W0lt Ooall
a_le._ Well Coon1. Soulh_ Gun C0elt

Wall Goal1. South. _oulhoalt
deodar. Ca[_arof Lebanonpoll-afford Cedar $oulhwolt tSouth. Saulhoall

Arizona cyptell

SPlute NallOnwlde (ball In Ilarlh)
No_i_y, while $¢tblarl,
Oriental, brgo NntlonwidO {bOlt in [tOrlh]

Pine Woll
wellom white West ' MldwOlt
P0rider°el Nationwide (bolt In norlht
Sc¢*tr-_ Ealt ' North
tad
Austtlen, eallnm w_lla M idweal, EaSl

Califom{a Coael
Monterey

Couglne fir Nationwide toxcepl _outht
alanl iequola. RedWood WI[_ Coall
Weltom rodCeaar Well

Hamlnck Eael, Southeast
eAllerfl Ealt CONS1*5oulhoallq So=Jth
CarolhlCl W[?S_ Coast
woltom

_ Medium

(i Junlpor (uptl htOlltord redcodnr and varl0tlal Easl of Rocky MoLJnlalnl

t Rocky Mountain atld valietle= Weal of Ro=ky MOUnlalnl. MidwestChinese and vlflotloa Nollonwide
Grecian Nellonwl{fa

i i Irish Nationwide thee1 In n_rthl
6wedl=_ NatlonwlCte (bait _nnOrlhi

_ Yaw• Japlnelo and vaaotlos Nat IOnwlde

EngIleh Nall0nwide (bolt In o_lt)
• Afbofvlta0

el American and vlr(etlOl Nationwide {bill In n0tt_, nollhaaln
., Oriental Andv,rloJlel S0ulh

_i Short

Juniper
Chlneia (PtltzeU dad OlhOtl Nationwide

MugQpine NaU0rlwlda
Aiborvllao

AmoNc eln llfld vlr(atlal Nlllonwlde
(]dental ang VgllolleS NnUonwldo

!i Ye*_penoloonevatlellol Hntlonwldo
i! aoma Btoad*lo&vol _vElroIoOfll

pyracanlha Nationwide (bali Ih sooth half)Euonwrn_l Nationwide
I_ PNvoI SOUth

i



44 traffic lane, Center tree rows should be effect), Where the use of tall trees Is
at least 45 feet tall (See Table 5.1-4 for restricted, use combinations of shorter
species recommendallons). Where right- shrubs and tell grass, or similar soft
of-way width is large, as on cerlain sec- ground cover, as opposed to paving,
lions of fnterstate highways, several crushed rock or gravel surfaces.
rows of trees and shrubs may be planted, 5. "Trees and shrubs should be planted as
to reduce noise levels at adjacent ctose together as practical, to form a
property, continuous, dense barrier. The spacing

2, "To reduce noise from moderate-speed should conform to established local
car traffic in urban areas, when gre-road- practices for each species.
way interaction Js the principal cause of 6. "Where year-round noise screening Fs
noise, plant 20- to SO-foot-wide belts of desired, evergreens, or deciduous varle-
trees and shrubs, with the edge of the ties which retain their leaves throughout
belt from 20 to 50 feet from the center most of the year, are recommended,
of the nearest traffic lane. Use shrubs 7. "The belt should be approximately twice
6 to 8 feet tall next to the traffic tans. as long as the distance (ram Ihe noise
with backup rows of trees 15 to 30 feet source to the receiver and when used
tall (see Table 5.1--4 for species recom- as a noise screen parallel to a roadway,
mendations), should extend equal distances along the

3. "Trees and shrubs should be planted roadway on both sides of the protected
close to the noise source, as opposed to area."
close to the protected area, for optimum
results. This concludes Ihe discussion of sound

4, "Where possible, use taller varieties of propagation and barriers. The remaining
trees which have dense foliage and sections of this chapter deal with the three
relatively uniform vertical foliage dis- major noise sources:highways, railways and
tributlon (or combinations of shorter aircraft. Proceed to these sections as dl-
shrubs and taller trees to glve this rected In Chapter 2.
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Chapter 5 Highway traffic, probably the most common Researchers have developed predictive
Section 2 and widespread source of noise, Is ex- models of complex highway traffic systems,
How to Estimate tremely variable--different vehicles travel- but the models are eilher long Enddetailed,
Highway Nolle lag at ditlerent speeds through continuously or rely upon computers for n_Jmarical re-

changing highway configuralons and sur- suits [1, 2, 3], For our purposes we would
rounding terrains. Obviously, to estimate like a method of esllmet]ng highway noise
highway POiSe, many simplifying assump- that is as simple as possible to use, One

i lions must be made concerning how tile of the simplest tools for estimating highway
! noise Is generated and how It propagates noise Is a nomogram developed by Bolt
! from the highway to the building site, Even Boranek and Newman, Inc." [3], which is
t after these assumptions have been applied, easy to use and glves results that are con-

i the problem of predicting highway noise Is servatlve (I.e,, the predicted levels are higher
still complex, than would actually occur) in all but a few

• This work, which was undertaken by Bolt Beranek and Newman, inc., wa_ sponsored by the American
Association et State Highway and Transportation Officials, in cooperation with the Federal Highway Ad.
mln/slratlon, and was conducted by the National Cooperative Highway Research Program which/s adm/n.
Islered by the Transportation Research Board el Iha National Academy of Sciences.National Research
Council.



,46 very special cases. A nomogram Is simply belween the sound generated by automo-
a graph contalnlng three or more scales b}les and medium trucks, and the sound
gradualed for different variables so that generated by heavy trucks are the magnl-
when a straight line connecls the values on tude and spatial location of the sound
any two scales, the re/stud value may be source.
read directly from the third scale at the
point fntoraocted by the line (See Figure Geographically, the model assumes that
5.2-1). The graphical procedures for using the real highway configuration can be
this nomogram are given later In this chap- approxlmaled by a single "equivalent" lane
tar tn STEPS H3 to H5. that is straight and Infinitely long. It also

assumes that this equivalent lane ties at
The analytical model upon which the high- grade on a level trerrain, which means that
way nomogram Is based is highly Idealized, there is no shielding. The vehicles In each
For example, lhe model assumes that the group (automobiles, medium trucks and
different vehicle types can be categorized heavy trucks) are considered to be traveling
in three groups based upon the vehicles' at a constant speed characteristic of the

noise generating characteristics. The groups vehicle group, The model further assumes
--automobiles, medium trucks and heavy that the noise generated by each of Ihe ve-
trucks [3J--have basic differences both hlcle groups can be characterized by the
physical and acoustical, traffic volume flow (vehicles/hour) and the

average speed (miles/hour) for that group.
Automobiles are vehicles wllh two axles Analysis of this idealized model shows Ihat
and four wheels. Thls group includes, In the noise of aulomoblles and medium trucks
addition to passenger cars, light pick-up increases with traffic volume and average
and panel trucks, Under normal opera[ing speed; and that the noise of heavy trucks
conditions, automobile noise Is composed under the same conditions (for bolb the fire
primarily of engine.exhaust noise and tire- and exhaust sources) Increases with Iralflo
roadway Interaction noise, which are both volume, but decreases slightly with an In-
concentrated near the pavement surface, crease in average speed,
Hence, the effective source height is taken
at this surface. As far as propagation of the noise fs con-

cerned, the model assumes that the equfvs-
Medium trucks refer genera[dy Io gasoline- lent lane Is an Infinitely long line source
powered two-axle, six-wheel vehicles such radiating uniformly into a half-plane (ac-
es local delivery or short-haul trucks. One tually as many as three Infinitely long, gnu
ddstlnctlon between this group and heavy sources, corresponding to automobiles, ms-
trucks, other than Just physical size, is that dlum trucks and heavy trucks). The equfv-
medium trucks do not have a vertical ex- ale/It level of the noise propagated from
haust stack. Like automobiles, medium truck the highway decreases by an A-weighted
noise is prfmargy engine-exhaust and tire sound level of 4,5 dB for every doubling of
noise, which again are concentrated near dlsla/ice from the roadway [3]. This value
the pavement surface; and although the of altenuatlon has been determined era-
exhaust outlet may be sdght[y higher for plrlcally, and Includes Josses due to air
medium trucks tha/i for aulomobPes, the absorption and excess ground attenuation,
effective source location Is still assumed to fn addition to the usual cygnddcal diver-
be at the pavement surface [3]. In general, genoa associated wllh a fine source,
the sound levels generated by medium
trucks are similar, but are higher than auto- As was previously mentioned, the predicted
mobiles Ior the same operating conditions, sound levels are conservalely high in all

but a law special cases, such as when the
Approximalely B0 percent of heavy trucks ground plane is very reflective and no
are diesel-powered vehicles with three or shielding Is present, or when the highway
more axles. Long-haul traclor-trager ve- is highly curved as shown in Figure 5.2-2,
hie[as constitute the majority of this group in this [attar case, the highway differs con.
which also Includes dump trucks, cement siderably from the model's assumption of an
mixers, etc, Heavy Iruck noise is a oom- Inflnllely long straight highway, and could be
binaries of engine, fan, Intake, exhaust, and treated as two separate highways. Assuming
tire noises, However. extensive measure-

meats of actual traffic conditions have * Exhauststacks tot heavy duty trucks are typt-
shown that heavy truck noise can be ado- oo//yabout thirteen loot above the roadway, it is
quately simulated using only the exhaust ptesumedthatrheauthorsofteforellce[a],lnes.
noise source and neglecting other sources eum/ngon eight.toot height for the noise source
[3], Rased on this, the effective source lace- el heavy trucks, were atmmpt/ne to account toyboth tire noise (source near the roadway surface)
ties Is assumed to be 8 feet above the pave- end exhaust noise (source approximately thirteen
meat surface,* Thus, the major differences feet abovethe roadway).
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I I
AssumedLocation I I
m Two InIln]loty r-b,I

Lone Highways[I i []
Rooelvor

.......

[]
Receiver

, Figure 5.2-2, Example of a Highly Curved Highway.

i l
ii

I the traffic volumes and average speeds are H9, H1Oand H11 of the highway noise pre-the same for both portions of this highway, diction method which follows,
_ tile sound level at u receiver located Inside
+_ the curve wourd beat most 3 dB higher than Before proceeding, you should briefly study

i:_! that predicted by the model, Hence, you can the ffow of Figure 5,2-3 which out-diagram

!; conservatively estimate the sound level at lines the steps necessary to estimate high-the building site by adding 3 dB to the no- way noise, Starting at the top of the chart
H mogram value for a alngla highway. For a re- and moving downward, you first obtain the

celverlacated outsidethe curved position of required traffic, highway and roadway
the highway, the model would overestimate shielding input data (STEPS H1 and H2),
the sound level by an amount dependent on

the degree of curvature and Ihe location of Then using these data, calculate the sound
the receiver, levels of automobiles, medium trucks, and

heavy trucks (STEPS H3 to Ha); and the
For cases other than the special case just corrections for any barriers (STEPS Hg to
discussed, the nomogram win over-predict H13). Following this, determine the total
the actual sound level by a few decibels de- noise level due to this one highway by com.
pending upon the complexity of the real blnlng the contributions from the three ve-
highway and the surrounding terrain rela- hicle groups (STEP H14). If there Is more
rive to the model's assumptions, Over-we- than one highway near your site, repeat the
diction may be excessive when there fs a previous steps for each of these highways
vertical translalton of the roadway to an (STEPS H1 to H14). Finally, combine the
elevated or depressed position with respect sound level contributions from all of the
to the surrounding terrain, The effect of
this translation, as discussed In Section 1 highways to get the total highway noise level
of this chapter, Is to shield the highway from at your chosen building location (STEP
the building site in the same manner as a H15). All steps should be recorded on High-
barrier. Such affects are accounted for way WorkBheets 1 and g shown In Figures
by subtracting the attenuation due to the 5,2-4 and 5,2-5. A detailed example showing
shielding from the predicted level, These these step-by-step calculations Is given In
shielding adjustments are made in STEPS Section 5.5,



Figure 5.2-3. Highway Noise Prediction Row Diagram.
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H[ghway Wofkuhael 1
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Figure 5.2--4. Highway Worksheet 1.



Figure5.2-5. HighwayWorl_sheet2.



51 Highway Noise Prediction Method 1, Nearest perpendicular distance be-
tween the center of the roadway and

STEP H1 PHYSICAL SITE DATA the selected IoaaUon on the building

Tha information that is required on the site, DC, In feet.
highway geometry and the building site See Figure 5,2-6 for an example of
location can be obtained from local maps hew DC is determined, Record this
as indicated In Chapter 2. The data should value on Highway Worksheet 1,
be determined for each highway that you
have listed on the PreliminaP/ Source 2. Location and geometry of any obatruc-
Evaluation Worksheet with a yes answer tion that visually shields the highway
In Column 2, The required data are: from the building, In feet,

Media,,1

-....

+ oc f,a herfoafper,,e,,u'/eu a,, afa,',eo /
bOtWeel_ the roadway cantorllne and the ao- J DO _;k?

_ looted location on the Mto for (tie building. Building _ --
;i Site _
i:

ii Figure 5,2-6. Determination of Roadway--
!i Building Site Distance, DO,

_; Bmtdlt

;)

rJ

fa)Barrierlineardlm=tn_lons,
Ba sure to noloIha signconventiontar
hS;positivebelowIhaplaneor Iho road-
wayant/ neagUvoabove,

tlrghway

oArfilt

(b) BarrierIncJud0danglo.

il Figure 5,2-7. Highway 8arrler Dlmanslons,

........ , " + ......
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I

P Coniot Of

C

(a) Elevated highway linear dimensions,

.... . _ ... ..+ , _. . +:.. .
Hlohway

end of _ ""_' ' " ........ End of

H O_way

y ' !:: :,_ .., ++ :;-_ :': . _;. Hlghwmy

(b) Elevated highway Included angle

Figure 5.2-8. Elevated Highway Dimensions,

+hD

÷
--hO

(a) Depressed highway linear dimensions, Be sure to note the sign convention for hD;
negative below the top of the depression and positive above (dlf/arent Irorn barrier
notation).

-- - - -- - l II

Highway

Figure 5,2-9, Depressed Highway Dimensions.



53 Determine If any barriers, elevated upon the noise crlterfon, or metric,
roadways and depressed roadways are being used for your proposed building
present end then obtain the appropr[- be it Leq(1), Leq(g), Leq(24), or Ldn.
ate distances as shown In Figures Usethe appropriate averaging method
5.2-7, 5.2-8 and 5.2-9, and listed listedbelow and obtefn any additional
below. Distances should be deter- data necessary to make the calcula-
mined as accurately as possible. If tlons for the metric you are using.
there Is no shielding, omit this part of
STEP H3 and all of STEPS Hg, H10, • Leq(1), 1-hour energy equivalent
and Hll. sound level

Barrier: DC, DB, HB, hS, s Determine the total number of
Elevated Roadway: DC, DE, HE, a vehicles in each group that passes
Depressed Roadway: DC, DD, HD, by during the one selected hour of
hD, a critical building use; VA(1), VM(1),
Note that the distances hB and hD VH(1). Since Ihese values are el-
can be positive or negative; be sure ready on an hourly basis, no aver-
to record the appropriate sign on aging is needed. Merely use these
Highway Workshest 2, traffic volumes directly in the

nomogram predlctlsn.
3, Presence of any rows of buildings or

belts of vegetation that shield thr VA=VA(1); VM=VM(1);

building site from the roadway, VH=VH(1)

; Refer to the discussion of Section 1 = Lsq(8), 8-hour energy equivalent
of this chapter to determine If there sound level
is any significant shielding due to
buildings or belts of vegetation, If Determine the total number of
there is, gather the appropriate data vehicles In each group that passes
listed below, by during the eight hours of build-

_! a) Buildings as Barriers: nr--number Ing use; VA(8), VM(g), VH(8). The
of rows of buildings average traffic volumes to be used

for the nomogram predlctfons are
b) Vegetation; dw--depth of woods calculated by dividing the number
Record the value on Highway Work- of passbys fn eight hours by g to
sheet 2, get the average number of vehicles

per hour.

=

The Information that is required on high-

way vehicle traffic can be obtained from VH= VH(8)
:_ the agencies lisled In Chapter 2. These 8

data should be determined for each hlgh-

:_ way that you listed on the Preliminary • Lsq(24}, 24-hour energy equivalent
Source Eva[uatlon Worksheet with a yes sound level
answer In Column 2. The values should Determine the total number of
be the total for eli lanes of the highway vehicles in each group that passes

_ end should be based on typical operating by on a typical day; VA(24), VM(24)
conditions. Calculations are based upon VH(24). The average tratffc vol-
existing traffic volumes; but if you antlcl- ureas to be usedfor the nomogram
pate changes, use future traffic volumes, predictions ere calculated by divid-

e! If you are unable to obtain information on Ing the total number of dally pass-
medium trucks, neglect them and consider byeby 24 to get the average num-
only autos and heavy trucks, The required bar of vehicles per hour,
data to be recorded on Highway Work-

'_ sheet 1 are: vA=VA(24 . VM 24)
1. Average vehicle speed In miles per 24 ' VM=.---_--

hour: SA°euto; SM-medlum truck; vH=VH[ 24)
SH-hsavy truck, 24

2. Average vehicle traffic volume fn • Ldn, Day-night sound level
vehicles per hour: VA-euto; VM-
medium truck; VH-heavy truck. Determine the total numbsr of

vehicles in each group that passes
The method of calculating the aver- by during the "dayt]me" (7 A,M.
ego vehicle trafllc volume depends to 10 P.M,) and the "nfghttime"

t
,, ,- ....... ......



54 (lg P,M, to T A,M.); DVA, DVM, STEP HE DAY.NIGHT SOUND LEVEL

DVH and NVA, NVM, NVH, reepee- Compute the factor CDN, which Is a cor-
tJvely. The average traffic volumes rectlon for the refagve number of "day-
to be used for the nomogram time" (7 A.M, to 10 P.M.} and "night-
prediction are calculated by divld- time" (10 P.M, to 7 A.M.) vehicle pass-
Ing the number of "daytime" pass- bye. It is determined from the ratio of
Pys by 15 to get the average hum- the "daytime" vehicle traffic volume to
bar of vehicles per hour. the "nighttime" vehicle traffic volume,

.DVA _ RDN. (Data on vehicle traffic voJumee areVA=.-_-; VM= .,. : from Highway Worksheet 1.)

VH=_DVH
15

8

New you have the necessary input data for
the prediction of highway noise. The corn- z"
plots graphical procedure for using the
Highway Noise Ncmogram (shown In Figure
5.2~1) Is outgned in Ihe following steps. The =o
procedure must be performed three times,
once for each vehicle group. Stetting with
automobiles, the necessary Input para-
meters (for Highway Worksheet 1) are the =_
vehicle speed (SA), vehicle volume (VA) and
the roadway-building site distance (DC). Re- :_
letting to Figure 5.2-1, the steps are:

STEP H3 NCMCGRAM PRCCEDURE
Draw a straight line from Ihe left pivot
point through the point corresponding to 0 0,2 0.4 0.8 0.8 t.0

the vehicle speed (the bottom scale for Vehicle Volume Ratio, RDN
autos and medium trucks and the upper
scale for heavy trucks). Extend this line
untn it Intersects with line A, Figure 5.2-10. Vehicle Volume Correction

Factor, CDN,
STEP H4 NCMOGRAM PROCEDURE

Draw another straight line from this point

of intersecllon on line A to the point on CDN Is determined by locating on the
the far right scale corresponding to the horizontal axis of Figure 5,2~10 the value
vehicle tralfic volume. "This line Inter_ of RDN. Read up until [ntersecgng the
sects line El. curve, The value of CDN can be read off

the vertical axle dlrectJy left of the Inter-
STEP H5 NCMCGRAM PRCCEDURE section. Using thJsvalue of CDN and the

Draw a third straight line from the Inter- value of HNL from STEP HS, calculate
section on line B to the point on the DS Ldn from the following equstton:
scale corresponding to the distance from Ldn = HNL + CDN

the selected focal[on on the building site Record this value on Highway Work.
to the center of the roadway, Tbls fine
Intersects the scale marked HNL. The sheet 1.
value of HNL at this point of Intersection . . .
is the predleled noise level if the metric
being used to evaJuate the building Is AS mentioned previous]y, medium trucks
Loq(1), Leq(g) or Leq(g4), are noisier than automobiles, rf this differ-

ence in noise level is taken Into account,
Leq(1) = HNL; Leq{B) = HNL; the same scales that were used on the

Leq(24) = HNL Highway Noise Nomogram for the auto.
Record this value on Highway Worksheet mobile noise predlcllen can also be used
1 and continue the prediction procedures to predict medium truck noise. A method
omitting STEP H6. But If the day-night of correcting for this difference [n noise
sound level fsbeing used, record HNL fn level Je given in STEP HT. After completing
the approprlsle space on Highway Work- STEP H7. proceed to STEP H8 and per-
sheet 1 and complete STEP H6. form the heavy truck noise prediction.



55 STEP H7 MEDIUM TRUCKS due to rows of buildings which act as bar-
To account for the difference In noise rfers, and to vegetation is added to any at-
level between automobiles and medium tenuatlon due to barriers and elevated or
trucks, a corrected medium truck volume depressed highways. For example, If the
is used. This corrected vehicle traffic A-we[ghtedeoundfevefattenuatlonsofabar-
volume, VMC, Is equal to the actual rier, two rows of buildings, and 100 feet of
volume, VM, multiplied by ten, dense woods are 5, g, and 5 dB, respectively,

VMC= 10VM the total A-weighted sound level attenua-
Record this value on Highway Worksheet tlon Is 18 dB,
1. New repeat STEPS H3, H4 and H5
(also STEP H6 if Ldn Is the metric being After these shielding correction8 are ap-
used) using the values SM, VMC, and plied, the Individual component sound Inv.
DC. In repeating the nomogram procs- sis are calculated. Then, these are com-
dure remember to use the lower scale of blned to get the total highway noise in
vehicle speeds for medium trucks, STEP H14,

STEP H8 HEAVY TRUCKS If there is no shielding present, the noise
levels calculated In the previous steps are

Heavy truck noise Is delermfned by re- the values to be used to predict noise levels
peatlng STEPS H3, H4 and H5 (also STEP in your building and on the site. Omit STEPS
H6 If Ldn Is the metric being used) using H9 to H13 and proceed to STEP H14 to get
the values SH, VH and DC from Highway the total nolse due to the highway.
Worksheet 1, In repeating the nomogram
procedure remember to use the upper
scale of vehicle speeds for heavy trucks, STEP H9 PATH LENGTH DIFFERENCE

• . Compute the path length difference for

STEPS H1 through H8 assumed that there autos and medium trucks, Ls/m, and
was no obstruction, or shielding, between for heavy trucks, Lh, for the type of
the highway and the building slle, If there Is shielding present, Be sure the obstruc-
any shielding due to a barrier, elevated road- lion blocks the line-of-sight between the
way, depressed roadway, rows of buildings source and receiver, In particular for
or a belt of vegetation, It should be taken heavy trucks which have the source
Into account. This ]s done In STEPS Hg to located eight feet above the road surface.
H13. If the line-of-slght is not blocked, the

correction Is zero,

The corrections for shielding due to bar- 1.Barrier:
ders and elevated or depressed highways Aa/m = k/HB' -P (DC -- DB)_
are related to the effective sound source Ah = _J(HB - 8)' + (DC -- DB)_

heights for the three vehicle groups, The Balm = Bh = _(H'B + hB)' + DB'
effective sources are assumed to be near Ca/m = _/bB' + DC'
the roadway surface for autos and medium Ch = ..J(bB + 8)' + DC=trucks, and eight feet above the roadway
surface for heavy trucks. Thus, there are 2. Elevated Highway=
two corrections; one for autos and medium Aa/m = [DO -- DE]
trucks, CSA/M, and one for heavy trucks, Ah = _/_
CSH. These corrections are delermlned by Balm = Bh = "k/HE = + DE'
calculating the path length differences from Calm = ,,/HE' + DC'
the equations listed In STEP H9 for the type Ch = _/_'E + 8)' ÷ b-_
of shielding that Is present, Using these
values of L, CSA/M and CSH are determined 3. Depressed Highway:
in STEP H10 for an "infinite" shielding ale- Aa/m = -_HD' + (DC - DD)'
meat or in STEP Hll for a finite shielding Ah = _/(HD - 8)' + (DO -- DD)'

element. Ba/m = Bh -- _/hD = -p DD=
-- Ca/m ----,_(HD + bD)' + DC='

The shielding corrections for rows of build- Ch'= _,/(HD -P hD -- S)' ÷ DC'lngs which act as barriers and for vegeta-
tion are related to the physical layout of From these values the path length differ-
the highway, the site, and building, The ences ere calculated from the following
correction for the shielding due to rows of equations,
buildings which aetna barriers, CSB, Is corn- La/m = Aa/m + Ba/m - Calm
puted in STEP H12. The correction for the Lh -- Ah -t- Bh -- Ch
shielding due to vegetation, CSV, Is com- Record these values on Highway Work-
puted In STEP H13. Note that theattenuation sheet 2 and proceed to the next step,



56 STEP HIO SHIELDING CORRECTION--
"INFINITELY" LONG
BARRIER

Compute the shielding corrections CSA/M
and CSH. These values are determined
from the path length dtlrerences cal-
culaled In the previous step [41, It the
path length difference Is loss Ihan 0.1 It
or Is negative, there is no slgnificant
shielding and Ihe correction Is zero. But
if the path length difference Is positive
and greater than 0.1 It, the shielding cor-
rection is determined by locating on the
horizontal axis of Figure 5.2-11 the value
of the path length difference. Read up
ungl Intersecting the curve. The value of
the shielding correction can be read elf
the vertical axis directly left of the Inlet-
section. This procedure Is followed using
La/m to determine CBA/M and Lh to de-
termine CSH, Record Ihese values on
Highway Worksheet 2. If the Included
angle, a, Is less than 170" the shielding
element Is of "finite" length, and you must
proceed to STEP Hl1. But If the included
angle, a, Is greater than 170", no adjust-
ment to the shielding corrections Is
needed. Omit STEP Hll and continue the
design guide analysis.

I I I Illl I I I till J I II1=1 I I a IIIII

0.01 e.t 1.0 10,0 100.0

Path Longlh Dlffafonc0, L_ Foot

Figure 5,2-11, A-weighted Shielding Correction for Barriers,



57 STEP H11 SHIELDING CORRECTION--
"FINITE" BARRIER

Compule the adjusted vnlues of CSA/M
and CSH to account for shielding ele-
ments of "finite" length, These adjusted
shielding corrections are determined from
the factor RA, wll[ch Is calculated from
the Included angle, a (in degrees), using
the foUowlag equation:

a
RA = --

180°

Now go to Table 5.2-1 and enter the first
column at the value of CSA/M and read
across that row to the column corre-
sponding to the value of RA. This is the
adjusted value of CSA/M, Repeat tills
procedure using the value of CSH to get
the finite shielding correction for heavy
trucks. Record these adjusted shielding
corrections on Highway Worksheet 2 and
continue the design guide analysis,

_, Table 5.2-1, Shielding Corrections for a Finite Barrier.

il "lntlnilo*'e=rrler RA = a/180"

5hlnldln g CotroctlOl

:SA/Mo, CSH O .1 ,2 ,3 .4 .5 ,6 .7 .8 .g 1.0

1 0 0 0 0 0 O 1 t 1 t 12 O 0 0 1 1 1 1 t 2 2 2

_ 3 0 0 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3

4 O 0 1 1 1 2 2 2 g _ 4

5 O 0 1 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5

6 0 O 1 1 2 2 3 g 4 5
6

I ? 0 O 1 1 g 2 g 4 4 6 7

i 8 0 0 1 1 2 2 3 4 g 6 8
O 0 O 1 1 2 3 3 4 5 7 g

! 10 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 8 7 10

11 0 0 1 1 2 3 3 4 6 B 11

12 0 0 1 1 2 3 4 5 6 8 12



58 STEP H12 SHIELDING CORRECTION-- Table 5.2-3, Level Adjustment for
BUILDINGS ACTING AS Summing Noise Levels.
BARRIERS

Calculate the correction, CBB, for rows
of bu(Idlngs which shield the highway Difference Level Adjustment
from your building site. This correction Between (To Be Added To
depends on the number of rows of inter- Two Noise The Larger of The
venleg buildings, nr, and is determined Levels, dB Two Values)
from Table 5.2-2, Record this correction
on Highway Worksheet 2 and continue the 10 or more 0
design guido analysis. 4-9 1

2-3 2
0-1 3

Table 5,2-2. Shielding Corrections for
Buildings Acllng as Barriers [4].

Numberof Shielding to the larger of the two original noise
Rows Correcllon. CSB levels, Now repeat this procedure with

this adjusted level and Ihe noise level
for heavy trucks. The result of this corn-

1 4.5 blna_ion fs the total no(so at the building
2 6.0 site due to this (one) highway. For ex-
3 7.5 ample, If the A-weighted sound levels for
4 9.0 autos, medium trucks and heavy trucks

5 or more 10.0 are 55, 55, and 60 dB respectively, the
total noise due to this highway is,

STEP H13 SHIELDING CORRECTION--

VEGETATION 55 /

Dalculale the correction, CSV, for a belt diff.--= O

of vegetation of depth dw, which shields _58_the highway from your building. This !
i correction Is simply an A-weighted sound 55 | diff, = 2

level attenuation of 5 dB for the first 100 /' 62dB.

feet of woods and 10 dB for woods over add 2

200 feet in depth, Interpolation between
these values Is left to your discretion. 60
Record Ihe correction on Highway Work-
sheet 2 and continue the design guide
analysis.

Record the total noise level on Highway
STEP H14 TOTAL HIGHWAY NOISE Workshaet 1,

Compute the total noise at the building
site due to the highway, First, sum
the shielding corrections on highway
Worksheet 2 for each vehicle group and
record these values on Highway Work-
eheet 1, Subtract these total shielding * °
corrections from the unshielded nolse
levels to get the Individual components
at the building site, Since these levels are

: logarithmic in nature, they cannot be sim- This completes the prediction of highway
ply added together or averaged to gel the noise. These procedures should be repealed
total noise level. Instead, they are corn- for each highway that is listed on the Pm-
blned, two values at a time, with the use llmlnary Source Evaluation Worksheet with
of Table 5.2-3, Starting with the auto and a yes answer in Column 2. The total noise at
rdedlurn truck noise levels, subtract one the building silo due to all highways is the
from the other to get the difference. With logarithmic summation of the noise contrf-
this valuego to Table 5.2-3 and determine butlons from each highway. This compute-
the level adjustment which Is to be added lion fe performed in STEP H15,



59 STEP H15 TOTAL NOISE LEVEL DUE Record this value on Highway Worksheet 1.
TO SEVERAL HIGHWAYS

The total noise level at the bulldlng site * " ° * *
you have selected Is determined by sum*
ming the components from all highways Now proceed to Sections5,3 and 5,4 to pro.
affecting your site. Summing Is done two diet Ihe norse levels due to railways and
values at a time, by the same method as aircraft. If these two transportation system
used In STEP H14. (Refer to this step for noise sources do not alfecf your bulldlng
the procedure of summing noise levels.) site, proceed d]reoUy to Chapter 6,
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Chaplet 5 Railroad operations can be class/gad as which have been the subject of a great deal
Section 3 either line operations or yard operations, more research than railways, no simple
Hew to Eetfmolo Line operations are movemenls of trains nomogram method for predicting passby

,: Railway of various types over main line and local noise has been developed.
Passby Noieo track; yard operations are the various

activities concentrated In a railway tar- The analytical model " which is used in this
mlnal. Railroad yard operations generate design guide for predicting railway noise

_ noise through the disassembling and considers four general types of vehicles as
recoupllng of cars Io form new trains, noise sources: locomotives, freight cars,
and the maintenance and repair of cars passenger coaches, and rapid transit vs.
and locomotives. Although a limited amount hlcles, These vehicles, either in combine.

_ of research has been devoted to the model- t/on with one of the other types or by them.
,r Ing of noise phenomena in railroad yards, selves, form three general train categories,
_ the models ere complex since there are so These are freight trains, conventional pas-!i
, many different types of sound sources oper- senger trains, and rapid transit trains. A
,_; sting for various lengths of time on an Inter- freight train consists of one or more Iocomo-
_l m/trent basis [1, 2], thus making It very fives, usually diesel-electric, pulling a cam-

difficult to predict Ihe noise that Is gen- binatlon of various types of freight cars.
;7 orated. For this reason railroad yard noise A conventional passenger train Is similar to
:: will not be treated in this design gulde, a freight train In Ihat it consists of one or

more locomotives pulling several ¢oaches,
Railway line operations are a much more but one important difference Is that the lace-

:; common source of railroad noise than yard
i operations. The noise generated by train

.i passbys Is a function of the type of vehicle • Tee railway noise model Is based on work _r.
In use. how it is operated, and the conffgura- formed by Wyle Laboratories, El Sogundo, _1/*
lion of the trcckbed relative to the sur- fornla, under _he sponsorshipof the Association
rounding terrain, Although there has been of American Railroads, Washington,D.C.[f]. The

:i a fair amount of research devoted to the design guide's technique fat predicting the gon.eramd noise levels Is/nod/fled st/ghl/y to Include
modeling of railway line passbys [1-5]. there more recently published data end to s/mpl/ty Ihe

i is still much to be learned. Unlike highways, necessary oalcu/at/onB.

,i



60 mauve may elthar be diesel-electric or all generally quieter than freight cars or pas-
electric." The third type, rapid transit trains, songer coaches.
differs from the other two types In that there
Is not a centralized source of propulsion Geographically, the predictive model as-
pulling a series of cars, but rather electric sumes that the real railway configuration
motors on the axles of each car. Them Is can be approximated by a single "equiva-
a wide variety of diflerent types of vehicles lent" track that Is straighl and infinitely long.
which can be classllled as rapid transit It also assumes that this "equivalent" track
Irains, As a result, some of the newer ve- lies at grade on a level terrain, which means
hicles may be quieter than predicted by the that there is no shielding, Tile model fur-
methods of this design guide. Also, the pro- thor assumes that Ihe trains that use this
diction procedures are not applicable to track can be grouped into one of the three
underground subwayoperations or"classlc" general categories (freight, conventional
street cars, passenger, or rapid transit) and that each

of these categories can be characterized
A diesel-electric locomotive utilizes a diesel by an average speed, an average train
engine driving an electrical alternator or length, and an average number of passbys
generator which }n turn drives electric trac- for normal operating conditions.
tlon motors on the wheels. An all-electric
locomotive, on tile other hand. obtains Its Freight train noise Is analyzed by consider-
electrical power from an external source, Ing two distinct sources: the diesel-electric
normally an overhead line or third rail, to locomotive and the freight cars; but conven-
drive [Is traction motors. The vast majority tlonal passenger trains and rapid Iranslt
of trains in the United States are hauled by trains are considered to generate noise pri-
dlesel-eleclrlc locomotives--as of 1971, madly through wheel-rail Interaction, This
99% of the 27,000 Iocomollves In service means thai for conventional passenger trains
were dlesal-eleclric, with most of the re- the locomotive is assumed to be all-electric.
mainder being all-electric [6]. Hence, if the conventional passenger train

locomotives are diesel-electric a locomotive

For noise propagation, the model assumes noise eomponenl must be added,
locomotive is a combination of sounds
radiated from the exhaust outlet, the engine For noise propagation, the model assumes
casing, the cooling fans, the transmission, that dlesel-electdc locomotive equivalent
the electrical equipment, and the Interaclion sound level decreases by an A-weighted
of tile wheels and rails--the predominant value of 5.3 dB for every doubling el
source of noise Is the exhaust outlet. Hence, distance from the raNway, The equivalent
oil-electric locomotives, which have no sound level from freight cars, passenger
diesel engine and thus no exhaust, are gen- coaches, and rapid transit vehlcles Is as-
orally quleler than diesel-e;ectrlc Iocomo- sumed to decrease by an A-weighted sound
rives, lever difference of 6,2 dB tar every doubling

of distance from the railway. These two

Having no propulsion system, Irelght cars values of attenuation are applicable only for
and passenger coaches generate noise distances greater than 150 feet from the rail-
mainly by the rolling el the wheels on the way, but It Is not anticipated that your
rails. The magnitude of the noise depends building or silo would be 150 feet or closer
heavily on tile condition of the wheels and to a railway. The values were delermtned
track, and on the type of vehicle suspen- empirically and Include corrections for
elan, Modern passenger coaches with atlenuadon due to spreading of the sound
auxiliary hydraulic suspension systems in waves (divergence), increased duration of
addillon to normal springs can be about the noise at points farther away from the
10 dB quieter than older passenger coaches railway, air absorption, and excess ground
or freight cars which have only springs, atlenuat[on [1],

The noise of rapid transit trains, even As mentioned previously, the model as-
though there are electric motors on each sumes that the railway lies at grade on a
axle that are sources of noise, Is also pro= level terrain, If the railway is either elevated
dominantly generated by the interaction of or depressed relative to the surrounding
the wheels upon the rolls. In fact, because terrain, the effect may be to shield the rail-
rapid transit vehicles are usually newer and way tram the building site In the same
have better suspension systems, they are manner as a barrier. Such effects are taken

Inlo account by substractlng the attenua.

• There are also gas lutb/ne locomotives, but tion due Io the shle)d[ng from the predicted
these are taw In number and will not be con- level. These shielding edjuslments are made
81daredherein, in STEPS Rf 1, R12 and R13,
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I n_llway Nol|a predJctlo.

Tlaln D.tn

* Typos ol "trains: Ftoighl, Trac_ Data Railway S_ol_mg Dnl_
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]

• HIghwa' I _ AirCralt
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NUCllon5,2 J_ Ctla_lor O Socticn 5._

'_ Figure 5.3-1, Railway Noise Prediction Flow Dtagr_tm,!



' 62 Railway Worksheet 1

llullcllno prelect nJlilw,ly Number
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Flllure 5,3-2. Rallway Worksheel
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Railway Worksheet 2

RailWay NumbOt
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, Ffgure 5,3-3, Railway Worksheet 2.
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64 Before proceeding, you should bflelly slady 2, The pfiysleal cfi=_racteristlce at the
the flow diagram ef Figure 5,;3-I which oat- treckt
lines the steps necessary to estimate railway e, Type of track: we_ded or lolntsd
noise, Stetting at the top _f the chart and b, Presence el switches or grade
movlngdownward, you w(ll first obtain the crossing
required train, track end railway shielding e. Radius of tight {leas than gQO feet)
input dale (STEPS R1 end R2), Then aping curve In feet
these date, you will calculate the sound d. Presence Of s bridge
levels corresponding to the diesel.electric • concrete structure
locomotive and railway car components of • steel girder with either concrete
)he three typos el lretns attesting your site or open tie t_eck
(BTBP_ R3 to FIIO), Then you will m_,ke + sisal girder with steel plate deck

shielding corrections lR11 to R15) let any A switch, tirade crossing, tight radius
barrlem, Following this you will determine curve, or bridge ehoold only be con.
lhe total noise level due to this railway by sldered when It {e located within a
oomblnlng the oantdbatlone from )is various dlatanoeof 2D on either aide of the
components {STEP R16}, All steps shouldbe point of interaeolion el the railway
recorded on ReiCwey Warksheets 1 and 2 with the nearest perpendicular dis.
Dhowo in Figures 5,3-2 and 5,3-3, A de,ailed lance, See Figure 5.3-4 feran Ifius"
example showing the step.by-slap aelaula- trifles of this distance requ|romBn_
lions is given in Section 5,5. Record this Jnlormaiton on Railway

RailWay Noise Prediction Method Werksheet 2,

STEP R1 PHYSICAL SITE AND TRACK 3, Location end geomatw of any obstru¢.
DATA lion lhat vlsua}ly shields the railway

from the building, In feet
Informafion on railway geomel_ and track
characlerlsfios can usually be _bteinsd Oetarmlne if ony barriere_ elevolad
from area slaps and the approprlsle de- railways, er depressed rePways are
pertinent of the railway company as dis- present, end thsn oblaln the nppro-
cussed In Chapter 2, The data ehoa_ be prlata d_stanees ea shown on Figures
obtained for each railway that Is listed 5.3-5, 5,3.-8 end 5,3--7 end listed _elow,D(stsncsa should be determined ee se-
en the Preliminary Source Evslu_llon eurately as possible+ If there is no
Worksheet with a y_s answer in Column shielding, omit _hls pad of STEP R1
2. The required data are: and all el STEPS R11, R12 and R13,

1. Nearest perpendicular dlatonse be- _arrier: D, DS, HB, hB, a
tween the eenlerfine ef the railway Elevated Railway: D, DE, HE, a
end the point you have chosen far Depressed R_llwey: D, De, He, he, e
analysis on the built(tog sits, D, In feel. Note that the distances hE end hD
See Figure 5+3-4 for aa example el can bo positive or negative; be sure
how D Is determined, end record lhls to record the appropriate sign on
value on Raiiway Worksheets 1 and 2, Railway Wor_sheet 2.

t4 20
_ _ i i j _ i _ _ i i t _ _ _ _ _TM

Railway : i I =+ L_

I gulJdlntl / r - -- - "7

site / _ /

L ...... ._./

F{gare 5.3'_., R_llwey.Bufidlng Sfie
OIslanee, D.

............. ,,. ....... ....... =. ,



65 4. Presence of any rows of buildings or beds of vegetation. If there is. gather
belts of vegetation that shield your the data listed below.

building site from the railway a) Buildings as r'_arrlere: nr--number
of tows of buildings

Use the cr[teda discussed in Section b) Vegetation: dw--depth of woods
5,1 to delermine If there Is any slg- Record these values on Railway Work*
nlficant shielding due to buildings or sheet 2.

(a) Barrier linear dimensions. Be sure to note the sign convention for hB; positive
below the plane of the railway end nogatlve above.

RnIIwJy

--_. _-_._-4-. l-l-t-I-l.._-_.l-_._- _ i r -1-1.4_-I-..M-.I--+.4--

BIIfflef

(b) Barrier Included engre.

Figure 5.3-5, Dimensions for Shielding by a Railway Barrier.
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Contor of

I Railway
i

i
(a) EIsvated railway linear dimensions,

' _ "' Railway

--.H-t-t-.H-, t I I I I -H-H-.H-.H-.H- I I I.+.I-+-.H-H-.H.H.-H-+.--

Elov_tod Elovatod

Railway R_llway

; Included Anglo, a ' ,

(b) Elevated railway included angle.

Figura 5.3-6. Dimensions for Shielding By an Elevated Railway.
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[i

is) Depressed rallweylineard[mensions. Be sure to note the sign convention for hD;

_ negative below the top of the depression end positive above--different Irom barrier

_ notstion.

_,-I-H-f.I-H-H-e,H-,H-.I-H-H-t'.I-I',H,H.+t+,H-,H.'t-I.+.H-" .
ol

Doprossod

Railway R_llway

(b) Depressed railway includeo angle,

Figure5.3-7. DimonslonsforShiela[ngByaDepressedRailway,



68 STEP Rg TRAIN DATA • Leq(8)
The Informatfon that is required on trains Determine the average number of
can be obtained from the agencies listed passbys during Ihe eight hours of
in Chapter 2, These data should be bugdtng use, N8,
gathered for each railway listed on the

Preliminary Source Evaluation Worksheet • Le¢1(24)
with a yes answer in Column 2. The
values should be the average for all Determine the average number of
tracks and should be based on typical passbys during a typical twenty.
operating conditions. The requlrad data four hour day, N24.
to be recorded on Railway Worksheet 1
are: • Ldrl

1, Types oftralns which normally use the "Determine the number of passbys
track, during the "daytime" (7 A.M. to

10 P.M. and the "night time" (10If there are no freight trains, or no
conventional passenger trains, or no P,M. to 7 A.M.), ND and NN, re-
rapid transit trains write "NONE" in spectlvely.
the appropriate space on Railway
Werksheet 1 for that train type. . . . .

2. Type of locomotive which normally
is used to pull the train: dlese[-electri¢
or all-electric, This information on Now you have the necessary input data for
Iocomotlons is only needed for freight the prediction of railway noise. This pre-
tralnsorconventionalpassengertralns, dJctlon, outlined in the following steps,
If this information is not readily avail- conslsls of determining various factors
able, assume the locomotive to be which are combined to give the estimated
dlesel-e_eclrlc since this Is the pre - noise level The factors are based on the
dominant type, and the worst case railway model discussed previously and are
a_oustlcally, Also determine the aver- normalized to a reference distance of one-
age number of diesel-electric Iocomo- hundred feet, Noise levels for the Idealized
tlves, NL, used to pull the train, model are then corrected to account for

3, Average tre]n speed, S, In miles per actual conditions. Computations are slmp]l-
hour for each type of train, fled as much as possible by graphs, charts,

4. Average train length, LT, in feet for and tables,

each type of train. The remainder of this section Is divided
If the average length Is not available, Into four separate subsections, Subsection
determine the average number of cars, A contains the directions for estlmeling the
no, In the train, The length Is then unshle[ded noise level of freight trains, con-
obtained by multiplying nc by 55 feat venflonal passenger trains and rapid transit
for trelght cars and by 75 feet for trains. Subsection B contains the predictive
passenger coaches and rapid transit steps for calculating diesel-electric raceme-
vehicles [7]. rive noise and railway car noise. Shielding

5. Average number of passbys for each adjustments are made in subsection C; and
type of train. In subsection D. separsle noise contrlbu-

The time period for which the typical lions are combined to get the total railway
number of operations is determined noise.
depends upon the metric being used
for the noise criterion for your pro- Your approach should be to use Subsection
posed building: Leq(l), Leq(8), Leq A to determine which steps of the noise
(24), or Ldn. Obtain only the data production computations you must perform,
required to calculate the metric you Estimate Ihe unshielded noise level for die-
are using, sol-electric Ionomotlves and cars In B. Then

in C, estimate the shielding corrections, If
• Loq{l) any, and finally, in D combine the noise

Determine the average number of levels generated by each typeof train to get
passbye during the one selected Ihe total railway noise at your building site.
hour of crltfca_ building (or outdoor Record the calculated values on Railway
activity area) use, N1. Worksheets 1 and 2 as directed,



69 A. Steps for Predicting Railway and STEPS R6 through R1O to get the car
Noise component. Use the appropriate input data

from Railway Worksheet 1.
Freight Trains

Freight train noise has two distinct compo- Rapid Transit Trains
nents: diesel-electric rocomotlve noise and
freight car noise, These two components Rapid transit train noise is predominantly
must be treated separelely. Follow STEPS wheel-rail noise, with no Iocomollve corn-
R3. R4 and R5 to get the locomotive corn- ponent. Perform STEPS Rg through R10
portent, and STEPS Rg through R10 to get using appropriate input data from Ralrway
the car component. Use the appropriate Workaheet 1.
input data from Railway Worksheet 1 for
freight trains.

B. Noise PredictionCalculations
Conventional Passenger Trains

STEP R3 DIESEL.ELECTRIC LOCOMO.
Conventlonar passenger train noise depends TIVES--REFERENCE LEVEL
upon the type of locomotive. If Jt is all- Compute the factor LS for the diesel-
electric, treat the locomotive as another electric locomotives at the reference dis-
passenger coach and perform STEP R7 fence of 100 feat from the centerllne of
through R10. the railway. LS is determined by locating

on the horizontal axis of Figure 5.3-8, the
If diesel-electric locomotives are the pro- speed, S, for this type of train, Read up
dominant type. a locomotive component until intersecting the curve, The value of
must be IncJuded, Perform STEPS R3, R4 LS can be read off the vertical axis dI*
and R5 to got the locomotive component, rectly left of the Intersection.

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 a0 90 100

Average Train Speed+s_ mph

Figure 5.3-8. Diesel-Electric Locomolive Reference Level, LE, at 100 feet [1].



70 STEP R4 DIESEL-ELECTRIC LOOOMO. DAL Is determined by locating on the
TIVES--DISTANCEATTEN- horizontal axle of Figure 5,3-9 the dls-
UATION fence, D. Read up until Intnreectlng the

curve for the locomotive correction, The
Compute the distance attenuation factor, value of DAL can be read off the vortical
DAL for diesel-electric locomotive noise, axis directly leg of the intersection,

Figure 5.3-9. Railway Noise Attenuation With Distance |1].

STEP R5 DIESEL.ELECTRIC LOCOMO- lion. Using this value and the values of
T/VES--UNSHIELDED LS and DAL, calculate Leq(1) from the
NO/SE LEVEL following equation:

perform the calculations appropriate for Leq(1) = LS-J-C1 -- DAL- 36.

the noise erlledon, or molrlc, for your pro- Lsq(8)

posed building. Record all values on Rail- Compute C8, which Is a correction for the
way Workshaet 1, number of passbys during the eight hours

Leq(l) of building use. it ]s determined from the
Compute C1, which is a correction for Ihe total number of passbys, CN8, defined as,
number of passbys during the selected CN8 = Ng X NL,

hour of critical building usa, C1 fs deter, where N8 fsthe average number of pass-
mined from Ihe total number of passbys, bys by this type of train dudng the eight
CN1, defined as, hours, and NL fs the average number of

CN1 = N1 X NL, dlese]-oJectdc locomotives pulling the

where NI is the average number of pass- train. Locate on the horlzonlal axis of
bys for this type of train during the so- Figure 5,3-10, the value of CNg for this
lealed hour, and NL Is the average num- type of train. Read up until intersecting
bet of diesel-electric locomotives pu3ling Ihe curve. Read the value of C8 from the
the train. On the horizontal axis of Figure vertical axis directly left of the Intersec-
5,3-10 locate the value of CN1 for this lion. Using this value and the values of LS
type of train, Road up until Intersecting and DAL, calcuJate Loq(8) from the fol-
the curve. Road the value of C1 from the lowing equation:
vertical axis directly left of the intersec- Leq(g) _- LS ÷ C8 - DAL - 45.
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Figure 5,3-10. Correction for the Number of Passbys.

ii

Leq(24)
:_ Compule C24, which fs a correction for axis of Figure 5.3-10 the value of CN,
_ the number of passbys during s twenty- Read up until intersecting the curve. Read
• ; four hour day, _1is determined from the the value of CDN from the vertical axis
: total number of passbys, GN24. defined as, directly left of the Intersection. Using this

:' CN24 = N24 X NL, value and the values of LS and DAL, sal-
_' culate Ldn from the following equation:' _ where N24 Is the average number of pass-

bye by this type of train during the twenty- Ldn = LS '-F CDN -- DAL -- 49.
four hours, and NL is the average number
of d]esel-arectrio locomotives pulling the STEP R6 RAILWAY CARS.-.
train. Locate on the horfzontad axis of REFERENCE LEVEL

Figure 5,8-10 the value of CN24 for this Compule the factor CL at the reference
type of train. Read up until Intersecting distance of 100 feet from the senterllne of
the curve, Read the value of C24 from the railway. CL is determined by locating
the vertical axis dlresUy lab of the Inter- on the horizontal axis of Figure 5.3-11 the
section, Using this value and the values speed. S, for this type of train. Read up
of LS and DAL. calculate Laq(24) kern the until InlersectJng the appropriate curve
following equation: for this type of railway car. The value of

Leq(24) _ LS-_-C24- DAL- 49. CL can be read off the vertical axis di-
Ldn racily [eft of the Intersection.

Compute CDN, which fs a correction for STEP R'I RAILWAY CARS--PASSBY
the number of "daytime" and "nighttime" DURATION
passbys, it is determined from the cor-
rected number of passbys,CN, defined as Compute the passby duration factor CD.

CD is determined by locating on the hod.
CN =(ND_t-6NN)NL zontal axis of Figure 5,3-12 the train

where ND Is the number of "daytime', and length, LT, far this type of train. Read up
NN is the number of "nighttime" paasbys until Intersecting the curve corresponding
for this type of train, and NL is the aver- to Ihe speed, S, for this train category,
age number of diesel-electric locomotives The value of CD can be read off the vote-
pulling the train. Locale on Ihe horizontal cal axis directly left of the intersection.
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9O

50

10 20 30 40 50 EO 70 80 _,0 100

Avef_gu Trni_ Spood, S (MPH_

Figure 5.3-11, Railway Car Reference Level at 100 feet [2].

10B 1000 I0,000

AvoraOoT_lln Longlh, LT, feel

Figure 5.3-12, Duration Correction for Train Passbys.



73 STEP R8 RAILWAY CARS--TRACK STEP RIO RAILWAY CARS--
CHARACTERISTICS UNSHIELDED NOISE LEVEL

Compute the track adjustment factor, CT. Depending upon the type of noise cd.
Th]s feeler accounts for track character- tedon, or malrlo, for your proposed bulld-
Isgcs ether tllan Ills standard, straight, lag, perform the calculations listed below,

mainline, welded track (1, 4. 5], This ed- Leq(f)
Justmeat should be made only [f the track
variation occurs within e distance of 2D Compute (he factor C1, which is a coffee-
on either side of the point of fntersecgon tlon for the number of passbys during the

one selected hour of critical building use,
of the railway wgh the nearest perpendlc- C1 Is determined by locating on the hod-ular distance, Sea Rgure 5,3-4 for an
illustration of this distance requirement, zontal axis of Figure 5,3-10 Ihe value of
From Table 5,3-1 select the appropriate NI for this type of train. Read up until
value of CT corresponding to the physical intersecting lhe curve. The value of C1
characlerlstics of the track segment under can be read off the vertical axis dlreclly
Investigation, In case of simuganeous oo- taft of the intersection, Using this value
currence of these variations Ihe elng/e and the values of CL. CD, CT, and DAD
largest correction should be used. calculate Leq(l) from the following equa-

tion:

STEP R9 RAILWAY CARS--DISTANCE Leq(1) =
ATTENUATION CL-_ CO -F CT -p C1 _ DAC -- 38.

Compute the distance attenuation factor, Leq(8)
DAC, for railway car noise, DAD Is deter- Compute the factor O5, which is a coffee.
mined by locating on the horizontal axis flon for the number of passbys during the
of Figure 5,3-g the distance D. Read up eight hours of building use. C5 is deter-
until Inlersectlng the appropriate curve mined of Figure 5.3-10 by locating on the
for railway cars. The value of DAD can be horizontal axis the value of N3 for this
read off the vertical axis directly left of type of train. Read up until Intsrsecllng
the Intersection. the curve. The value of C8 can be read

off the vertical axis directly left of the
Table 5,3-1, Adjustment Factors for Track Intersection. Using this value and the

Characledstles [1,4, g]. values of CL, CD, CT end DAD, calculate
Leq(8) from the following equation:

Leq(5) =
TRACK CHARACTERISTICS CT CL_- CD -_-CT _- CS -- DAD -- 45.

Loq(24)

1 Straight, Mainline, Welded O Compute the factor C24, which Is e car-
Track reetfon for the number of pasebys during

a typical twenty.four hour day, C24 is

2 Straight, Jointed Track 4 determined by locating on tile horizontalaxis of Figure 5,3-10 lhe value of N24 for
3 Presence of Switches or 4 this type of train. Read up until later-

Grade Crossing seegng the curve. The value of O24 can
be read off the vertical axis directly left

4 Tight Radius Curve of the fntersecllon, Using this factor and
the values of CL, CD, CT, and DAD, car-

Radius < 6OOFt. 4 culata LeqI24) from the following equa-
tion:

Radius 600 Ft. to goo FL f Leq124) =
CL -p CD .-FCT ..pO24 -- DAC - 49.

Radius > gO0Ft. O Ldn
Compute the factor CDN, which is a ear-

5 Presence of e Bridge rectfon for the number of "daytime" and
"nighttime" passbys. It Is determined

Conorste 0 from the corrected number of pasabys,
CN, defined as

Steel Girder with Either Con- 5 CN = ND_- 6NN,

crete or Open Tie Desk where ND is the number of "daytime",
and NN is the number of "nighttime"

Steel Girder with Steel Plale 14 passbys for this type of train. CDN Is
determined by locating on the horizontal

Dock axis of Figure 5.3-10 the value of CN,

,. .......... , , ,,



74 Rend up until Fntersectlng the curve. The the attenuation due to barriers and elevated
value of CDN can be read off the vortical or depressed railways. For example, If the
axis directly loft of the Inlersectlon, Using A-weighted sound level attenuations of a
this value and the values of CL, CD, DT, barrier, two rows el buildings and a 100
and DAC, calculate Ldn from the following feet of dense woods are 5, 6, and 5 de,
equation: respectively, the total A-weighted sound

Ldn = level attenuation Is 16 de.
CL -_- CD -J- CT + CDN -- DAC -- 49,

After those shielding corrections are deter-
" ' mined, the individual noise contributions are

calculated and combined to get Ihe tatar
C, Shielding Adjustments railway noise in STEP R18.

The previous steps assumed that there was ff there are no barriers, the noise levels car-
no shielding between the railway and the curaled In the previous steps are Ihe values
building site, If there is any shielding due to be used to predict noise levels In your
to e barrier, elevated railway, depressed building and on its silo. Omit STEPS Rll
rallway, rows of buildings or a belt of rage- through R15 and proceed to STEP R16 to get
ration, it must be taken into account, This is the tolal noise due to railways.
done in STEPS Rll through R15.

The corrections for shielding due Is bar- STEP R11 PATH LENGTH DIFFERENCE

ders, arevated railways and depressed rail- Compute the palh length difference for
ways are a function of Ihe railway vehicle railway cars, LC, end for diesel-electric
type, because of the dilferent locations o( locomotives, L/, for the type of barrier
Ihe major noise sources. For freight oars, present. Be sure the obslructloa blocks
conventional passenger coaches, and rapid the line-el-sight between the source and
transit vehicles, the predominant noise receiver, being careful about diesel-oleo-
source Is the wheal-rail Interaction rocated tde locomotives which have the noise
close to the ground; while for diesel-electric source located fifteen feet above the rail-
locomotives, the major source of noise is way. If Ihe line-of-sight is not blocked
the exhaust outlet rocaled approximately there wIJI be no atlenuation,
fifteen feet above the rails. Thus, there are

two shielding corrections; one for railway 1. Barrier:

ears, CSC, and one for diesel-electric lace- Ac _- _/HB' *P (D -- DB)"
motives, CSL, These corrections are deter-
mined by calculating the path length dlrlar- A/= _/(HB -- 15)" -t- (D -- DB)'
ences for railway cars and for diesel-electric Bc = B/= _/(HB + hE)' + De'
locomotives using STEP Rll for the type of Cc -- _./hB' -p D'

shielding present. For these calculations, C/= _/(hB + 15)" + D'
this design guide assumes that the fre-
quency spectrum for railway car (wheel-rail) 2. Elevaled Railway;
noise is similar to highway traffic noise, and Ac = [D - DE]
employs EO0 Hz as the frequency. However, A! = _/225 + (D -- DE)"
a frequency of 125 Hz is used for diesel- Bc_ BI = %/HE' -t- DEj
eleetdc locomotive noise, To account for

Co=_HE'÷D'these frequencies being different, a factor
of V4 (125 + 500) In used In calculating C/= _/(HE -_ ioJ" + D'

path length difference, LI. Using these 3. Depressed Railway:values of L, DEC and CEL are determined
for an "infinitely" long barrier in STEP R12. Ac = _/HD' -t- (D -- DD)'
If the barrier is "finite" In length, the neces- A/= _/(HD - 15)' -p (D -- DD)'
8nry adjustments are made In STEP R13. Bc _ BI = _hD' + DD'

The shielding eorreotlons for rows of build- Cc = _./(HD + hD)' ÷ D'
lags which act as barriers and for vegeta- CI = _/(HD .+ bD -- 15)' + D7
lion ere related to the physical layout of the
railway and the location of your proposed From these values the path length differ-
building, The correction for shielding due ences are calculated from the following
to rows of buildings which act as barriers, equations:

CSB, Is computed InSTEP R13, The carrot- Lc = Ac "I"Bc -- Cc
tion for shlerding duo to vegetation, CSV, is LI = .25 [A/+ B/-- C/J.
oomputed in STEP R14. Note ti_atthe atten-
uation due to rows of bulJdlngswhich act Record these values on Railway Work-
ee barriers, and to vegetalJon is added to sheet 2 and proceed to the next step.



75 STEP R12 SHIELDING CORRECTION-- length difference. Read up until Intersect.
"INFINITE" BARRIER Ing the curve, The value of the shielding

correction can be read off the vertical
Compute the shielding correcUons CSC axis directly lefl of the Intersection. This
end CSL. These values are delerrnlned procedure is followed using Lc to deter-
from the palh lenglh differences caJcu- mine CSC. and LI to determine CSL.
lated In tile previous s(ep [9]. if the path Record these values on Railway Work-
length dlffersn_e Is negative or less than shoat 2. If the IncJuded angle, a, is tess
0,01 fh there is no appreciable shielding than 170, the barrier is of "finite" length,
and the correction Is zero; if the path and you musl proceed to STEP R13, But If
length dlgerence is poslllve and greater Iha Included angle, a. fs greater than 170,
than 0.01 It, Ihe shielding correction is no ed/ustment to Ihe shielding corrections
determined by locating on the horizontal Is needed. Omit STEP R13 and continue
axis of Figure 5.3-13 the value of the path the design guide analysis.

0,01 0,1 1 I0 tot}

pnth Length Olf_eton¢o, L, IOol

Figure 5.3-13. A-weighted Shielding Correction Versus Path Length Difference for Barriers.

Table 5,3-2. ShleJdlng Corrections for a Finite Barrier.

Infinite BQrrlet RA = a/180"
Shielding Cotroctlczn
csc _rcal. O .1 .2 .3 .4 .5 .6 .7 .8 .9 1.0

1 0 0 O 0 0 1 1 I 1 1
2 g 0 1 1 1 1 1 :2 2 2
3 0 O 1 1 1 2 2 2 3 3
4 0 0 1 1 2 2 2 3 3 4
5 0 O 1 1 2 2 3 3 4 5
g O 0 1 2 2 3 3 4 5 8
7 0 O 1 2 2 g 4 4 6 7
8 O O 1 2 g g 4 5 8 8
9 0 O 1 2 8 3 4 5 7 9

10 0 O 1 E 3 3 4 6 7 10
11 0 0 1 2 3 3 4 6 8 11
12 0 O 1 2 3 d 5 8 8 12



76 STEP R13 SHIELDING CORRECTION-- the railway Irom your building. This cor-
"FINITE" BARRIER reollen is simply an A-weighted sound

Compute the adjusted values of CSC and level altenuation of 5 dB for the first 100
CSL to account for shielding elements of feet of woods and 10 dB for woods over
finite length, These adjusted corrections 200 feet In depth, Interpolation between
are determined from the factor RA, which th_s_ whJes I,_ left to the dlscrellon of
Is calculated from the Included angle, a the user of this design guide. Record
(In degrees), by using the following equa- this correction on Railway Worksheet 2
lion: and continue the design guide analysis,

a**

RA =-- • STEP R16 TOTAL RAILWAY NOISE180
Compute the Iotal noise at the building

Now go to Table 5,3-2 and enter the first site due Io the railway. First sum thecolumn at Ihe value of CSC and read
across that row to the column correspond- shielding corrections on Railway Work-
Ing to the value of RA. This Is the ad- sheet 2. Subtract these tale1 shielding cor-recllons from the unshlelded noise levels
Justed value of CSC, Repeal this proce-
dure using the value of CSL to get the to get the individual components of the
finite shielding correction for diesel- total railroad noise at the building site.
electric locomotives, Record these ad- Since these levels are (ogarfthml¢, they
Justed shielding corrections on Railway cannot be simply added together or aver-aged to get the total noise level. Instead,
Worksheet 2, and continue the design they must be combined, two values at a
guide analysis, lime, with the use of Table 5.3-4, Start

with the two smallest levels, and subtract
one from the other to get the difference.STEP R14 SHIELDING CORRECTION--

BUILDINGS ACTING AS
BARRIERS Table 5.3-4. Level Adjustment for

Calculate the correcllon, CSS, for rows Summing Noise Levels,

of buildings which shield the railway Level Adjustmentfrom your building. This correction de-
panda on the number of rows of Inter- Difference of (To be Added to
venlng bugdlngs, nr, and Is determined Two Noise the Larger of
from Table 5.3-3. Record this correction Levels, dB the Two Values)
on Railway Worksheet g, and continue the 10 or more O
design guide analysis. 4-9 1

2-3 2
0-1 3

Table 5,3-3. Shielding CorrocSons for
Buildings Acting as Barriers [8]. With this value go to Table 5,3--4 and

determine the level adjustment which Is
Number of Shielding to be added to the larger of the two or[g-

Rows Correction, CSB inal noise levels, Now repeat this proce-
dure with this adjusted level and another

1 4,5 of the railway noise components. Con-
2 6,0 tlnae this computation until all compo-
g 7,5 nents have been combined Into one value.
4 g.o For example, If the A-weighted levels of

5 or more 10,0 the diesel-electric locomotives and rail-
way cars for freight trains are 50 and
52 dB respectively, and the A-weighted

STEP R15 SHIELDING CORRECTION-- sound levels of the diesel-electric lose-
VEGETATION motives end passenger coaches for con-

Calculate the correcllon, CSV, for a belt vemlonal passenger trains are 51 and 50
of vegetation of depth, dw, which shields dB respectively, the total nolse Is,



77 5g--) diff.= 0

add 3 53

50 dill, = 2

addO 55 /_ dill, = 3

51 / add 2

57dS,

52

Record this total noise level on Railway matron of the noise oonlrlbutlons from each
Worksheet 1, railway. This summation is accompIJshed by

• • • • • the same method as used in STEP R16,

This completes the prediction of railway Refer to this step for the procedure of sum-
noise. These procedures should be re- mine noise levels. Record the total noise
pasted for each railway that Is gsted on the devel on Railway Worksheet 1.
Pregmlnary Source Evaluation Workshaet
wlthayesanswarfnCo[smn2, andforeach Now proceed to Section 5.4 and predict
point on the alia or building room that you the noise level due to aircraft. If aircraft do
analyze. The tolsl noise at any point on the not affect your building silo proceed directly

building site due to all railways Js the sum- to Chapter 6.
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Chapter g The noise at the building or site due to air- The NEF. or Noise Exposure Forecast, sys-
Section 4 craft flyovers depends upon such variables lem of rating aircraft noise Is rapidly super-

as: the distance between the building site ceding the CNR method. The NEF singleHow to Estimate
Aircraft Noise and the alrcralt; type and size of the air- number rating is similar to the CNR except

craft and its operating characteristics (prl- that the perceived noise level Is replaced
madly its thrust level); and, atmospheric by the effective perceived noise level, which
conditions. Unlike automobiles, trucks, and Is equal Io Ihe perceived noise level plus
trains, a[rcraft are not confined to a specific corrections for the duration of the noise
route--even at airports there will be a hum- event and for the presence of pure tone
bar of runways, hence a number of possible componenls which are nol included in
paths for takeoffs and landings, Also, de* the CNR. This latter correction has been
pending on the type of aircraft, loading Included because it has been found that
weights, the volume of air traffic, and discrete frequency components, such as jet
weather condlgons, approach and takeoff engine whine, are the principal cause of
profiles can vary widely. To handle these annoyance to persons living near airports
variables, the models of aircraft noise, like [2]. The NEF numerical values differ con-
those for highways, usually depend upon slderably from the corresponding CNR
computers for numerical results. Whereas values; e.g. an NEF of 30 corresponds ap-
computers can manage these complexities, proximately to a CNR of 100. This difference
they are obviously beyond the scope of this was Introduced Intentionally so that the two
design guide, ratings would not be contused. Like CNR,

NEF is an integrated descriptor of total noise
Instead, the design guide analysis" relies exposure, and fs calculated from other
ehher upon--(a) existing measures of the quanldles ralher than being directly tunas-
noise near the airport such as NEF or CNR ured. Sites with a NEF value of 30 or less
radngs, which are the most common meas- wgl normally be acceptable for your pro-
ures of aircraft noise in the United States, posed building [31.
or--(b) a few simple estimates of the noise
level based on the alrporl type and level The total noise exposure due to aircraft
of activity, operallons has been determined for many

The CNR, or Composite Nolse Rating, was communities on the basis of the CNR
one of Ihe first methods developed to as- or NEF Indices, and the results mapped
sess the effect of aircraft operations on air- as conlours of equal CNR or NEF val-
port communities, The CNR Is obtained by ues, For an example of such a contour
making correcUons to the noise levels of the map, see Figure 5,4-1 [4]. If these contour
various a[rcrag expressed In terms of the maps exist for the airport near the site for
"perceived noise level" (PNL), which Is a your proposed building, the maps can be
measure of the relative acceptnblgty of air- used Io estfmale noise due to aircraft fly.
craft sounds. The PNL Is a quantity, calcu- overs. These procedures are given In
lated from measured noise levels (it cannot STEPS A2 and A4. NEF contours for many
be read directly from a meter), that corre- alrporls ere available In reports cited In
lares well with subjective responses to vaN- this design guido [5-10],
ous kinds of aircraft noise Jl]. The correc-
tions to the PNL account for the number of If these contour maps do not exist, the air-
aircraft eights, the time of day, and seasons craft noise at your building sde can be
of the year. These corrections are needed estlmaled by an alternative technique, First,
since human tolerance of aircraft noise de- the airport is classified Into one of four gen-
pends not only upon the noise level for each oral ca_egorles based on the "elfectlve"
noise event, but also the number of events, number of Jel operatons, NJeff, which is
Thus, an aircraft noise problem may resug defined as NJday--the number of"daytime"
from a small number of very loud aircraft or J7 A.M, to 10 P.M.) jet operations, plus
from a much forger number of quieter air- seventeen times NJn[ght--the number of
craft [2]. Since CNR accounts for numerous "nighttime" (10 P,M, to 7 A,M.) Jet opera-
noise events over an extended time peNod, It tlons 13J,
is essenlfally an Integrated descriptor of The airport categories are then defined as:
total noise exposure. Unlike Leq or Lmax, Categoryl:0tog0"effecflve"jetoperatlons;
which can be measured, CNR is always col- Category 2:51 to 500 "effective" jet opera-
culated from other acoustic descriptors, tigris; Category 3:501 to 1300 "effective" jet
Sites with a CNR value of 100 or less will operations; and Category 4: over 1300 "ef-
normagy be acceptable ler your proposed fecflve" jet operations. If there are no Jet
buildings [3], operations, the airport is placed in Category

1. (Placing all airports wllhout Jetoperations
• Th0 doslgr) gLJfd_ analy=Lll °_ hire(oil n°Jse I_ baaed on In Category 1 may be too severe, particularly
work porlolmq]d by BOll Boranok nnd Newman, Jr_c, for IhO
U,S, DopniImonl or Housing and Urban Development [10t. lor very smog aiports which have only a lira-
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Figure 5,4-1. Rating Contours Superimposed on a Map of the Local Area [4],



80 Table 5.4-1, Effective Number of .JetAircraft Operations for Various U.S. Airports [3],

Airport NUrnbor or Jel Aircraft Oporat{or_s

cataga;y oily and BtQt_ Njd,_y NJn_ghl NJJH.

WIscc_nsInRapids, WII. $ 0 I
IIh_F_. N,Y, 5 0 5

1 cnnc_ld_ Call_. e 0 0
Colurnbla_ MO, _ _ It
Atlnnt_, Go. (FullOn) 13 O 1_
Vnn Nuys. C_lil, 22 0 _2

HLmlsvlllo_Ahl. OB 0 g8
Edo, Pa, 40 4 100
Colorado Sprlr=GI, Cain, e0 5 1_0

2 LIIIla Rock, AIk. 106 7 227
Molbournu, FI_. 07 20 427
Ralo_ghlDurham, N.O_ 130 tg 453

T_l=n, O_;In. 1OD 16 471

N_stlvllle. To.n. 104 27 _23
HAr_lor_, Co_n, 11_ 32 _sg

3 E¢ PAso. Tax. 130 38 742
MItwau_oo, Wis, 210 _ 850

San _)logo, Cal_r_ 207 40 1049

Porll_nd_ OIe. 3_0 84 14,18
WatJhlngton,O_C. (N_l_on_l) 614 04 1702
Washlnglon_ D.C, (Dullos) _32 02 1726
Karmas C_ly, MO. 302 06 17_4

4 $_atlSa/T_¢oma, Womb, 2_0 _0 1770
T_mpn. FI_. 361_ 120 24D0
Ootmit. Mich. 544 114 2402
D_llaBI Ft_ WQrlh, Tax, 704 131 2931
Boltc*n, M_l_ _60 136 2992
N_w York, N.Y. (Kermody) 1020 1;'1 _0_7
Lot=AngoleS_ C¢=111. 1D89 185 4234
Cht¢_go. II1, 16_B 310 69_1

Table 5.4-2. Approximate Distances to NEF 40 and NEF 30 Contours [3].

Effoctlvo _lltnncoB 1o NEF 40 Contour Di_tnncos to NEF 30 Conlogr
AIr_orl HLimborOf From SldO ol From En¢_o_ From 51d_ol Flora End of

Calogor7 Jot Qperallor]| I _unway Runway R_J_lwa¥ Runway
NJail. D$,-40 DE.40 _S-30 DE-,10

1 Q,,_50 0 D 1000 Fo_l 1 Mile

2 51-500 _00_ Foot I Mile 0.5 MIIo 3 Mllol

3 S01-13_0 _000 Feel 25 MIlea 1,5 M_lol 6 MIIOl

4 Morn Than _000 Foot 4 M_les 2 MIle| IO MINI
1300

ited number of operations. You can visit the for typical U.S. airports [3]. WIIh this
site and Judge for yourself the magnitude of approximate contour map you can estimate
the aircraft noise, then decide If Ihe airport the noise level at your site due to aircraft
should be considered.) Examples of U.S. flyovers. These procedures are given In
airports which fall Into these four categories STEPS A3 and A4.
are given In Table 5.4-1 [3].

Before proceeding, study briefly the flow
After the airport has been cLassllled Into dfagram of Figure 5.4-3 which outlines the
one el the four categories, approximate steps necessary to estimate aircraft noise.
NEF 40 and NEF 30 cordours can be con- First obtain the required airport Input data
atructed on a local map showing your build- (STEP A1), which are then used to calculate
[ng site (Figure 5.4-2) using the distances the CNR or NEF value at your proposed
of Table 5.4-2, which are average values building location (either STEP A2 or STEP
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Figure 5A-2, Layout of Approximate NEF Contours. Dimensions
Xl and x2 should be measuredon a line perpendicular to the leeway lot eulidfna sites located at I/res/do
el the runway; end on a line parallel to the runway for building sites located beyond the endof the runway.

A3). FinalJy, calculate the noise level due Lay out your building site on lhe con-
to aircraft operations from this airport (STEP tour map and examine its position
A4). An example el the step-by-step calcu- relative to the CNR or NEF contours.
lations Is given In Section 5,5, If located on or very near one of the

contours, the only Information to be
Before you can eslJmate the noise levels, entered in Aircraft Workaheet 1 Js the
you will need to obtain cerlain information CNR or NEF value for that contour, If
about the airporl near your bulJdJng slle, the building site falls between lwo con-
The InformstIon, described in STEP A1, tours, enter the CNR or NEF values far
should ba recorded In Aircraft Worksheat 1, both,and the distances from each con-
shown In Figure 5.4-4. tour to the buiJdingas shown In Figure

5A-5,

Aircraft NOI_BPrediction Melhod If your site Is Jocated inside the NEF
STEP Af AIRPORT DATA 40 (CNR 100) contour, you will prob.

ably have a serious noise problem, You
The Information that Is required on air- should obtain the services of a con-
paris may be obtained from the Federal sullant to consider In detail the con-
Aviation Administration (FAA) Area Office Iinued advisability of construelion on
for commercial alrporls; or, when the In- or rejection of Ihe site, or the special
formation can be released, from the mill- adaptations which may be required.
tary agency in charge for military airports. If your site Is located oulafde the last '
The data should be gathered for each air- contour that ls mapped, your use ofport (if more than one) that Is Hsted on
the Preliminary Source Evaluation Work. the predJcgve schemes of this design
shoal with a yes answer in Column 2, guide will be limited. It Is a rule of

thumb Ihat If the building site Is far-
1, First you should determine Ifellher thor outside the NEF 30 (CNR 100)

CNR or NEF contours have been contour than the distance between the
mapped for the alrporL if contour NEF 30 and 40 (CNR 100 and 110)
maps are available complete substeps conlours, there probably will be no
2 and 41 but, if net, complete substeps problem with aircraft noise [3], Aside
3 and 4. from this your only alternative Is to

2. CNR or NEF Contour Maps Available. employ an acoustical consultant.
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] ^,.,o_,.o,,,or,,.d_o,lo.J

NUfTqb_fOI C)p(IrRIIoflS
CNR of NEF Contourl CNR or NEF Conloula , Otte Haur ! N(I)
Aval[nblo Not AvaBablo * EIohl Hour; H(6)

• CNn of NEF VIIIUOl • Numbor of Jet * *'Davtime*' (7 AM to 10 PM)_
• Buildin0 Location Opofallotls: NJday, NJ_lght NJday

Relallve to Cor]tou/I I Runway LocJtlonl * _'Nightlmo*, (10 pM Io 7 AMJ

Xt, X2 STEp A1,3 NJl_iohl
STEP A1,2 STEp AI,4

NEF V_llu_ _1 Bultdln[]
SIlO

CNR or NEF Valuo al
Bulldhlg $[t_l * Chllsi_y AltpOrl

CO_Iro¢I _plllozl_'lalo
• _ulldr.0 On or Noaf , NEF Cog*outB

A COnl0_t: Use Thai Valuo e Building On ¢;¢Nolr
• (_ulldlnO DelwDen A Co,lout: Us(* Thnl ValuO

C0rH0_tl: ItllOrl=o_alo , [_ulldinO £]_twogtl
STJ_pA2 Conto_ fI1 InlQH)olal_l

6TEP A3

• Loq(l] * L_C;124J
w I • Loq(6) • Ldn

STEP A1

NOII# 811oNolle L_VOI NO[IO

_0_llOtt _,2 ChBplDI 6 _ecllon 5,3

Figure 5.4-3. Aircraft Noise Prediction Flow Diagram,
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I AircraftWorksheet1

J Silo point or building room for whl:h sound pfollure
Bulldfng Prelect

i level| ate bnlr_0 ettlmaled

kocaUon Designer

Owner Data Revised

Conlo_r Maps ,_vallablo

If flulldlng J| an or ve_ near Confour _1 or _2_ Record 1hat vatua an Line I1.
II nel, oblain Iho dale al L_no| 2 and O

CNR Or NEF _1 CNR Of NEF ._2
centaur Value=

lulldlng Lecatlatl X1 I X2 R
Belween Contours ._1 and _2 l

Alia Record on
CNR Or NEF Value At The Building Slle Line I1

Colllour Mapl Nol Available

_ Number Of J¢1Operations "_ NJday NJtdght NJeff

:_ AJrporl CelogO/y 1 2 _ 4

ii {Ch'©k One)

:_, If building Ja OR Of vary neat I_e _EF 50 Of NEF 40 Conloul, record Ihal vaJu8 ee Lind II,

_I It not, obtain Ibm deqa e_l Lift# 8,

i!_ Bu,.i..Looa,,e°,e,.... X1 X2 R CI0

_ NE F 30 and NEF 40 Conloura

:I?
AI|O Record on

[_i NEF Value AI The 0ullaiag SIle Line H

_;) NJday NJnlghl H(BI N(I)

__ ,Numbel el Opelatl_na

_J CNR or NEF Value

i,_ At The flulldlrlg 8lie
Convert CNR IO
NEF VaIue

Airorafl Noise Level AI The Building S_ta

R1 CI Leq(1)
Laq(I)

R8 c8 Laq{8)
Leq(8)

R24 C24 LOq(24)
Loq124)

Ldn
Ldn

! Figure5.4-4, AircraftWorksheet1,
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Figure 5,4-5. Geometry for Esllmating CNR or NEF rating at the Building Site.

Dimensionsxl and x2 should be measured on a I/no perpendicular to the runwa for building _lms
located to Ihe s/de el the runway and on a line parallel to the runway /or butld/ng s_tesIocalod beyond

the end el the runway.

3, CNR or NEF Conlour Maps Not Avail- • Laq{24)--NJday, NJnight
able. • Ldn--no further data needed
You should determine the average num-
ber of "daytime" (7 A.M. to 10 P,M.)
Jetoperations, NJday; and Ihe average The procedures for predicting noise levels
number of '*nighttime" I1_ P.M. to 7 al the building silo due to aircraft are
A.M.) Jetoperations, NJntght. If Ihere given In the following steps. If CNR or NEF
are no jet operations cole this on contour maps are available, use STEP A2;
Aircraft Worksheet 1. You must also if not, use STEP A3. The results 1or either
determine the location and direction of slap Is an approximate CNR or NEF value
malorrunwaysoItheairport.endshow at the building site, which can then be
these on a map of the local area which used to estimate noise levels for the metric
Includes your building site. you have chosen: Leq(1), Leq(8). Leq(24)

or Ldn. The relat(onshIps between these
4. NumberofOperatlons. various metdcs andtheCNR or NEFvalues

Cependlng upon the metdc being used are given In STEP A4 [11, 12].
to estimate noise for your bulld(ng and

silo, information on the number of STEP A2 CNR OR NEF VALUE AT THE
flight operalions may also be required. BUILDING SITEmCONTOUR
Obtain only those data necessary to MAPS AVAILABLE
make calculations for the metric you
have selected. The data should be for If Ihe building is located on or very near a
average airport operations, contour, you can use its value and pro-

ceed directly to STEP A4, But If the build-
• Leq¿l)--NJday, NJnIght, and N(1), fng fails between two contours, you must

which Is the total number of opera- calculale an approximate CNR or NEF
lions in the one selected hour of value for that location. First, determine
critical building usa. the distance ratio, R, as defined InFigure

• Leq(g)--NJday, NJnlght and N(8), 5.4-5, With this value go either to Table
which Is the total number of opera- 5.4-3 and determine the factor C5 (If con-
tIons In the eight-hour period of tours are mapped In Increments of 5), or
buNdfng use, to Table 5,4-4 and determine Ihe factor



85 C10 (if contours are mapped In ]nora- noise Jnterms of the metric you have so-
ments of 10), The rating at the building iected. First, convert any CNR value to e
site Is then esUmated by one of Ihe follow- corresponding NEF value, This conversion
Ing equations. For contours In Increments Is made by the equation [11]
of 5, NEF -- CNR -- 70.
CNR (or NEF) ----CNR (or NEF) value of

contour #1 -- C5,

For contours in Increments of 10, Table 5.4-3. Factor, C5, for Inlerpolatfng
CNR (or NEF) --- CNR (or NEF) value of Between CNR or NEF Contours In Incre-

contour #1 -- C10. ments of 5.
Record this value on Aircraft Worksheet 1,

I Distance Ratio Factor C5 to be
STEP A3 NEF RATING AT BUILDING xg

SITE--CONTOUR MAPS NOT R -_-- subtracted from larger
AVAILABLE xl CNR or NEF value.

Using the data obtained in STEP A1,3,
classify the airport near your site in one >12.3 0
of the four categories defined in Table
5,4-2. The airport classlgcat[on Is based 3,21- 12,3 1
on the "effective" number of jet opera-
tions, which Is defined as the number of 1,41 --3,2 2
+'daytime" jet operations plus seventeen
times the number of "nighttime" Jet oper- 0.61 -- 1,4 3
atJons.

NJeff = NJday -I- 17 NJnlght 0,21 -- 0.6 4

With this value determine the airport cats* <0.2 5
gory from Table 5.4-2, If there are no Jet
operations, the airport is placed in Cate-
gory 1,

Now with the airport classified In one ot Tabte 5.4--4. Factor CIO for interpolating
the four categories, you can construct Between CNR or NEF Contours in Incre-
approximate NEF contours, On a map of merits el 10,

,; the area which shows the principal run-
ways, mark the location of the building

and site, and determine which runway Is Distance Ratio Factor C10 to be
most IlkeJy to affect the site, Then using x2 subtracted from Jarger

+! the distances of Table 5,4-2 construst R =-- CNR cr NEF value
approximate NEF 40 and NEF 30 con. xl
tours as shown in Figure 5.4-2. Nele that
for airports in Category 1, NEF 40 corre- >35,0 0
spends to the runway Itself. If the build-
Ing site is Iocaled on or very near one 10.41--35,0 1
of these contours, use that value and
proceed directly tc STEP A4, If your build- 5,51--10.4 2
Ing or site Is located Inside the NEF 40
contour or outside the NEF 30 contour, 3.31--5.5 3
follow the instructions of STEP A2,g

[above). 2.21 --3.3 4
But if the building or site falls between
two contours, you must calculate an 1.51--2.2 5
approximate NEF value for that location,
First, calculate the distance ratio, R, as 0.91--1.5 6
defined fn Figure 5,4-2. Then determine
Ihe factor CIO from Table 5.4-4, The 0.61--0.9 7
rating at the building site Is given by

NEF = 40 -C10, 0,31--0,3 8

STEP A4 AIRCRAFT NOISE LEVEL 0,11--0,3 g
With the CNR or NEF value at the build-
Ing site delermined in eilber STEP A2 or <0.1 10
STEP A3, you can now calculate aircraft
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Figure 5,4-6. Correction For Number of Operations.

Now perform the appropriate calculation calculate Leq(5) from Ihe following equa-
given in the list below for the metric you tlon:

selecled. Leq(8) = NEF-_- 41 -- C8,

• Leq(1)[12} * Leq(24)[12]
Compute the factor C24, which is a cor-

CompulethefactorCl, whlchisacorrec- faction for the number of operations
tlon for the number of operations based based on a twenty-four hour average.
on the one selected hour of critical build- It Is determined from the number of
Ing use. It Is determined from the number operations ratio, R24, defined as,

of operations relic, RI, defined as, 24 (NJday -{- 17 NJnlght)
NJday-t-17NJnight R24 =

R1 = (NJday-I +NJnlght)

N(1) To determine C24, locate along the horl-
To determine C1, locate along the hod- zonlal axis of Figure 5.4-6 the point cor-
zontal axis of Flgura 5.4-6 the point responding to the value of R24. Read up
corresponding to the value of R1. Read until intersecting the curve. The value of
up until Intersecting the curve. The value C24 can be read oft the vertical axis dl-
o1 C1 can be read off the vertical axis roctly loft of the tntersectlon, Using this
directly left of the Intersection. Using this value and the NEF value at your site,
value and the NEF value at your site, calculate Leq(24) from the following equa-
calculate Leq(1) from the following equa- lion:
lion:

Leq(24) = NEF-I-41 -- C24+
Leq(1) = NEF-J-41 -- C1.

• Ldn [11]

• Leq(8) [12] Using the NEF value at your site, calcu-

Compute the factor C6, which Is a correc- late Ldn from the following equation:

tIon for the number of operations based .Ldn.=. -_NEF'I-_Jt_'on the eight hours of butJdlng use+ It is
determined from the number of opera-
tions ratio, R6, defined as, This completes the prediction o1 aircraft

8(NJday -_-17 NJnlght) noise. These procedures should be repeated
R8 =- for each airport (If more than one) that is

N(8) listed on the Prallmlnary Source Evaluation
TO determlne.C8 locate along the hod- Worksheet with a yes answer In Column 2,
zontal axis of Figure 5.4-6 the point cor-
responding to the value of R8, Read up This also completes the prediction of trans-
until intersecting the curve, The value o1 portatlon system noise. Now proceed to
C6 can be read off the vertical axis Chapter 6 and compute the total sound level
directly left of the intersection. Using this in the outdoor activity area or room of your
value and the NEF value at your site, proposed building.
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Chaplet 5 Consider the hypothetical example shown railway and an airport. The prediction of the
Section 5 In Figure 5+5-1, The building being consld- noise generated by each of these sources ls

Illuolrnlivo ered is 70 feet wide by 150 feet long, and Is outlined below,
Examplo of How 10 stories or approximately 100 feet high.
to EsUmato As an apartment, it Is classified as a resl- Highway Norse Prediction
Building Site dentlal occupancy. Thus, based on the dis-
Noise cussion of Chapter 3, the appropriate metric As seen from the map of tile area, Figure

for evaluating the building is Ldn. The total 5,5-2, there are two highways which alfect
outdoor noise at this building site is a corn- the building site, Highway #1 consists of
blnagon of sounds from two highways, a two lanes In each direction, separated by o
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Figure 5.5-1. Local Map Showing the Location of the Building Silo and Transportation Noise Sources.
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_ ProposedBuilding

Figure 5.5-2. Local Map Showing Details of Highways.
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Figure 5.5-5. Cross-section Showing Highway #1 and Earth Germ.

median. This highway is shle/ded from the for a ground floor room. This changes the
building by an earth harm. Highway :#2 (s a .path length difference and hence the at-
two-lane roadway thai lies at grade with re- tenuaUon.This ]lluslrales that the attenua-
spacl to the building site. lion shou/d be recalculated for rooms on

different floors.
STEP H1.1 HIGHWAY TO BUILDING

OR SITE DISTANCE

First, the highway to building site dis- STEP H2 TRAFFIC DATA
lances are determined from a map of the FOR HIGHWAY #1
focal area (Figure 5,5-2). These values, For Highway #1 the average speed Is 50
700 feet for Highway #1 and 400 leet for mph /or all vehicle classifications, The
Highway #2, are recarded on soparate "daytime" and "nighttime" lrafflc volumes
copies of Highway Worksheel 1, Figures are,
5.5-3 and 5.5-4, respecgvety, DVA = 46,500 vehlcJes,

DVM = 2550 vehicles.
STEP HI.2 BARRIER DATA DVH = 4350 vehicles

NVA = 23,710vehfcles,
Only Highway #1 Is shielded from the NVM = 13g0vehtcJes,
buJJdlngsite. The necessary distances for NVH = 2220 vehicles.
evaluating an earth berm are determined From these values the average daytime
from e cross-sectional diagram of the hourly vehJcle volumes are calculated to
highway (Figure 5.5--5). These distances, be,
which are determined for the top floor 46,500
(worst cc._ as /_. as shielding is con- VA = = 3100 veh/hr;
corned), are: 152550

DO=700ft, H£]=10 ft. a=130" VM=-_- =170veh/hr_DB_620ft. hG=-95 ft.
4350

These values are recorded an HJghway VH = t---5 = 290 veh/hr,

Worksheet 2 (Figure 5.5-6). These values are recorded on Highway I
Worksheet 1 for Highway #1 (Figure

STEP HI,3 VEGETATION AND 5.5-3).
BUILDINGS AS BARRIERS

Tl_ere are no Intervening rows o1 bulld- STEP H2 TRAFFIC DATA
Ings and no vegetation which would e/fec- FOR HIGHWAY #2
lively shield the roadway from a room on

For Highway #2, data are available only
the top floor. Thus, for this case, these in terms o1 automobiles and trucks. The
types o1shielding are neglected, average speed for autos Is 45 mph and

for heavy trucks is 40 mph. The "daytime"
However, if a room on the ground floor and "nlghhime" traffic volumes are,
were analyzed, shielding due to vegela-
lion or intervening rows of buildings would DVA = 10,650 vehicles,

NVA = 2650 vehicles,
have to be taken into account. Also, the DVH = 465 vehicles,
shielding due to the earth berm Is differ. NVH = 120 vehicles.

ant for the ground floor, The distance hB From these values the hourly average day-
changes from --95 feet to about --5 feet time vehicle volumes are calculated to be,





94 10,650 5.5-7). The value of HNL is determined to
VA =-'_=710veh/hr; be an A-weighted sound level of 55 de,

465 Since the metric being used ts Ldn, STEP
VH =_=31 veh/hr H6 Is performed. First, the ratio RDN Is

15 calculated for automobiles,
These values are recorded on Highway

Worksheet 1 for IIIghway #2 (Figure RDN = NVA = 23,710vehicles ==0.51.5.5--4).
DVA 46,500 vehicles

STEPS H3-H6 AUTOMOBILE NOISE
LEVEL FOR HIGHWAY #1 With thls value. CDN is determined 1rein

Predict the noise generated by each of Figure 5.2-10 to be 4 dB. when rounded
the three vehicle elassificatlons. Using the to the nearest integer. The unshlelded,
values SA = 50 mph, VA = 3100 veh/hr A-weighted day-night _ound level for auto-
and DC = 700 It, STEPS H3, H4 and H5 mobiles on Highway No. 1 Is then calcu-lated to be:
are performed to predict the noise level of

automobiles (see the nomogram of Figure Ldn = HNL + GDN = 55-1-4 = 59 dS.

DO V

A B HNL FT VEH/HRdB 30 - 15000

Heavy 100 40 16000
• Trucks 50 7000

90 5000
50

g0 30 40 70 4000
"I- 60 T0 5000

i i Pivot _ ,., 2000

i SPEED: MPH 1500

Point 1000
60 70 700

+ + + + + 5o0
20 30 40 50 "_ 400

: 300

, Automobiles and 200
Medium Trucks

150

-100

Predicted 700 70
Noise

": Level 50
40

30

KEY: 1500 20
Aut°m°bilel' HNL = 55d0 Vehicle

_ -- _ Mod_m Truckl, HNL :. 52_B 2000 Volume

Haa_Y Trucks' HNL _ 61¢9 Distance
To

Observer

I
i

f

FigureS.5-7. HIghw_yNoleeNomogramtorHIghway#lofExample. i

r



95 STEP H7 MEDIUM TRUCK NOISE tracled from unshlerded levels, Then, Ihs
LEVEL FOR HIGHWAY #:1 levels (automobiles--g3 dB; rnedfurn

This general procedure Is repealed for trucks--50 dB; and heavy kucks--g5 dg)
medium lrucks using e correcled vehicle are summed to give,
volume, VMC, calculated as:

VMC = 10 VM = 10 × 170 = 17go veh/hr. 50 I dfff, = g Iand using the values SM _ 50 mph and 53 add'--_-_- 55 diff. = 10 65dB.65 add 0
DO = 700 It. The predlcled value of Ldn
is an A-weighted sound level of 56 dB.

These calculations Indicate that heavy

STEP H8 HEAVY TRUCK NOISE truck traffic Is the predominant source of
LEVEL FOR HIGHWAY #1 noise from Highway #1, even though

For heavy trucks the procedure Is again heavy trucks comprise only 7 percent of
repeated (using the top scala of vehicle the lolal dally traffic volume, The Iotat
speeds] with the values SH = 50 rnph, noise due to Highway .#.1 Could be low*
VH = 290 veh/hr and DC = 700 fL The ered If the height of the eadh berm were

predicted value of Ldn is an A-weighted Increased (hence, the attenuallon), or If
sound levelof 65 dG. the truck traffic volume were reduced.

STEP H9 PATH LENGTH DIFFERENCE STEPS Hg-H6, H14 TOTAL NOISE LEVEL
FOR HIGHWAY #g

Next, the shielding adjustrnenls are deler. Similar results are obtained for Highway; mined for the earth berrn of Highway #I.
The path length difference for autos and #.2 by performing these same oelcula-
medium trucks Is, lions, except there Is no medium truck

component and no shielding corrections,
Aa/m = k/Ha' + (DC - DB)" = The A-weFghted day-night sound levels

•./19' + (7g0- 610)'= 82.23 It, are 52 and 56 dB for autos and heavy

E3a/m= _/(HB + hB}' + DB' ---- trucks, respectively. The total noise due
to Highway #2 at the building site Is an

_/(19 + (- 95)}' -+ 620' = 624.64 It, A-weighted day-nrght sound level of 59
Cairn = _/hB'+ DC" = riB.

700_ = 7g6.42 It,

La/rn = Aa/m + Ba/m -- Ca/rn = 0.45 ft. Heavy truck noise Is also the predominant
source of noise from Highway #2. The

STEP HIO SHIELDING CORRECTION-- total noise duo Highway .#'2could be Iow-
"INFINITE" BARRIER areal If the heavy truck traffic volume were

The A-weighted shielding correcllon, reduced or if a barrier of sufficient height
CSA/M, Is determined from Figure 5.2-11 were construeled,
to be approximately 6 riB. [Note that this
value of attenuation is for the top floor.
which for this example Is the worst case. STEP H15 TOTAL NOISE LEVEL FROM
If some olher floor Is of Interest, the value HIGHWAYS #I AND #:2
of CSA/M should be recalculated.] This The levels from the two highways are corn-
value is recorded on Highway Worksheet blned to obtain the total Jevelat the build-
2 (Figure 5.5-6), Since the included angle Ing site due to all h]ghways. This combl-
Is approximately 180°, the earth berm can nation gives a tolal A-weighted day-night

i be considered Infinite and no further ad- sound level of 66 dB, From these values,
[uetment Is needed, it is seen that the total noise at the

building site from the two highways Is pro-

As shown In Figure 5.5-5, the fine-of-sight dominantly due to the heavy truck corn-
between the lop floor and the effective ponent of Highway #1.
source height for heavy trucks Is not
broken. Thus, there Is no shleJdfngfor the Railway Noise PradJcllorl
upper floors for the noise from heavy
trucks and the value of CSH for the top As seen from the map of the area. Figure
floor Is zero. 5,5-0, there is also a railway which affecls

this hypothetical building site. This railway
STEP N14 TOTAL NOISE LEVEL consists of two tracks and is shielded from

FOR HIGHWAY #:1 the building by an earth berm.
The total noise from Highway #1 Is com-
puted by logarithmic combination of the STEP R1.1 RAILWAY TO BUILDING
levels of the three types of vehloles after SITE DISTANCE

_i shielding corrections have boon sub- First, the railway-building site dlslaneo is

i
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Figure 5.5-8, Local Map Showing Details of Railway.
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Figure 5,5-11. Cross-Section Showing Railway Earth Berm.

determined from a map of the focal eree conventional passenger trains use the
(Figure 5.5-8), This distance is epprox- track and that they are normally pulled by
Imatefy 870 feet, Th)s value Is recorded diesel-electric locomotives--on average,
on both Railway Werksheets 1 and 2, two locomotives for freight tra)ns and one
Figures 5.5-9 end 5.5-10, respectively, for passenger trains, Average train speeds

are 50 mph for freight trains and 50 mph
STEP R1.2 TRACK CHARACTERISTICS for conventional passenger trains. The

The track Is welded and there Is a steel average train length is not available, but
girder bridge with a concrete deck within" the average number of cars Is estimated
2D (1740 feet) of the Intersection of the to be 100 for freight trains and 10 for con-
railway with the nearest perpendicular ventlonal passenger trains. The train
distance (see Figure 5,5-8), lengths are then estimated to be

LT = 55 x nc = 55 X 100 = 5500 feet
STEP R1,3 BARRIER DATA (frelghttralns),

The neces'iary distances for evaluating LT = 75× nc = 75 x 10 = 750 feet
the shielding provided by the earth berm (conventional passenger trains),

are determined from a cross-sectional Theaveragenumbsrofpassbysls
drawing of the railway (Figure 5.5-11),
These distances, which are determined ND = 15. NN = 5 (freight trains),
for the top floor (worst case as far as NO = 30,NN = 10 (conventional
shielding Is concerned), ere; pessongsrtralns).

These values are recorded on Railway
D = 870 ft HB = 32 ft a = 110" Worksheet 1 (Figure 53-9),
DR = 8f0 It hB = -65 ft

STEPS R3-R5 DIESEL-ELECTRIC
These values are recorded on Railway LOCOMOTIVE NOISE
Worksheet 2 (Figure 5,5-10), LEVEL FOR FREIGHT

TRAINS

STEP R1,4 VEGETATION AND Using the average speed, S = 50 mph, the
BUILDINGS AS BARRIERS reference level is determined from Fig-

There Is no vegetation or Intervening rows ure 5,3-5, LS = 00 dB (STEP R3). From
of buildings that would effectively shield Figure 5,3-9 (STEP R4) the distance arran-
the roadway from a room on the top floor, uatlon Is determined to be,

DAL = 15 dE. The factor CN (STEP R5.4)
As mentioned previously In the highway Is calculated as:

no)as predIctlons, it a room on the ground CN = (ND -}- 6NN) NL =
floor were analyzed, shleldlng due to (15 + 6 x 5)2 = 90
vegetation or intervening rows of buildings
might have to be taken Into account. Also, With this value, CDN Isdetermined from
the shielding due to the earth borm would Figure 5.3-1g to be approximately 29 dE.
be different for the ground floor, The unshlelded A.weighted day-nigh1

sound level Isthen calculated,

STEP R2 TRAIN DATA Ldn = LS_- CDN -- DAL -- 49 =
It Is determined that only freight trains end 99 -f- 23 -- 15 -- 49 = 55 dB.



100 STEPS R5-RIO RAILWAY CAR NOISE STEP R12 SHIELDING CORRECTION--
LEVEL FOR FREIGHT "INFINITE" BARRIER
TRAINS The A-weighted shielding corrections are

Using the average speed of 50 mph, the determined from Figure5.3-13 to be,
reference level is determined from Figure CSC = 12 dB (railway cars).
5.3-11, CL = 84 dB (STEP R6), The CSL = 5 dR (diesel-electric rocomo-
psssby duration factor (STEP R7) is deter- tlves).

mined from Figure 5.3-12 to be, CD = 19 [Note that these values of attenuation are
dB. For welded track and a steel girder for a room on the buf]dlng's top lloor,
bridge with a concrele deck wJthln 2D
(1740 it), the track adjuslment factor which for this example is the worst case.If a room on some other floor is of Interest.
(STEP Rg) Is 5 dR (Table 5,3-1). The dis- the values of C9C and CSL should be re-
tance attenuation for railway cars (STEP calsulated.] These values of CSC and
R9) is determined from Figure 5.3-9. CSL are recorded on Railway Worksheet
BAG = 17 dB. The factor CN (STEP 9 (Figure 5.5-10).
R10.4) Is calculated as,

ON = ND -_- 6NN = 15 -}- 6X9 -- 45

With this value for CN, CDN is determined STEP R13 SHIELDING CORRECTION--
from Figure 5.3-10 to be approximately "FINITE" BARRIER
17 dR, The unshlelded A-weighted day- For thts case the included angJe (s =
night sound level Is then carculated, 110)" Is less than 170", and the shielding

Ldn = CL-[-CD _ CT corrections must be adjusted to account
--}-CDN -- DAC-- 49, for this. The factor RA is calculated to be,

Ldn = 84-F- 19-{-5 a 110°
+17-- 17- 49 = 59de. RAm =--= 0.61,

180° 180°

With this value the adjusted shielding cor-

STEPS R3-RIO CONVENTIONAL rectiens are determined from Table 5.3-2,
PASSENGER TRAIN CSC = 4 dB; CSL = 2 dB,

NOISE LEVEL These values ere recorded on Railway
These procedures are repeated for con- Worksheet 2 (Figure 5.5-10), Note the
ventlonal passenger trains using the ap- large reduction In barrier attenuation, par-
proprlate speed, train length, and number tlculady for railway cars (12 dB to 4 dR),
of passbys listed on Railway Worksheet 1 because of the barrlor's finite length
(Figure 5.5-9). The calculated results, (a<170°). Thlslllustratesthelmportence
excluding shielding, are, Ldn = 53 dB for of maximizing a barder's length, hence its
Ihe diesel-electric locomotives and Ldn included angle so that sound cannot prop-
= 57 dB, for the passenger coaches, agate around the ends,

Now skip to Step R16, since Steps R14
and R15 are not needed for this example.

STEP Rll PATH LENGTH DIFFERENCE
Next, the shielding adjustments are de-
termined for the eadh berm. The path STEP R16 TOTAL RAILWAY NOISE
length difference for railway cars is, LEVEL

The total railway noise level Is computed
Ac = _/HB' + (D - OB)' = by combining the individual components

-.J32' + (870- 810)' = 68,0 it. calculated in the previous steps. First.
Bc = \/(HB -P hB)' -t- DB' = the shielding corrections from Railway

_/(32 .1- (-- 65))' + 810' = 510.67 it, Worksheet 2 (Figure 5.5-10) are sub-

Cc = _/hB' + D' = tracted from the unshlelded levels, Then
the levels are combined using Table

_/(-- 65)' -t- 870' = 872,67 it, 5,3--4to give the total A-weighted day-night
L¢ = Ac + BC -- Cc = 6.25 it. sound level for railways to be used in
SImflady the path length difference for Chapter 6.
diesel-electric locomotives Is,

AI= _,/(HB -- 15)' + (O - DB)' =

V(sg-15)'+I670-810),=02.35R. 51_di,.=g )
B/ = BC=810.67ft, 53/ add2 55 diff.= 257

= I add2 /diff. = 2

CI \/(hB -P 15)' -p _z = 53
_/((-- 65) .1-15)' + 570' = 871.44 it, a-'_'_59 de.

U = 0.25 (A! -J-B/-- GI) : 0.40 ft. 55





Rgure 5,5-13, Mapping of Approximate NEF Contours for Runway #1.



1 03 Since the four aomponant noise levels are From the data of Table 5,4-2, this aorre-
about Ihe same value, lhere is no deal- spends to airport calegory 2. Approximate
nant component as there Is for highway NEF contours are mapped as shown on
nolse (heavy trucks). Comparing the total Figure 5.5-13 tot Runway #1, because
highway noise level to the tolel railway this Is the runway nearest to lhe building
noise level (about 66 dB versus 59 dB). site and hence the one most likely to of-
it Is obvious that highway traffic Is lhe feat ihu proposed builalng. Since the
predominant source of noise for the build- building Is located between the NEF 30
Ing sfle (without considering aircraft and NEF 40 cordours, an Interpolated
noise). Hence, even though the railway value must be calculated. First, the dis-
noise level could be lowered by Increas- lance ratio, R. le cafcuJaled as follows:
Ing the height or the length of the barrier, X2 5000
the total sue noise would not significantly R .... _- 1,1,Xl 4500
change, With this value, the factor C10 Is deter.

mined from Table 5,4-4 to be C1O = 6,
Aircraft Nelne Prediction The ratJngat the building site Is then ap-

proximated as.

Ae seen from the map of the area, Figure NEF _ 40-- C1o _ 40--6 = 34.
5.5-1, there is an airport which affects this STEP A4 AIRCRAFT NOISE LEVEL
hypothetical bufddingsfle. This commercial The A-weighted day*night sound level Is
airport consists of two major runways which Ihen calcufaled to be,

handle a variety of air traffic Including Jet Ldn = NEF-_L35 = 34 -t" 35 = 69 dB,aircraft. The end of Runway #f Is about
one mile from the building site, Thus, the A-weighted day-night sound

level for aircraft to be used in Chapter 6
is 69 dB.

STEP A1 AIRPORT DATA

Ftrst, It Is determined that noise rattng Total Building Site Noise Level
contour maps have nat been constructed.
Since there are no contour maps, STEP The A-weighted day-night sound level con-
A1.3 must be performed. The number of tribubons Irom the two highways, railway
"daytime" jel operations Is, NJday = 25; and airport are,
and Ihe number af "nighttime" jet opar- Highway Traffic .............. 66 dB.
atlons is NJnfght = 10. Since the metric Railway ..................... 59dB,
being used is Ldn. no further information Aircraft ..................... 69 dB.
Is needed on the number of operations The total exlerlor noise level at the building
(STEP A1.4). These values ere recorded site, which Is Ihe summation of Ihese four

_ on AfrcraR Workshee[ 1, (Figure 5.5-12). contributions, is an A-weighted day-night
sound level Of 71 dB, The two predominant

Now skip to Step A3, since Step A2 fsnot sources of noise at the site are aircraft and
needed for this example, heavy truck traffic on Highway #1. The

highway traffic noise could be reduced by
STEP A3 NEF RATING AT BUILDING Increasing the height of the earth barm

SITE--CONTOUR MAPS along Highway #1, but this would have no
NOT AVAILABLE effect on aircrafl noise. The aircraft noise

level could be lowered by reducing the
The "Jevel of activity" of the airport is number of operations, in particular the num-
based on the effective number of jet oper- bar of "nighttime" operations, but to alloc-
ations given by, lively tower the Iotal exterior noise Javel at

NJeff = NJday-_- 17 NJnlght = the silo, the contributions from bolb sources
g5_ 10 X 17 _ 195, would have to be red uced.
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105 Chapter 6

How to Make an Analysis of

Outdoor Activity Area and
Indoor Sound

You have now Identified potentially trouble, be simply added together or averaged
some sources of highway, railway, and/or to get the total noise level. Instead, they
aircraft noise near your building site; in are combined, two values at a time, with
Chapter 4 you selected a point, or points, the use of Table 6-1 (same procedure as
on your slto for estimating the summed STEPS H14 and R16 for combfning Indl-
effects of sound from more than one trans- vidual components to get the total high-
portatlon system source; and In Chapter way and railway noise level respectively),
5, you estimated these separate source Starting with the two smallest levels, sub-
levels, Hem In Chapter 6 you will make an tract one from the other to get the differ-
estimate of the sound levels. Here In Chap- once. With this value go to Table 6-1 and
ter 5 you will make an estimate of the sound determine the level adjustment which is to
levels In outdoor acgvlty areas and an inlllal be added to the larger of the two original
analysis of the rooms In your building noise levels, Now repeat this procedure
scheme to see if the Indoor sound levels will with this adjusted level and another of the
exceed the noise criterion levels you se- transportation system noise levels. Continue
lected in Chapter 3. If the sound levels In this compulagon until all components have
your outdoor activity areas or bullding's been combined into one value. For example,
Interior rooms do not exceed the selected consider the hypothetical case given In
noise criterion levels, you have a building Section 5.5, where there are two highways,
scheme which should be satisfactorily quiet a railway, and an airport which generate

;; for Its occupanls. If, however, the sound noise heard at the building site. The A-
levels exceed the selected noise criterion weighted day-night sound levels are:
levels, you will probably want to reduce
the sound levels in the rooms by employing highway .................... 66 dBrailway ..................... 59 dB
some of the design alternatives discussed in alrcrag ..................... 69 dB,
Chapter 7.

The total outdoor day-night sound Iove_ Is,

;i Outdoor Acllvity Areas
|

On your proposed bite you may have certain 59)dlff'/= 7 /

areas designated for outdoor activities. The a-'_"_-67
particular use of these outdoor areas de- 66 diff. = 2

ponds on the type of building you are de- 69 j add2 71dB.signing, and could be the yard around e
family dwell]rig, a park or walking mall
adjacent to an olflce building, a courtyard
for an apartment building, a schoolyard,
a playground, etc. Since these areas are Table 6-1. Transmission and Level Adjust-
designed mainly for recreational use over rnents for Shell Isolation Ratingsand Noise Levels.
extended periods of time, you must be con-
cerned with their outdoor noise levels, and
you will recall from Chapter 3, that the sug- Absolute Difference Transmission and
gested noise criterion for outdoor noise Between SIRs or Level Adjustment
(especially for residential occupancies) Is Noise Levels
an Leq or Ldn of 55dB. >10 0

The total outdoor noise level is obtained 4-9 1
by combining the noise levels generated
by each of the transportation systems, as 2-3 2
calculated in Chapter 5. Since these lay- 0-1 3
els are Iogarlthm_c In nature, they cannot



106 After you have determined the total sound rectly to the exterior through which sound
levels for the outdoor acgvlty areas on your energy can enter the building. For this roe-
site, compare their values with the noise son, the design guide's procedures assume
criterion levels for such areas as discussed that all ventilation Is forced, that the ventlla-
In Chapter 3, If the estimated sound levels tlon openings to the exterior are well rout-
are less than the noise cr[terloa levels there fled, and that all windows end doors ere
will probably be no noise problems; but closed. Brief Indications are given toward
If the noise criterion levels are exceeded, the end of this chapter of s procedure
these areas may nat be lit for outdoor use, which may be used to estimate the amount
If noise problems are due to alrcraft fly- of protecllon provided by the building shag
overs, there is no simple solution aside from when the windows or doors are open, el-
choosing a new site. If salsa problems are though you will ordinarily not be concerned
due to ground transportation (highways" with the (reduced) pratectlon provided In
and/or railways) you may be ab[o to con- this circumstance.
struct sound barriers wh]ch can reduce
the outdoor noise levels below the noise Design Strategies
criterion levels. Also, you may be able to
orient the building in such a way lhat the Although this design guide simplifies the
building Itself will act as s barrier and calculations, these computations take time,
shield the outdoor areas. This, of course, and you will probably not want to make a
will depend on the size end location of the calculation for each room.. , at least, not
outdoor areas relative to your proposed at the outset. Instead, you will want to select
building. These and other design alterna- representative rooms, determine whether
rives era discussed in Chapter 7. or not their sound levels will exceed the

noise crilerion levels, and then extrapolate
Interior 5aund Level these findings to other rooms.

Moreover, you will probably want to adopt
The predlcllon of Interior sound levels in advance some strategy for dealing with
due to exterior transportation system noise the results of your room-by-room calcula-
sources will be determined by combining floes to keep the number of computations
information obtained in preceding chapters to a minimum, If you could be sure thaton exterior noise levels with estimates of
the noise isolation that will ba agorded by the sound level for each room in yourbuilding scheme would Just meet Its
the buffdfng shell, consisting of wails, roofs, selected noise criterion level, such a stra-
end Iloors exposed to exterior noise, This tegy would not be needed; but, such an
guide's method fs to perform an analysis, Ideal situation is unlikely. Here ere somewhich presumes that you now have cam- suggested strategies ta reduce the number
pleted a building scheme in sufficient de- of room calculations, Figure 6-1 illustrates
tail to perform such an analysis, It is fur- three strategies.
thor presumed that your building scheme
is somewhat fixed, but still sugiciently flexl- Strategy 1. No room shell hove a sound
ble to poring room-by-room design revisions level which exceeds /is selected noise er/.
to reduce sound levels In these rooms below tar/on/eve/, To pursue this strategy, choose
the noise criterion levels, the room In your building which has the

lowest noise criterion level, and Ihe great-
The acoustic analysis of your building fs to est exposure to exterior transportation sys-
be made on a room-by-room basis. This tern noise. This room presents a potentially
approach respects the physics of sound dillicult design challenge end Is called a
propagation . , . the sound travels from "worst case" room, Run a calculation on
Its source to the proposed building shell, this trial room. If the sound level within
end then is partially transmitted to the is- this room is at or below Ihe selected noise
terlor through the shell itself, or penetrates criterion level, you have satisfied the stra-
the shell through any openfngs, Once in- tegy's objective for this room, and perhaps
side a room, the sound is absorbed by the for all rooms In the building. If, however,
surfaces of the raom end its furnishings, there Is excess]re noise In this room , . .
The guide's method presumes that interfer interior sound level greater than the noise
raom walls prevent the spread of sound criterion level , . . you should improve the
to adjacent rooms, room's acoustical properties and run the
It is presumed that you will want to estimate calculations again. This should be repeated
the maximum proteotlon against external until the noise criterion Is satlslled for this
t_oise that your building oan provide. Obvl- first trial room, Then, select the next "worse
ously, protection is reduced by such ale- case" room, and proceed In the same man-
meets as open windows and doors, or by nor until its noise criterion Is satisfied,
ventilation ducts or apertures leading dl- Then select the third "worst case" room,



lo, IT nbyro0urnhhevra0o0.eronooi,,. .... .._ ,,Noisy,, ROOm=Above be zero, the average noise level of the
I r'------4 CtltotlOn L0Val (mprovod

rooms of the building will not be greater
r--" than the noise criterion level. The risk hera

Slra=egy 1 _llllYql_ r'_l NoIso Cdlorlon Loyal fS that a solution satisfying an average

i sound level could be achieved by virtue of
_, Roomsa¢or Saqow a large number of rooms which have sound• CrlteNo_ Lovol A{O

NO1Changed levels far above their noise criterion {eve]s,
• balanced by rooms with sound levels well

below their noise criterion levels. The oocu-

'i ;l f.- ...... N°isY" no°ms Ab°v° pants of noisy rooms would suffer from

I r---'_' crl¢orlonLo,altin,roved these noise conditions, and would' hardly

,l__ er-;._ be comforted by the knowledge that other
Strnlagy 2 Noise Criterion Loyal occupants had highly favorable sound eeo-

c= Roomsal CdledonLover dltlons. To overcome this, you could set
N°l C_nng°d an upper limit, say 5 decibels above the
Rooms Bal°w CtUerlar_ Loyal nblse criterion level, which would be the

L-_.,.s Ale Degraded lot Cost Saving= maximum sound level for any room, You

_, _ will want to adopt some special version of
f'='_m"l *'NoisY"Room=Above this strategy to account for vadatloos in

.,EL---.-e oft{arianLevelImproved room-by-room noise criterion levels and.J •

_e- ...... noiseexposures,

Sllategy 3 I NOlle ell{orlon Level The aboveare three strategIes which you

may wish to adopt to reduce the number

II E_cop{iort_lly,.Quiet,. Rooms of room calculations, and to deal with thet..i _ M_yBoDogradedtoMako results of your calculations, Perhaps you
coalSay=n0s can adopt other strategies which are

!'_ Figure6-1. Suggestedgtrategfes for Deallngwlth Noise Criteria. equally useful. In any event, you should
; probably begin by running two trial rooms
_i and so on, ungl you come to the room . , . your "worst case", the room with the
_: which just satisfies its noise criterion. Then lowest noise criterion level and the greatest
:-' stop. At this point you can presume that exposure to transportation syslem noise,

all other rooms satisfy their noise criteria, and . . , your "best case", namely, the
Hence, you have satisfied the obJect]ve of room wIIh the hlghesl noise criterion level
Ihls strategy, and the least exposure, but still some expo-

sure, to exterior transportation system noise.
Strategy 2. The sound/eve/for every room The results of these two room calculations
she// lust meet its indoor noise criterion will give you the expected range of indoor
/eve/. The disadvantage of Strategy 1, Is sound levels which you can then compare

,_! that it may be ovedy expensive, since there with noise criterion levels,
_i will be rooms, perhaps many rooms, which
" might have sound levels lower than their How to Choose "Worst Case" and "Best

noise criterion levels. Strategy 2 requires Case" Rooms torTrial Calculations
first that Strategy 1 be followed for all
rooms with noise problems, improving them Choosing "worst case" and "best case"
one by one until each room Just satisfies rooms depends upon ,., (1) the location of
its noise criterion. Strategy 2 then adds a the sources of transportation noise as dis-
second stage, that of degrading the acousti- cussed in Chapter 4, (2) the type of building
cal properties of all rooms which have or room occupancy and its occupants, and
sound Jevels less than the noise criterion (3) lhe physical characteristics of Ihe build-
levels. Of course, judgment must be exer- Ing shell and the room whose sound level Is
cised to ensure that cost savings would to be calculated, These building shell and
result from the design degradation of these room characterlst]s are as follows:
"over-designed" rooms. If there would be • Shell construction . . . "monolithic" or
no savings, it is obvious that the rooms composite
should not be degraded. * Shell porosity, or air leakage, particularly

! that associated wllh "cracks" around
Strategy 3. The average sound /eve/ /or doors and operable windows, and the
the bu//dlng's rooms sha/I not exceed their joints of curtain walls, etc.
respective noise crlterion/eve/s. The essence • The area of shell members enclosing a
of this strategy Is that by averaging the room,,, a she//member Is defined as a
difference between the selected noise crl- portion of the exlerlor walls, roofs, or
tar=on levels and the interior sound levels, exposed exterior floors of a building



108 which separate a room from Ihe out-of- Examples of Choice of Represonlative
doors, A component is a portion of a Rooms
shell member having e construclfon or
materials different from the parent shall Now let us discuss how to choose repro-
member; for example, a window is a corn- sentafivo rooms for a detached, single-
ponent of a wall. family dwelling, n school, and a ten-story

• Room geometry, ,. includes fhe area of apartment building,
the shell member(a) transmitting sound
from the exterior, end the total surface For the single-family dwelling, especially
area of the room. a small,or medium-sized one, the building

• Room absorption.., based upon the total Itself would not provtde much shielding as
area of all wafts, floors, and ceilings of a noise barrier; and thus in many cases the
the room togelher with the combined exterior sound level can be assumed to be
surfaces of equipment and furnishings In equal on_]lJfoursides of the dwelling. Hence.
the morn, and the sound absorptivity of the room selections could disregard the role-
these various surfaces, live locations of the transportation syslem

sound sources, and be bused solely upon
The above characteristics permit the col- ,room configurations and room noise crl-
cufallon of the sound isolation of each shell terla. If one noise cdlerlon level were
member transmitting exterior sound to a selected for all rooms, then the room
room. The sound isolation for each shell having the greatest external surface area
member is then combined with that for all . . , probably the living room . , . should
other room shell members to yield the total constitute the "worst case", and per-
sound isolation for the room. hops the kitchen should constitute the

We noted previously that you won't want to "best case". If different noise criterion
make any more room calculations than levels were selected for different rooms, the
necessary. If, however, you have a build- lowest noise cdlerlon levels would probably
lag scheme with rooms that vary widely be for the bedrooms,., thus, the bedroom
In floor area, room geometry, room sound having the greatest exlernal surface area
absorption, and room occupancy (hence should be laken as the "worst case"; con-
noise criterion levels) . .. and if Ihe rooms versely, a large room with Ihe smallest
also have varying exposures and dlgerlng external exposure and the highest noise
shell member constructions . . . then no criterion level should become the "best
one room is representative, and you wilt case".

need to make separate calculations for each Now consider the selection of represonta-
room, On the olher hand, many proposed rive rooms for a school IJko Ihe one shown
buildings will have rooms that are similar
In floor area, geometry, sound absorption, In Figure 6-2. Since the building is onlyIhree stories high, and the transportationoccupancy, exterior noise exposure, shell

, construction, and so forth. For these build- system sound source is a few feet abovegrade, the distance from source to receiver.
i fags you can choose representative rooms hence the resullant sound pressure levelfor interior sound level calculations, and

would vary IJttJefrom one story to the next.spare yourself a good deal of time and
effort,

One epllon Is ,o make calculations for a _ __Sg_t
single room which you think has "average"

to transportation system noise. Hopefully.
such a single sat of room calculations would

yield the"averago"lndoor sound level for __
your building scheme. More likely, however.
you will remain fn doubt as to whether or
not the se_ecled room was truly representa- _"_
five of average cendlgons,

A better option Is to run calculations on Ihe

"worst case" and "best case" rooms. This _ _. _ HJghway or railway
adds only one set of calculallona and tends
to establish not only the range of high

and low Indoor sound levels, but also per- _ _mhs you to make a better estimale of
"average" conditions midway within this
range, Figure 6-2. "Worst Case" Room for School.
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109 A top story room would receive almost the "1"
same sound level as a lower story room, /

: but would have roof exposure In addition to I
Flnnklng

wallexposure.Hence.a topstoryroomnear I . We.,,two .... _ , • , 'P

the transportabon source should be selected I "_i_/_ ,:_';_' e_ v ,_ ,(_; _f_,_Jas a "worst case" representative room. , .i_;_,_:_;= _However, since the building Is very long and I

wlde, the hodzontal distances from the II i ]/-_ .'F.cae.sound source could be an Important con- ." Wall

drop appreciably from a near corner of the I I
school to e distant corner. Naturally, this
variance Is increased when the sound J.J-
source is quhe near the building. More.
over, the type of room occupancy will vary {6-3a) Highway or Railway Noise Impinging
greatly In a school, and this variance may Upon a Flanking Wall,
be reflected in different noise criteria, say,

for an auto mechanics shop or a library. Ll_x_ _ ,_..__i:i_1_.: i:_

The shop could have a noise criterion level _,_j .... _'_ ,:_OOl'+*_ ,__I_:''_1_', ,:_I_": 'of 60 dB, whereas the level for the library :_'_[:'r' .' '_ _r_:'{" ' _;'_'
could be as low as 30 dB, In addition if the w_. t_: ,"
principal source of noise Is located on one
side of the building, the building itself may I I __ Wlll_ I_

provide beneficial shielding for roams facing t_ __ Oaway from the sound source. An allowance
oi 3 dB may be made for this shielding
elfect. You wlfl need to consider all these
factors in choosing the "worst case" and

"best case" rooms. _. ..... Iii. _

AS a third example, consider the ten-story
aparlment building shown in Figure 6-3, (6-3b) Highway or Railway Noise Jmplng]ng
Assume that this simple tower has two Upon a Facade Wall,
windowed facades and two flanking walls.
In such a building It has been customary to Figure 6-3. "Worst Case" Room for o
charge a higher rent for higher floors than Ten-Story Apartment Building,
for lower floats, Accordingly, the designer
may wish to provide a relatively quieter noise criteria. Moreover, since apartment
environment on the upper floors and select buildings wilt usually have a single noise
for them a lower noise odterJon level. Aside criterion for all outside rooms, the trial
from this sort of consideration, however, room can be selected solely on the basis
you can treat all stories equal, and let the of exterior shell area. Hence. a large, top-
location of the transportation system sound story, corner room should be chosen asthe "worst case" for trial calculations, A
source and the building characteristics con- lower floor, small, non-corner, outside room
trol your selection of representative rooms
for trial calculations, should be taken for the "best case," Note

that this recommended "best case" room
The spartment tower we are considering Is Is still an outside room, and consequently
a good example for our purposes since It will have some exposure to aircraft noise,
Is representative of many buildings having As such, this "best case" room could oh.
heavy end-walls and windowed facade walls, vlously not be as quiet as an Interior room

We will dlsauss the building with respect , . , one having no exterior shell exposure
to the three types of transportation system to aircraft noise. Following the above ap.
noise as it might come from several source preach, the sound levels in Iha "worst
locations, case" and "best case" rooms will thus be

representative of the range of sound levels
Usually, if a building ts exposed solely In the rooms exposed to aircraft noise,
to aircraft noise, the buildlng's orienta-
tion will make little difference, particularly Now consider highway and railway noise
If air traffic patterns vary. When averaged sources, For Ihese, the selection of trial
over many flyovers, sound pressures will rooms will depend heavily upon the Iota-
not be consistently lower at any one side lion of the source, keeping In mind that
of the bugdlng shell, Thus, the selecgon highways and railways constitute line
of a trial room can be based upon the sources. If Ihe sound propagates toward a
room's exterior shell area, and upon critical flanking wall, as in drawing "a" of Figure



110 6-3, then the distribution of sound levels sources, all the olher outside rooms of
over the two facade walls will be similar each facade of Ihe building should have
wllh higher sound levels at the end of the sound conditions falling between your "best
facade wall near the source, diminishing case" and "worst case" rooms, However,
to lower levels away from the source. Thus, don't hesitate to make additional trial eel-
representative tdsl rooms can be selected culatJons If needed to positively identify
from either of the two facade walls because your "best case" and "worst case",
It Is probable that the flanking walls of

i heavy construction and with no windows It the sound source is nearby and low,
would not transmit .s much sound energy choose a first-story, oulslde, corner room
as either of the facade walls. The "worst from the facade facing the noise source as
case" should be selected from' rooms near your "worst case"; and from the same
the source which have low noise crlterla facade a top story, outside, central room
and large exterior shell areas; the "best as your "best case". It is common practice
case" should be chosen from rooms far from in such buildings to design the ground level
the source which have high noise criteria story for non-resldenlfal uses and to con.
and sinai] exterior shell areas, slruct this first slaty differently from upper

stodes. If you have followed this practice,
If the highway or railway sound propagates choose your "worst case" apartment room
toward a facade waU, as fn drawing "b" of from the second story. Note that In all these
Figure 6-3,not one but two pairs of repre- selections, the "best case" is not one
sentallve rooms will be needed, The reason which would receive the least exposure
for this Is that the building Itself acts as a to exterior, transportation systemsound, be-
barrier which shields rooms on the facade cause both basement rooms and instde
weft away from the source. Hence "worst rooms would receive less exposure to sound
case" and "best case" rooms should be than the "best cases" selected above,
chosen from both the near and the dJslant Instead, it Is the "best case" selected from
facade walls, rooms having a reasonable amount of ex-

posure to the sound source,
The distribution of sound levels across the
facade wall near the source Is often fairly How Io Predict the Sound Level In a
uniform. The prediction of Interior sound Trial Room
revels for rooms with exterior walls on this
facade can be handled readily by Ihe pro- Once you select the trial rooms, you can
cedures in this design guide. However, this proceed to predict their sound levels using
does not hold for Ihe facade wail facing the special procedure developed for this
away from the source. Here, the sound level design guide. Your calculations will be
distribution is not regular.., sound will be sided by Ihe use of twoworksheete for each
diffracted around the corners ofthe building trial room. One worksheet provides a pro-

p possibly making the end, outside rooms cedure for computing the cumulative Shell
noisier than central, outside rooms, The Isolation Rating (SIR) Ior the room In ques-

i same phenomenon may cause sound levels tlon, and is celled the SIR Worksheet (See
to be higher for top-story rooms than Figure 6-.4).Tllo second worksheet uses this

i ground-floor rooms, room SIR together with the sound levels st
the building estimated In Chapter 5, to pra-

Te estimate room sound levels on Ihe far dlct the sound level inside 1he trial room.
facade. The sound levels at the far facade The second workshest Is called the Room

: shielding effect of Ihe building Itself be dis- Noise Worksheet (Sea Figure 6-g).
regarded, which fse conservative approach,
or that a maximum reduction of 3 dS be The purposes of the following expJanat]on
made at the central portion of the shielded are twofold ,.. one, to famlJfarlze you wllh
facade, The sound levels at the far facade some of the principles of sound transmls-
wad will. of course, be somewhat lower due slon Ihrough a buIJdlng's shell; and.., two,
to the greater distance of this facade from tc guide you through the calculations using
the source (without consideration of the the worksheets, A detailed example of
shielding effect). These levels can be esg- the calculations Is presented in the con-
mated bys set of Chapter 5 calculations sap- cJudlng portion of this chapter, and you
stats from those for the facade wall near the may find it helpful to refer both to the ex-
sound source; or, these latter calculations ample and to the following Instructions as
can simply be reduced by the very crude you make your own worksheet calculations.

rule of thumb that sound levels decrease The amcuel by which the exterior sound
by about 4 to 6 dB for every doubling of levels are reduced by the building shell Is
the distance Item the source, determined by several factors...

With respect to exterior transportation (1) the area of the mom's exterior shell
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Figure 6-5. Room Noise Workoheat,

exposed to sound , , . the greater the estlrnatlon of the Isolation provided by the
exposed area the more the acoustical exterior building ehell, a single-figure rating
energy (sound) transmitted; system, the Shell Isoletlon Rating (SIR), has

(2} the mass. or weight, per square foot of been especlaIJy devised for this guide. The
ares of such room shell members as S(R number Is a measure of the A-weighted
exterior walls, roofs, and (possibly) sound level reduction that can be expected
floors which may be cantilevered, sup- when certain building shell materials are
ported on plres, or otherwise exposed used, This rating number Is determined
to exter/or noise ,.. heavy shall rnem- from avalrabfe laboratory measurements of
bets, such as concrete or masonry walls, acoustic transmission loss data versus fro*
transmit less sound than lightweight quenoy. Selected shell assemblies and corn.
shell members, such as curtain walls; ponsr.ts ere tabulated with Ihelr SIR values

In Appendix A. The technical basis for the
(3) air leakage.,, sound energy can readily SIR method and a technique for deterrnln-

enter a building even through very small Inn this rating for shell assemblies not
openrnga. Thus quaffly of oonstruotron listed in Appendix A is explained in Appen.
Is Important to seal stoat] pores and dlx B.
cracks. Componentlzod construction can

transmit noise because of such leakage TO account specifically for the above effects
through Joints between the components; of the building shell In reducing exterior

(4) the room geometry (the ratio of exterior sound levels, you will be using one SIR
shell members to room floor area) . . . WorksheBt for each room Inyour proposed
Important In qetermirlk_g the relationship building for which Ir_terlor sound level eetl-
between the amount of energy entering mates ore needed. Let's scan the SIR Work.
tht_ room and Its sound level; sheet In Figure 6-4 end the flow chart of

(5) the average acoustical absorptivity ol Figure 6-6 to become familiar with the
the room's Interior surfaces.., carpeted necessary oalculatrons. The SIR Worksheet
floors absorb more sound the.n hard can account for one room having as many
floorel acoeotic ceilings absorb more as five shell members, ertumerated In
than smooth plaster ar gypsum board Column (a) of the worksheet, Thus, the SiR
ceilings; and over-stuffed or heavily up- Worksheet con h_ndle a froe-slandlng room
bolstered furniture, drapes, end other such that four walls and the roof are ex.
sound absorptive elements reduce room Rosed to sound energy, or a room cant6
sound levels, levered from the face of a building such

that Ihroe walls end the floor and roof of
A precise estJrnetaof the sound isolation of th_ room ore exposed. If you have £1 room i
the shell would Involve an analysis by dis- with more than five shell members, you can i
crete Irequency bands using transm[ss(on uleregard one or two shell members which i
coefficient data. However, to simplify the acting by themselves would trensm)t the i

f



"f13 least amount of sound; or, you can combine four components, you will have to extend
pairs of adjacent, s]mflar shell members, the step-wise procedure for combining SIR
treating each pair as If It were a single values to yield the appropriate composite
shell member having the size and cam- SIR value, The step-wise procedure is
ponentlzaflon of the two shell members put strafghtforward enough that you will have
together. For most rooms, however, the SIR little difficulty ]n extending the procedure;
WorksheeYs accommodation for live shell although you may want to make your own
members should suffice, speclullzed SiR Worksheet for this unusual

case,

Sfnca many shell members (such as walls)

are made up of more than one component In summary, then, the SIR Worksheet can
(such as windows, doors, subpanels, etc.), readily provfde the shell fsolatlon rating
the SIR Worksheet Is arranged to account for a single room in your building, when
for as many as four componenls w]lhin each the room has a maximum of five shell mere-
shell member; the four being labeled A, B, bars, and when the shell members have a
C, and D down Column (d) of the worksheet, maximum of four components. If these
If you have shell members wllh more than maxima are exceeded, the special proce-

WORKSHEETCOLUMNS dures described above can fit your room
STEPS POSSIBLYREGUIREO Inlo the SIR Worksheet. Now, let's glance

SteP One Enler room dsln and dole I further at the provisions of the worksheet.nb, c,_ufO h
, m _=n

uptoSs_o mombosechw h p , .

O4 cDmp°n°nts ' .... Columns (a, b, c, d, and e, g, h, I, J, k, I,
,_ and m) are used to enter descriptive and

1oroil ariel(tnemberl I v w. y dimensional data from your building
Ste_ TWO:COmpUlO _omposdo Sl_t_ J n,o, _, q r, s, t. u, scheme, as fs Column (as) which provides

, an estimate of the air leakage based on the
_ I level of workmanship for each shell meta-

l r bar. Column (f) receives one SIR for each

_! menlShlpThroe;Mak°o=rloakaOaadjos¢' I_bfors_ollmort, bars I monolithic shell member or one SIR for
each component of eamponentlzed shell

;_ I members.

corroclionfor=hellrnornberS J The twelve columns after Column (m) are
Slap Four: Ml_ko IOOm geOmetrY I CO'dd used fn groups of four to calculate octa-

l poslte SIRs for consecutive pairs of shell
members components. Thus, Columns (n,

t I
ShoII memtJer SIR J

P c_fr_ClionSt°PFive: _ndMak°compuler°°malasofptJon_dlUSlodj eo, fl eg p, and q) are used for the composite SIRof the two components having the highest

_., I , component SIR values (Components A and
_i S); Columns (r, s, t, and u) are used for the
_';._ ,h _ kk _ r. composite SIR for Composite A-R and Com-

Jl II rn

Slop S_x:Combine sh.l_ member SIR ..... '

_,i ........ b ....... SIR ::' ¢_0'pp, qq, , ponent C_ and, Columns (v, w. x, end y)are used for the composite SiR for Gem-
ini poslle A-B-C and Component D. Monolithic

i f shell members having a single type of con-

Slop5even;Tn_)uratouxlorlornoise J S structian require none of the Column (n)through (y) calculallens.., the shell mem-
Iovol_ I ber SIR Is simply used for calculatfens

beyond Column (y). Componentlzed shell

r members having two types of constructionSlop EIg _t:Combine oxtor=orsound
level, I C' D' E F' G, H require the calculations of Columns (n, o, p,

I and q); shell members wllh three compo-
nents require the calculations of the latter

Iovo_ i columns plus those of Columns (rt s, t_andSlop NIIle: D°lofmine inleri°r sound _ _, J U);and shell members with four componentsrequire the calculatfons of all twelve col-
umns.. , (n) through (y),

[

Sled Ten: C°rnP _rO Inlen°f sound J _ After the composite SIR (if a composite
_eve_w_. n_,_oc._o,,onl_ I SIR iS needed) has been calculated for

Shell Member Number 1, the other cam-
Figure 6-6. Row Chart for Steps of the posits SIRs are calculated in turn for all
SIR and Room Noise Worksheets, other shell members, as required.



114, Then all composite (or shell member) SIRs all shell member will have e SIR value
are corrected for air leakage, room geom- higher than any other components of the
etry, and room snrface absorptivity In shell member. NaluralJy, this would be true
Columns (aa) through (gg). for a masonry shell member (Component

Finally, these corrected SIRs for the shell A) pierced by a window (Component B),.,
members ere occumuJeted pelrwlse to ultl- the masonry has e higher SIR value than
merely yield the room SIR, These calcula* the window. However, consider e lightweight
tlons era made In Columns (hh, II, and jJ; curtain wall containing several granite

panels. The stone peneJs, having the higher
kk, II, and ram; nn, oo, and pp; and qq, rr. SIR value, would In this case constituteend as) using three columns for each pair
of shell members. The cumulative SIR for Component A, end the curtain wall would
the last pair of shell members is the Room constitute Component B.
SIR, which Is to be used as the entry In the The compulatlonal procedure requires the
Room Noise Worksheet to compute the area of each component in a component-
room sound level; and In turn, to compare Ized she[J member, with the exception of
these sound levels with your pro-selected the area of the component with the largest
noise criteria, SIR number. In the case of a mssonP/ shell

pierced by a window, the area of the over-
Having described the SIR Worksheet in ell shell member Is entered In Column (e),
general terms, [at us now foIJow its proce- but is not required In line A of Column (m);
dures step by step: while the area of the window Is required

and would be entered fn line B of Column
Shell I=elatlon Rating Prediction Molhed (m). For the case of the curtain wall with

several granite panels, the area of the over*
STEP ONE: ENTER ROOM AND SHELL all shelf member Is once again to be
MEMBER DATA entered In Column (c). The total area of
Enter shell member data In Columns (b, c, the several granite panels is not required;
and as); end enter room data in Columns while the area of the remaining portion of
(g, h, [, and J). Note that rooms having aus- the curtain wail Is required and would be
pended lightweight ceilings can receive ex- entered In fine B of Column (m).
terlor sound through portions of shell mere- When a shell member has more than one
bets extending up through the dead space component, the shell member's composlle
of the suspended ceiling. Hence, the room SIR may take a value only slightly higher
"height" for noise calculations is not from than that of Ihe component having the low-
the floor to the suspended ceiling, but from est SIR value,
the floor to the underside of the floor or roof

slab above the calling space, STEP TWO: COMPUTE COMPOSITE SiR
in using the worksheets all values should VALUES
be rounded off to the nearest whole number
in feet or decibels lor decibel equivalents). For a shell member having two components
The only exceptions are the interpolation (the shell member Itself plus one other
factors, and the fractional area ratios which component), complete the procedures and
should be computed to two places to the entries of CoJumns (n, o, p, end q). The
right of the decimal point, component fractional area of Column (n)
It the shell member Is monolithic.. , all of Is the ratio of the area of the component
brick veneer, or adlwood frame construction, with the lower SIR value to the area of the
or all cinder block, . , then It is a single shell member Itself. The component frac-
component shell member; Columns (k tional area is expressed as a decline[ frac-
through x) can be lelt blank; end the shell tlon and carried to two places to the right
member SIR from Column (f) can be copied of the decimal point,
Into Column (y) for the monolithic 'shell The difference between SIR A (for Corn-
member SIR value, ponent A) and SIR S (for Component B) Is
On the other hand, [t the shell member has entered as a whole number In Column (o).
more than one component, then Columns Column (n end o) values are then used to
(k, I, and m) must have entered data, Note determine a composite correcbon factor
that the components must be arranged /n from Table 6.-2, which is entered in column
the order of decreasing S/R values. This (P)'
will often mean that Component A for a This composl[e corraetlon factor Is then
shell member will overlay the shell mere- added to SIR B to yield the composite SiR
bar, and will have the SIR value, area, and A-B to be entered in Column (q). This value
overall face dimensions of the shell mere- fs also entered In Column (y) to serve as
bar Itself. However, some care must be the composite SIR for Iha two-component
taken fn this, for It presumes that the aver- shell member.



, Table_-2. Composl[oSIR correctionfactors.



116 For a shell member having three compo- cracks at doors and windows, permanently
nents (the shell member itself plus two open ventilators, and even open fireplace
other componenls), complete the above pro- flues can reduce sound Isolation,
cedures and entries for Columns (n, o, p,
and q) and then go on Io repeat similar STEP THREE: MAKE AIR LEAKAGE
procedures and enlrles for Column_ Jr, s, ADJUSTMENT
t, and u). In this process, the oompostle If the workmanship for any shell member Is
SIR A-B Js combined with the SIR O (for to be "excelJonl," you need no adjustment
Component C), The resultant SIR A-B-C for air leakage (aa): simply enter the SiR
In Column (u) is also entered in Column (y) from Column (y) In Column (bb), If, however,
as tim composite SIR for the three-compo- the workmanship is to be "good" or "aver-
nent shell member, age," refer Io Table 6-3 to obtain an adjusted
For e sberJmember having four components SIR vaJueaccounting for air leakage based
still another series of similar procedures upon an estimate or the opening In square
and entries ere completed, those for Col- In_hes per 100 sq!Jare feet for the shell
umns iv, w, x, and y). Here, the composite member in question entered JnColumn (as),
SIR for the four-component shell n_ember You may be able to make a good estimate of
is the SiR A-B-C-D which appears In air openings in square inches per 100 square
Column (y). feet from project drawings and specifics-

• * • • • lions. If not you can use ss a guide lhe
The SIR value for each shell member must estimates of air leakage given below for
next be adjusted to account for air leakage, good and average workmanship and various

types el sheJl member construction, Te est,-The SJR values of Appendix A assume
superior workmaneblp which virtually eltml- mate air leakage corresponding to good
nales air leakage. Merely "good" or "aver- workmanship, use one of the following esg-
age" workmanship will result fn holes or mates:
cracks which reduce the sound Isolation a) monolithic
of the building shelf. In addition to holes, walls ......... 0,75 to 1,5 in'/lg0 it',

Table 6.-3, Adjusted SIR of Composite Shell Member Dependent Upon
Air Leakage Through Member

SiR of

CompoSl¢o Air Opening= lnt/tg0 n=
Parllllon

0,1 0,25 0 50 0.75 t.5 .0 4 5 (],0 7,5 g,0 [2.13

82 52 48 45 43 4(] 37 35 34 33 32 31
01 51 48 45 43 4(] 37 3_ 34 33 32 al
60 51 48 45 43 40 37 =5 34 33 32 31
50 51 48 45 43 40 _7 35 34 33 02 31
68 6T 48 45 43 40 37 35 34 _3 32 OI
67 51 47 45 43 40 37 35 34 33 32 31
50 51 47 45 43 40 37 35 a4 33 32 al
55 50 47 =5 43 40 37 35 34 33 32 31
54 50 47 44 4:3 4D 37 35 34 _3 a2 31
53 49 47 44 43 40 37 35 34 33 32 3T
52 40 47 44 42 40 37 35 34 33 32 31
51 48 40 44 42 40 37 35 34 33 32 31
50 48 46 44 42 40 37 05 34 33 32 3f
4_ 4? 45 44 42 00 37 35 34 33 32 31
48 47 45 43 42 30 37 35 34 33 32 31
47 46 44 43 42 3e 07 35 34 33 32 _1
48 45 44 42 4T 30 36 35 g4 33 32 31
45 44 43 42 4T 30 36 35 34 33 32 31
44 43 43 41 40 O0 3_ 34 33 33 32 3)
43 42 42 41 40 38 36 34 _3 33 _2 3t
42 42 41 40 30 38 36 _4 33 32 33 31
41 41 40 40 39 37 36 34 33 32 31 31
40 40 39 30 38 37 35 34 33 32 31 30
3g _t) 3_ 38 3D 3B 35 _4 33 32 31 30
38 3B 3B 37 37 38 34 33 33 33 31 30
31 _7 37 36 36 35 34 _3 32 32 31 30
30 g6 3_ 35 35 35 33 _2 32 31 3T 30
35 35 35 35 34 34 33 S2 31 31 O0 30
34 04 34 34 33 33 _2 _f 3f _0 3o 2=
_3 33 33 33 33 32 32 31 30 30 20 29
33 32 _2 32 32 31 31 30 30" _ 2g 28
31 31 31 3t 31 30 30 _0 2g 20 28 2_
30 30 39 30 30 _0 20 20 _o 2a 28 27
2Q 29 2g L_ 2g 29 28 28 28 21] 27 _}*
26 28 2B 28 28 28 27 27 27 2Z 27 25
27 27 27 27 27 27 97 2_ 96 96 28 28
90 2_ 26 20 26 20 26 25 25 25 25 25
_5 25 35 25 25 25 25 2_ 24 24 24 24



117 b) walls with fixed STEP FOUR: MAKE ROOM GEOMETRy
windows or other CORRECTION
panels ......... 1.5 to 3.g In'/100 it',

c) walls with wealher For each shell member, enter In Column
stripped operable (co) of the SIR Workeheet the ratio of the
windows ....... 3.0 Io4,5 In'/lO0 ft', shell member area {from Column (c)) to the

d) walls with non- room floor area (from Column (_)), Refer to
weather sldpped Table 6-4 for the value of the room geom-
operable etry correction factor, and enter It fn Col-
windows ....... 4.5 to 6.0 In:/100 it'. umn (rid), Note that for ell roofs, whether

flat or pitched, the value of the correction
To esllmate air leakage corresponding to factor Is --2.
average workmanship, use one of the fol-

lowing estimates: Table 6-4, Room Geometry Correction
a) monolithic Factors.

walls .......... 1.5 to 3.0 In'/100 ft=,
b) walls with fixed ExterlorSheJlMemberArea Correction

windows or other Room Floor Area Factor °

panels ......... 3.0 to 4,5 In_/1og ft=, 0.94 to 1 --2
c) Walls with weather 0.67 to 0.93 --1

stripped operable 0.50 to 0.66 0
windows ....... 4.5 to 6.0 [n'/lg0 fl', 0,37 to 0.49 _1

d) wails with non- 0.28to0,36 -_-2
z weather stripped 0.22 to 0,27 -J-3

operable 0.17 to 0,21
windows ....... 6.0 to 7,5 In'/100 it'. 0.13 to 0.16 _5

Enter the appropriate value of "Adjusted 0.10 to 0,12 _6d

SiR based on Aft Leakage" in Column (bb) • For all roots regardless or pitch, u_o a cotreo-
:! of the SIR Worksheet, tlonlactorof-2.

il t t * • • • • • ,,

A portion of the sound energy transmitted The data of Table 6.-4 are for carpeted
through the shell members Is absorbed In- rooms without an acoustical ceiling and

fJ side the room, This absorption is proper- without heavy drapes, Such a room Is pre-
n._ lionel to the total surface area of the into- sumed to have "medium" reverberation
!_ tier of the room and Ihe absorptivity of properties. Rooms having addlllonal acous-
';J these surfaces. The information of Column tlcal absorption such as an acouellcal cell.
:!! (cc} Is bused upon an approximation of the fng or drapes covering 50% or more of the
_ total Inlerlor surface area. The Column wall area will have lower sound levels.
i_ (dd) value then enables you to estimate the Conversely, rooms without carpet will have

correction required for the total surface higher sound levels. These differences iniit:: area, and hence, absorption. This factor, room absorption require adjustments In the
il taken from Table 6-4, Is based upon con- shell member SIRs as calculated In Step
" efderatlon of the room depth as relaled to Five,

its height and length in terms of the ratio
of shell member area to floor area,

STEP FIVE: MAKE ROOM ABSORPTION
The computations by which the SIR method CORRECTION AND COMPUTE ADJUSTED
was derived were Initially based upon the SHELL MEMBER SIR
assumption that the ratio of exterior patti*
lion area to floor area would be between For each shell member of your tdal room
0.28 to 0.36, (For a rectilinear room having delermlne whether an adjustment should be
an eight-foot ceiling, this corresponds to e made for acoustical absorption other than
room depth from the shell member to the "medium".

interior opposite the shell member of 22 to If the room has an acoustic tile ceiling, or
28 feet,) If the ratio Is larger, as Is the 50% or more of the wall area is covered
case when the room depth is smaller, with draperies, enter a -_-2 in Column (ee).
the room surface area and absorption will
be smaller, and the sound level larger. TO If there Is no carpet on the floor, no acoustic
account for these geometrical considers- tile on the ceiling, and no heavy draperies,
lions, the SIR value must be adIusted ac- enter --4 as the absorption correollon In
cording to Step Four, Table 6-4 presents Column (if).
values of the "Room Geometry Correcllon These corrections, taken Jointly, Imply that
Faotor"toaccountfortheroomsurfaceurea. a room with wall-to-wall carpeting and



118 acoustical tile ceiling will be approximately Repeat this palrwise combination process
6 dB quieter than an otherwise comparable until you have considered all shell members
room with hard ceiling and floors, and have arrived at a Room SIR value, to be

Now compute the varue of the adjusted SIR enlerad In Column (ss) of the SIR Work-
which Is the algebraic sum of the adjusted sheet, Then proceed to the next worksheet,
BIR from Column (bb) plus or minus cot- the Room Noise Wcrkshoct.
rectlans for room geornotry and absorption ....

Enter this value In Column (gg) of the SIR The basic procedure Is indicated In the flow
Worksheet, Column (gg)values are the ad- chart of Figure 6-6, and requires the tabu-
lusted SIRs Ior each shall member, lation of the exterior sound level(s) for the

' ' three types of noise sources listed in Col.

The next step consists of determining a umn A of the Room Noise Worksheet: high.
total room SiR by combining the SIR values way noise, railway line operation noise, and
for each of Ihe room's shell members. It aircraft noise, The sound levels calculated
there happens to be only one shell member, in Chapter 5 are to be enlered In Column B
the room SIR value Is merely the SIR value for any of the transporlalton noise sources
for this shell member. If, however, there Is affecting your building site. These sound
more Ihan one shell member, you will have levels are combined to yield the total ax-
le combine their SIR values in a manner terior sound level at the selected trial room.
similar to Ihe method you used In Chapier 5 The Room SiR value is then used to obtain
to combine noise levels, the inledor sound levels which would exist

due to the external sources. These values
STEP SIX_ COMBINE SHELL MEMBER are then compared with the desired noise
SIRs TO OBTAIN ROOM SiR criterion level. This procedure Is detailed

If there Is only one shell member, copy IIs in the following steps Seven through Ten,
adjusted SIR value from Column (gg) In
Column (ss) , . . It is your Room SIR. Room Noise Prediction Method

ff Ihere Is more than one shell member, you STEP SEVEN: TABULATE EXTERIOR
must complete a palrwtsa process of Ioga- NOISE LEVELS
rlthmle addition, as you have done pre-
viously when combining noise levels. The Refer to the computations of Chapter 6 to
SIR values In Column (gg) Indicate Ihe obtain the values of sound level at the
reduction in sound which would occur for trial room for the three possible types of
otherwise similar rooms, each of which noise sources. In the event that there ]s
has only one shell member transmitting more than one source of highway, railway
sound energy. When there are several shell or alrcrah noise, you will have to sum them
members transmitting sound, the room SIR for each type of source as shown in Chap-
must be less than Ihe SIR for any one shell tar 5,
member because of the additional energy These values should be enlered In Col-
transmitted through the other shell members, umn B,

Thus, enter In Column (hh) the absolute
difference between SIR 1 (lot Shell Member STEP EIGHT: COMBINE EXTERIOR NOISE
Number 1) and SIR 2 (for Shell Member LEVELS
Number 2). Refer to Table 6-1 to obtain If there are both highway and railway noise
the value of the transmission adjustment components, determine the absolute differ-
to be entered in Column (g). ence between the two, and enter this In

Note Ihat when there is little difference Column C.
(0 to 1) between the SIR values, the coffee- Refer to Table 6-1 to obtain the appropriate
tlon factor Is largest, amounting to 3 dB, level adjustments corresponding to the rill-
Correspondingly, if the difference Is large terence tn sound levels. Enter this In Col-
(> 10), Ihe transmission adjustment Is zero. umn D.

Now compute Ihe value of SIR 1,2 for the Add this level adjustment to the larger of
two shell members by subtracting Ihe trans- the two sound levels to obtain the total
mission adjustment from the smaller of the exterior highway and rallway sound level at
two SIR values, SIR 1 or SIR 2, The new the trial room. Enter this In Column E.

quantgy, termed SIR 1,g, is the SIR which Next, determine the difference between lhe
should be entered in Column (jj). total highway-railway sound level and Ihe
If there Is a Ihlrd shell member, now com- arlcrag sound level, If any, and enter tb[8
blne Its SIR value, SIR 3, with tbe value of in Column F, Once again, combine the
SIR 1,2 to obtain the value for the effective sound levels by obtaining from Table 6-1
three shell member combination, termed the appropriate level adjustment to be on-
SIR 1,2,3, and eetered in Column (mm). tared in Column G.



119 Add this level adjustment to the larger of racily from the exterior to the room. If
the two sound levels, Io oblaln the lotaJ acoustic transmission loss data are avail-
exterior sound level, Enter Ihls in Column able from venlfJator manufacturers, you may
H. be able to calculate ventilator SIRs using

You have now completed the prediction of the procedures of Appendix B, If nol. It's
the exterior sound level due to externar beet to be oenselwllve end assign vengla-
transpodaUon system noise sources at Ihe tars e SIR of zero.
trial room.

Illust relive Example
STEP NINE: DETERMINE THE INTERIOR
SOUND LEVEL Let us now demonslrato these boise eel-

Enter in Column r the Room SIR value from culatlons for a typical room. Consider a
Column (ss) of the SIR Worksheet. ten-story aparlmenl bugdlng similar Io the

one described earlier In lhis chapter, It Is
Subtract the Room SIR value from the Total to be rocaled at the buJIdlngsite considered
Exterior Sound Level to eblaln Ihe Interior In the Illustrative example of Chapter 5.
Sound Level, and enter It In Column J. The building consists of a simple lower
You have now completed the prediction of w[Ih two windowed facades and two frank-
the trial room sound level due to external Jag walls (See Figure g-3). The silo Is ex-
transportation system noise sources, posed to ell three types of transportation

noise, but aircraft noise was found to be

STEP TEN: COMPARE THE INTERIOR the meier source with a sound level of 69
SOUND LEVEL WITH THE NOISE CRITERIA dS. We will choose an oulslde corner room

,: LEVEL on the lop Poor as a "worst case" for
Initial consideration. Ahhough the possJblIJty

In Corumn K of the Room Noise Worksheel, of a premium rent for a prime site location
:? enter the tniedor noise criterion level you might warrant a lower noise criterion level,

i_ selected in Chapter 3. we will select an indoor noise criterion level
Compare the value of the inlar[or sound of 40 dS and an outdoor level of 55 dB.

_ level which you have predicted with the Moreover. since the melric should be ap-
; noise cr[tedon level If you have serected propdate for resldenllal buildings, we will

_' Strategy 1 described earlier In this chapter, adopt the Ldn metric, Our ream design
end If the /nlerlor sound level Is less than will Iherefore be adequate If Its Interior
or equal to the. noise criterion level, you sound level Is less than Ldn _= 40 dB. It
have an acceplab]e design, end Ihe sources the predicted Interior sound level is higher.
el exterior noJse will probably not be It wl_Jbe too noisy and we must consider
troublesome fn your trial room, However, design alternatives,
If the interior sound level is larger Ihan the
noise criterion level, It _sprobable that ex- The Chapter 5 example yielded the fotlow-
lernal noise will be troublesome, end ;,eu lag estlm_les of tile Individual exterior Ldn
will want to modify your design by ImpJe- sound levels,

monting some of the design alternatives Highway ....................... 66dS
suggested In the next chapler. Rabway 59 dR*H ..... *,,**,,,H .....

Aircraft ........................ 69 dB

How to Account for Open Wlndows_ Since each el these noise teve)s is Indivld-
Doorn_and Through-the.Wall Venlgalcre uaJ[y in excess of 55 dB, it is clear Ihat

any ouldoor acflvgy spaces will not be

Open doors and windows offer almost no acceptable for recreaflonar purposes for
sound Isolation. When doors end windows which speech intelligibility Is critical
can be expected Io be open, they should Furthermore, there Is a difficult desJgn
be Eared along wllh nay other shell men]- challenge for Indoor spaces es well, lass-
bar components end assigned a SIR of zero. much as the site Is wghln one mile of a
Obviously. this will result in a severe de- moderate (category 2) airport, and Is close
gradation of the shell member SIR if the to Iwo highways.
door or window has even a moderelely large
area. Operable louvres offer tittle sound With these faclore In mind, let us consider
Isolation whelher open or closed, and should the sound levels wtlhJn our typical "worst
be assigned e SIR of zero. Through-the-wall case" room. We will assume Ihat the dlmen-
vent/taters and unit ventilators with through- slons of lhe trier room are 12 feet wide by
the-wall duets pose a dlflicult problem since 16 feet deep by 8 feet high, end that the

_ they may have sound baffles or Insulating room is to be carpeted, but not draped and
:'_ duct linings end may or may not lead di- not supplied with an acoustical ceiling,

t

. - . .............



120 Remember that rooms having suspended * The room dimensions ore listed In Col-
lightweight ceilings can receive exlerlor umns (g, h, and I) and the room floor area
sound through portions of shell mombere is entered in Column CJ),
(walls) extending up through the dead space * The two dimensions of the shell member
of the suspended ceilings. Hence, for such components ere listed in Columns (k and
rooms the height to be used for noise col- I),
culal[ons Is not from Ihe floor to the sus-
pended ceiling, but from the floor to the Using these data, the component areas are
underside of the gear or roof slab above computed and are listed in Column (m).
the celgng space. For our example, there Note that these Columns (k, I, and m) are
Is no suspended ceiling space; thus, the not needed for shell members with only one
room and shell member helghls are both component, nor are they needed for Cam-
taken as 8 teat. ponent A ot componentlzed shell members.

Now. since lhe flanking wall and the facade
The shell construction of the building con- wall have several components, we must cal-
s[sts of 8-inch he[row core concrete block curate their composite SIRs.
masonry flanking walls plastered Insfde.
The franking wall has a 5.foot high tJy12.
foot long fixed window glazed with heavy Step Two
plate glass opening to the "worst cane"
room. The facade walls are of metal frame, Compute Ihe Component B fractional area;
Insulated, brick veneer construction with that is, 1he ratio of component area to the
a 4-foot high by 1g-foot long fixed window total wall (shag member) area. For the flank-

ing wall, this value Is 60 ÷ 120 = 0,47 which
glazed with heavy plate glass, and a 2-foot is entered in Co[urnn (n). Now determ(ne
high by 0.foot long decorative spandrel
panel. This panel ts el 20-gauge steel, in- the difference belween the two highest SIR
sulated with glass fiber 2V=-Inehes thick, numbers; Le., the difference between the
The roof consists of a 3-Inch steel deck SIR for block masonry and the wlndow...

50--28 = 22. Enter this value In Column
with rigid fiberglass insulation and built-up (o), Now refer to Table 6-2 to determine the
roofing, composite SIR correcllon factor correspond-
Step One [ng to the fractional area of 0,47 end a SIR

difference of 22, Thfs value is 4 end Is
Refer now to the SIR Worksheet (Figure entered In Column (p). Now add this value
6-7) and enter the room's flanking wall, (4) to the lower SIR number (28) and enter
facade wall, and roof as the three shell the result (32) in Column (q)_ This [s the
members of the room. For lhe flanking wall composite SIR for the I[anklng wall,
there are two components, and for the
facade wall. there are three components For the facade wall, the Component B free-
which must ba listed [n sequence of their t[onal area Is 40 ÷ 96 = 0.42, which Is an-
SIR values, with the highest one flrsL Refer tared In Column (n). Now determine the dlf-
ta Appendix A to obtain the SIR values. For lerence between the two highest SIR hum-
the flanking wall, the hollow core block has bers_I.e,, the difference between the SIR for
the higher SIR number (50) and the glass brick veneer and the window,,. 51 -- 20 =
windows the lower (20). For the facade wall, 23, Enter IhJs value [n Column (o). Now
the brick veneer construction has the high- refer to Table 6-2 to determine the com-
est SIR number (51), the glass window sac- posits SIR correction factor corresponding
end (28), and the steel panel has the lowest to the frecllonar area of 0,42 and e SIR dil-
l25). Enter the SIR values on the worksheet ference of 23. This value Is 4 and is entered
in Column (f), In Column (p). Now add this value (4) to

Ihe lower SIR number (28) and enter the
• The shell member number Is indicated in result (32) in Column (q). This SIR number

Column (a)... only 2 of the 5 shell mere- describes the properties of an 8 ftx 12 ft
bar spaces will be needed for the flanking brick wall with a 10 ft by 4 ft glass window.
wall and only 3 of the 5 shell member
spaces for the facade wall, Now consider the effect of the steel panel

• The shell member name appears in Col- with a fractional area of 0.17 to be entered
urnn (b). and Its area appears In Column In Column (r), The difference between the
(c), SIR value lot the brick and window wag

• For Column (d), the flanking wall has two (32) and the steel panel (26) Is 0. Enter this
componenfs--A and B; the facade wall value In Column (s). Now from Table 6-2
has three components--A. B, and C; and, find the composite SIR correction factor
the roof has only one component--A, corresponding 1o the values 0,17 and 6. This

• The shell member's component descrlp- value (4} fs entered in Column (t) and is
lions are listed In Column (e), added to the lower SIR value, 26, The sum,

• The SIRs are listed [n Column (f), 30, is entered In Column (u).
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Figaro 6-8. Room Noise Worksheet for Example.

To simplify their visuallzatton In the SIR Step Four
Worksheet, the SIRs for the flanking wall
(32) for the facade wall (30) and far the In Column (cc), enter Ihe relies of the shell

i roof (43) are carried forward to Column member areas to the floor area of the room,
(y) before making further computallons. These values are 128 ÷ 193 = 0.67 for the

flanking wall and 99 + 19g = 0.5 for the
Now you must perform air leakage adjust- facade wall.
meats,

Now refer to Table 6-4 to obtain the room
; Step Three geometry correction factors and enter them

in Column (dd), These values ate -- 1 for
Since the roof is essentially monolithic the flanking wall, 0 for the facade wail, and
without penetrations, and assuming average -- 2 for lhe roof,
workmanship the area of openings can be
taken as equivalent to 3.0 In'/100 ft=. For
the oomponantlzed flanking and facade
walls, there will be somewhat more air leak- Step Five
age, and 4,5 la'/1OO It_ Is appropriate as-
suming average workmanship. These values Since the room Is to be carpeted but not
should be entered In Column (as), heavily draped, you do not enter additional

values for the absorption corrections In

For a 4,5 InV100 It' leakage and a SIR of Columns (ee) and (If),
32, Table 6-3 Indicates an adjusted SIR
of 30. Enter this as the adjusted SIR for the Now add the adjusted SIR value from Col-
flanking wall In Column (bb), The values for umn (bb) to the room geometry correction
the facade wall and roof are determined In for each shell member and enter In Column
a similar manner. These values are 29 and (gg). These SIRs (29, 29, and 34) describe
36, respectively, Enter these values In Col- the sound Isolation properties of the flank-
umn {bb), lag wall, facade wall, and roof, respectively.

Now you must make the room geometry TheseshellmemberSIRsmustnowbacom-
correction, blned to get the room SIR,



123 Slop S/x corresponding level adjustment is 1 dB, en-
tered In Column D, The total of all highway

Consider the combination of SIR values lot and railway noise would be obtained by
-: the flankfng and facade walls. The differ- adding the level adjustment (1 d8) to the
, once between these two numbers [s 0 higher of the two component levels (66 dB);
! (29--29 =0), Enter this value in Column here 67 dB is entered in Column E. The

(hh). Referring to Table 6--1, enter the trans- difference between tills total and the _lr-

mission adjustment of 3 in Column ([I), Now croft noise (69 dB) is 2 dB, entered In Col-
subtract this from the sinai(or of the two umn F; yielding a level adJastment of 2 dB.

!! exterior wall SIR values (29 -- 3 = 26), and entered In Column G. The total of all out-
.; enter the value of 26 In Column (JJJ.This door noisalsthus 71 dB, obtained by adding

describes the sound isolation properties of the level adjustment (2 dB) to the larger of
the two walls, the two component levels (here that due to

aircraft, 69 dB) and entered in Column H,
Now combine the two walls with the roof,
The difference between the two SIRs is 8 Now enter the Room SIR as determined in
(34 -- 26 = 8) entered In Column (kk). and Ihe previous SIR Worksheet In Column I,
the corresponding transmission adjustment and subtract the Room SIR (25 dB) from
is 1, entered In Column (ll). Subtract this the total outdoor noise (71 dB) to estimate

_: transmission adjustment from the smaller of the Indoor Sound Level (46 dB). entered in
the two SIRs yielding a Room SIR of 25 Column J, This is 6dB higher than the noise

_! entered in Column (ram), For future refer- criterion level established at the outset of

!'.i ence also enter thlsvalue In Column (ss). this example. There is therefore a noise
'._ problem in the "worst case" trial room.i;
3! Now we need to complete the Room Noise Needed design changes to remedy this

Worksheet, Figure 6-8. problem era Indicated in the next chapter,

Realize, however, that this "worst case"
Step Seven trl.al room has exterior exposure on three

,; surfaces {facade and flanking walls and
i._ Transfer the exterior noise levels due to the reef), Rooms on the first through ninth

•_ three types of exterior noise source cited floors, not on the ends. will have only the
at the beginning of this example to Column facade wall exposed to the exterior sound

_:1 8 of the Room Noise Worksheot. energy, For these rooms, the adjusted fa-
,, cads wall SIR will be equivalent to the room

=!,_ Now begin the step-wise process of cam- SIR, In this case 29, 4 dB larger than the
putlng the total outdoor noise by determln, room SIR tar the "worst case" room, So the
lag that the difference between the highway level in such rooms wgl be 42 dB (72 - 29

'_._ noise (66 dB) and railway noise (59 dB) Is = 42), which is relatively close to the de-

_,_i;I! 7 dB, and entering this In Column C, The sired criterion.
=
;i!

i

_L





Chapter 7
Design Alternatives

If your Chapter 6 calculations predict noise barriers, (3) building shell, and (4) furnish.
levels for Indoor rooms or outdoor activity Ings,
areas greater than noise crilerlon levels, you
will be seeking design alternatives to over-
come your noise problems. Possible design Siting Altornatl¥o=
alternatlves will be discussed In thla
chapter, For siting there are three options . . , site

selection,. , building location and orienta-
tion, and.., building configuration. These

In addition to design ohernatlvos, It may be options could be pursued Independently In
feasible to control noise at its source by design and will be discussed separately,
making operallonal changes to reduce noise recognizing however, that in a design

;I generated by transportation systems, Re- process which truly involves synthesis, the
:; routing truck traffic, the Imposition of cur- three options would be carded on slmul-
'_, laws, etc, can substantially reduce noise taneously,

levels. If such operational changes can be

'/ worked out through local elected olflclals Site Selection: The best way Io control noise
, or planning authorities, the predictive mad- is to avoid it, This can most effectively be
; sis of Chaplet 5 will be useful Jn assessing
i_' done If the first design task is that of select-possible noise level reductions. Ing lhe building site. because careful selec-

tion can steer the proposed building away
There are four types of design approaches from noise problems. Likewise, for some

:! Io reduce noise. Two of these types of ap- projects it may be cheaper to abandon a

;_ preaches can prevent noise from becoming site already selected and relocate to a
an annoyance for outdoor acllvltles, These quieter area. than to make extensive rev]-

i_ are (1) to locate, orient, or conllgure the sIons to an acoustically unacceptable
building to reduce noise at the chosen build- scheme, For many projects, however, other
fog sJte, and (2Jto provide addllienal exterior considerations than sound may preclude
barriers such as walls or berms. These two the selection of o quiet site or relocation
approaches are also useful in protecting to a quiet sits,
the building's interior from unwanted sound,

and for this purpose are Joinedby two other Keep fn mlnd that acoustic conditions are
approaches which are {3) to fortify the build- rarely stagnant and you should consult
log shell, and finally, (4) to vary the _nterlor zoning and planning authorities to deter-
sound absorption, mine future plans for the surrounding area,

A seemingly suitable site can later be sup
One thing Is certain.., anything you do to rounded by industrial areas or traffic error-
rearrange the building site or to build upon los, or subjected to aircraft overflights
It will change its acoustic climate. Probably greagy Increasing on-site levels, Therefore,

!; the building itself will cause the most dras- it would be wlse to attempt to predict future
tic changes. Hence, you should deploy the noise levels at your site to determine the
building creatively to secure the best re- impact of plans for the surrounding area,
suits, The building can be used to shield

selected outdoor activity areas from nolse, In selecting a quiet site, refer to Table
and barriers put up to protect outdoor ac- 2-2 in Chapter 2 which gives deolrsbls
flvity areas from noise or wind can also minima for the distances from transports-
shield portions of the building, lion system sound sources to o building

or site. Also, look for existing natural and
Let us discuss in turn the four methods of man-made sound barriers, examples of
providing design alternatives: (1) siting, (g) which are shown In the f_gures of Section 1
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Figure 7-1. Use of Various Noise Barriers.
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Figure 7-2, Use of Natural Noise .Figure7-3, Selection of Building Site=
Barriers. Relative to Wind Direction.

Figure7-4. Building Sites near Figure 7-5, Building Sites near
Hilly Traffic Areas. Traffic Junctions,
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Figure 7-5. Orlentatlon of
Buildings on _ltes.



127 of Chapter 5 and In Figures 7-1 and 7-2, can be employed. One is to orient the
Sites on rolling terrain separaled Item rail- building's major axis perpendicular to the
ways and highways by heavy, wlda stands direction of the highway or railway, and then
of trees are generally quieter than sites Io- to locate the noise-sensitive exterior rooms
coted in hollows or on flat, open ground, at the end of the building farthest Item the

roadway or track. A second design concept

Give preference to slles which are pro- is to orient Ihe bullding's axis parallel to
domlnangy upwind of noise sources. At the highway or railway and to provide mate-
large distances the upwind side is generally rtals having an extremely high SIR on the
quleler than the downwind side of a noise facade facing the noise source, while
source, The wind tends to bend the sound placing noise-sensitive rooms on the fa-
path upwards, as shown In Figure 7-3, cede shielded by the building itself.
thereby reducing the sound energy that Im-
pingeson an upwind site, It Is especially Important that buildings not

be parallel when located on both sides of
Sites near hills or tralfic intersections are an expressway In order to avoid multiple
generally unfavorable due to the accelera- reflections of sound waves which increase
tlon, deceleration and braking of vehicles, sound levels. A random or staggered build.
especially if the trafllc includes heavy truck Ing layout or a cluster of buildings with no
traffic like that In Figure 7-4. Most of all. parallel building faces will avoid this prob-
congested areas of heavy traffic should be lem of multiple reflections of sound waves
avoided as shown in Figure 7-5. between opposite buildings, Slightly curved

buildings can be beneficial when the cur-
volute is convex relative to the direction of

Building Location and Orientation: The the greatest noise source, U-shaped build-
thoughtful location and orientation of build- ings or semi-enclosed coudyards provide
Ings on a site can aid in controlling noise, areas for multiple reflections and should not
In order to determine whether or not there be used as outdoor activity areas, because
is apt to be a preferred "quiet" location they tend to be quite reverberant and noisy.
on a site, it Is generally necessary to con- These layouts are shown In Figure 7-6.sider several locations, and to perform sev-

eral detailed calculations as outlined In Building Configuration: Buildings can be
Chapters 5 and 6, A recommended pro- arranged wllh noisy and quiet sides as
cedure is to choose a Irlal building location previously mentioned, if the principal noise
on Ihe site and to perform the detailed col- source is relatively near, Try to have rooms
cufatlons . , , then compare the estimated with low noise level criteria located on the
sound levels propagated from any nearby quiet side, and rooms with high criteria
transportation noise sources to determine If located on the noisy side, For example, the
any one of these sources is predominant al mechanical rooms and shops of secondary
the trial location. If one is, then consider schools can be gathered together and or-
whether or not the d[c_ancc to that .=ource ranged on the noisy side (particularly since
can be substantially increased by moving these rooms also are noise sources) while
the building to another location on your libraries, auditorla, and classrooms ore da-
s[te, For each doubling of the distance away played on Ihe quiet side.
from a highway you can expect a reduction
of about 4 dB; for each doubling of the The facade treatment of the building pro-
distance away from a railway you can sents more difficult choices, The total
expect a reduction of about 6 dB (there is amount of sound penetrating a building Is
no simple rule of thumb for aircraft noise), proportional to the area of exterior shell
Buildings can be located In the quiet areas of the bulrdtng, Hence, a highly compact
of a site with windowed facades facing the bulrdlng Is desired. Jdealfy the building
quiet areas, and with heavy, windowless would approach a spherical shape so as
walls facing the sources of sound. In gen- to enclose the greatest volume within the
eral, the noise level near the facade of a smallest shell area. Spheres are Jmprac-
building facing away from the predominant t]cal shapes for buildings, however, and
source of sound will be3 dB less than near a more practical compact shape is the
a facade facing the source. Acoustical cube. On theother hand, a ground-hugging,
shielding can be provided by the existing rambling building having a relatively high
terrain, natural landscaping, or wooded shell area to enclosed volume might benefit
areas, from noise attenuation barriers which are

too low to benefit a tall building.

If the building site is relatively close to a
malor highway or railway, and If the build- There is one such effect that can actually
Ing Is to be fairly long, two design concepts Increase Inteflor sound levels . . . it oc-



128 curs when projections or depressions such possible by extending the ends of a barrier
as wing walls and balconies create a hum- as shown In Figure 5,1-19.
bar of reverberant enclosures or cav]lles,

These are especially troublesome when To prevent sound transmission directly
located at a curtain wall or windowed wall, through the sound barrier, it should be con-
since the reverberant cavities will tend to structed of a material whose surface weight
raise sound levels at th_ w_ll line, =,,,_..... _,._"'- density is greater than 4 Ib/fL = Table 7-1
rise to Increased interior sound levels as a gives approximate surface weight densities
consequence, Caution should be exercised for a variety of materials which may be suit-
to ensure that no such reverberant cavities able for barrier construction, When chaos-
are estabIIshed. Alsol it is wise to prevent Ing a material you must also consider the
roadway sound from being reflecled from cost, ease of construction, and durability
the under side of a balcony toward a wall with respect to weather conditions. (Refer-
having windows or doors, The underside of once [1] lists some types of existing and
such balconfes can sometimes be treated proposed barriers in the United States and
with absorptive materials to partially con- describes the details of construction and
trol such sound reflections, the materials used, This reference may be

helpful to you in designing a barrier.)
Berrlor_

Also important in preventing sound trans-
The designer usually has no control of mission directly through a barrier Is the
transport_lion noise at its source, but the elimination of any holes or openings in the
designer can provide some form of shield- barrier. The area of any openings In the
ing between the source and the receiver, or barrier musl be kept well below 10 percent
building. This shielding can be In the form of the total barrier area, or better yet, cam-
of walls, natural barriers such as earth pletely eliminated to give a solid con-
berms, rows of Intervening buildings, vega- Unuous barrier with no direct paths to your
tation, etc., as dlscussed previously in building,
Section 5,1 and reviewed here,

The location of a barrier is important In de-
There are economic limils to providing lerminlng its attenuaSon. The barrier should
sound barriers since it is costly to construct be located either close to the source or
barriers which block all paths along which close to your building so that the angle of
sound can travel from a transporlation dilfraction, hence the attenuation, Is maxim-
system noise source to a building and site; Ized. If your proposed building Is to be
but, if any worthwhile barrier attenuation several stories high, you will probably want
is to be achieved, the barrier must block to locate the barrier as close to the source
all or most of these paths. In order to as possible, since a barrier close to the
block the direct path of sound over the top building would not shield its upper Iloors,
of a wall or earth berm, It must be high On the other hand, if your proposed building
enough to block the line-of-sight between is to be only one-story high, the barrier
the transportation system noise source, could be located close to the building, thus
which Is eslimaled to be 8 II hlgh for heavy reducing the needed length of barrier,

, trucks and 15 ft high for diesel°electric lace- There are siluatlons when It is better
motives, Also, nols_ propagating In a direct to locate Ihe barrier at some Intermediate
path around the ends of the barrier can se- point. For example, s considerable savings
verely limit its atlenuatlon, The barrler In- might be achieved by locating the barrier
eluded angle should be made as large as on a hill or embankment lying between the

Table 7-1, Approximate Surface Weight Densllles for Various Materials.

Surface Weight Density,
Material Ib/ft =

Timber, Fir (1V2 Inch thick) 5.0
Timber, Fir (2 inch thick) 6,7
Plywood (1V4 inch thick) 4.2
Cinder Block Hollow Core (6 Inch thick) 25.0
Concrete Block Hollow Core (4 inch thick) 23,3
Concrete Block Hollow Core (6 inch thick) 35.0
Brick(4inchthick) 43.3
Concrete, Dense (4 Inch thick) 50,0
Piaster on Metal Lath iV= inch thick) 4,5



129 source and your site. Keep In mind that the ratings. Thls was demonstrated by the ox-
angle of diffraction (or in other words the ample of Chapter 6 where the brick veneer
path length difference), and the barrier it1- facade member having a SIR of 51 was re-
eluded angle are crucial In controglng bar- duced first by the fixed single glazed window
der attenuation, You can choose several (SIR of gg) Io a composite SIR of gg, and

! alternative barrier locations and then deter- then by a decorative 20 gauge steel panel
i mine the required barrier size needed to (SIR of 26) to a composile facade SIR of 30.

provide the desired attenuation for your Whereas Ihe final composite SIR was not
I building and site. quite as few as the SIR of the steel panel, it
i Rely upon your own ingenuity In the use of was substantially reduced from 51 to 30.

i barriers. An existing ear(h berm should be Obviously, the steel panel, eonsllludng only
left undisturbed or augmented. Through 17 percent of the facade wall's area, was

j careful planning, you can utilize non-critical accountable for much of the sound trans-
bugdlngesuch as warehouses, garages, and mitred through the facade wall.

storage sheds as barriers for occupancies
having more critical noise crlleda. Or, you fn the same fashion, the cumulative SIR
can provide heavy sound Isolation on the for the trial room in the example of Chaplet
facade of a bugdlng facing a noise source, 6 was reduced from a SIR number of 34 for
and then use this building as a barrier for the roof to the room SIR value 25, when ad.
other bugdings. When extensive dght-of- lusted for fhe weaker flanking and facade
ways are avalrable, vegetation shielding wail members,
may be an available solution, Vegetation,
however, takes a consrderab]e amount of The sound transmission contributed by any
time to grow, and its noise reduction paten- component to Its shall member is, of course,
tlal is limited. Moreover, shielding from not only affected by Its materials, but also
declduouetrees fsgreatly reduced when the by the area of the component relative to
trees lose lhelr leaves, both the area of the shell member, and to

the materials and areas of other cornpo.
Obviously cost and aeslhetlcs are [m- heats, Thus, a small window will not be as
portent. Costs vary considerably depending weak a link as a large window,

in general upon the border height required Likewise, the sound transmission contrlb-and the construction materials, The cheap-
est barrier Is usually the earth berm, which uled by any shell member to a bugdlng room
on some projecls can be built from excess depends upon the area and maledals of the
fill at very low cost. The appearance of shell member in relallonsldp Io areas and
earlh berms Is usually good, since land- materials of the other shell members of the
seeping can virtually hide lhem from sight, room.

or disguise them as natural hlgs, To Improve the sound Isolation of a shell
member, Ihen, it fs more important to Ira-

in summary, barriers can be useful In re- prove the weaker components than the
ducing the noise levels at your site, but stronger ones; for example, double glazing
Ihere are limits to their effectiveness. It is a window may prove to be more cost effec-
possible to obtain a barrier attenuation of tire than bugdfng up the wall that receives
10 decibels without too much difficulty, but the window. Of course, the higher the SIR,
it may be wise to have the barrier designed the less sound transmlted through the shell
by an acoustical consultant or noise control From this lype of information you will gain
engineer to ensure that the barrier will an understanding of the weak link principle;
achieve IhJs atlenuation and solve your open windows and doors can destroy the
noise problem, sound Isolation of a wall no melter how

massive,
Building Shell

The overall sound isolation of a shell mere-
The building shell Is the last line of de- bet is leJated to its mass, stiffness, con-
fense against noise, and a line of defense flnuity el construction, sound absorbency of
decidedly under the control of the designer. Interior wall coverings, and freedom from
As you have seen, the noise Isolation pro- cracks or holes (usually achieved by high
vlded by Iha building shell can be seriously quality construction). All of these shelf
degraded by a single weak link . . , a member characteristics resist Ihe penetra-
fundamenfaJ you must fully grasp If you tlon of sound through the member and
are to effeclively control sound transmis- resist member vibration in response to In-
start. The weak link principle stales simply cldent sound. The greater the mass, the less
thai the sound Isolation of any shell member a shell member will be excited into vibration
is reduced substanllalfy by shell member by Incident souds, assuming the shell mare-
components having low sound isolation bar's stiffness Is held constant.

r..



130 Holes and cracks are the worst offenders In tection Agency (EPA) has published this
admitting sound, A hole occupying only type of information for dwellings subjected
0.01 percent of a total shell member's area, to aircraft noise [31. The EPA categorized
limits its sound isolation to 40 dS, Thus, a houses as "warm climate" and "cold cll-
highly sound-resistant shell member, such mate," and reporled findings for open-
as one of a hundred square feet with a window and closed-window conditions for
SIR of 60, would be reduced to a SIR Of both categories o1 house, The "open-
40 by a hole iV= square Inches. A shell window condition" corresponded to an
member of the same size but having a opening of 2 square feet, and a room oh-
SIR of 40 would be dropped by the same sorptlon typical of bedrooms and I[v}ng
size hole to a SIR of 07. For the former rooms, Based upon this "open window con-
shell member, at least 90 percent of tile dillon." and aiming at conservative values
sound energy entering the building would of the sound levels inside dwellings, the
pass through the hole; for the latter shell EPA published the values of Table 7-2.
member. 50 percent of the energy would

be transmtlted via the hole. Clearly. it Is an The sound level reductions provided by the
acoustic error to specify heavy construc- exterior shells of buildings In a given cam-
lion if the heavy construction has penetra-
tions which are not well-sealed, reunify have a wide range due to differ-ences in the use of materials, building

techniques, and Individual building plans.
Similarly, open windows can desboy the Nevertheless, for general planning put-
sound Isolation of a building. The recent
Interesl in energy conservation has caused poses, the Table 7-2 reductions in soundlevel from outside to Inside a house can
a reexamination of the trend toward year- be used. However, their use in connection
round air conditioning wilh sealed wtndows with this guide is limited since they reflect
(especially for office buildings). Some ex-
perts believe that a return to buildings with average sound love[ reductions, and are,Iherefore, not complelely compatible with
operable sash and natural ventilation can this design guide's room-by-room shell Iso-
save energy used for cooling In spring and lotion rating melhod of calculation.fall In most parts of the country. Other
experts argue that any such energy savings
are lost through air Infiltration around oper- To fortify the shell against sound, one
able sash In winter and summer, which are should--(1) use heavy, monolithic mate-
peak periods for heat loss and heat gain. dais (concrete, brick, and block are more
In any evenl, sealed, fixed windows provide sound resistant than wood or steel frame
better noise attenuation than comparable construction or curtain walls),--(2) reduce
operable windows, Even a reasonably tight- the area of cracks and holes penetrating
fitting operable window Is apt to have a the shell by careful architectural detailing
crack width of 0.03 Inches [0]. If the win- and through quality construction,--(3) de-
dew is only g.feet wide by 3-feet high, it sign for sealed windows with year-round
will have ten feet ef crack equivalent in area air conditioning where noise conditions
to a hole el 3.6 square inches. Some fifty are serious,--(4) reduce the size of win-
percent of the sound Impinging upon the daws and provide them with double glaz-
window may enter the building through the lag keeping the size o1 operable sash,
crack. Weather-stripping can improve the hence crack length, to a minimum,--(5)
window's acoustical and thermal perform- avoid weak links by ensuring that SIRs for
once, and double glazing is superior to shell member componenls are comparable
single glazing, In general, those principles and as large as possible. Naturally, the
which provide desirable thermal insulation designer must use judgment in applying
will also provide sound isolation, these sound control guldeflnes to particular

bugdlng projects, which will surely have
Hew much sound Isolation does a "typical" many olher concerns competing against
building provide? The Environmenlal Pro- acoustic considerations.

Table 7-2, Sound Level Reduction Due to Houses" in Warm and
Cold Climates, with Windows Open and OJosed,

Windows Windows
Open Closed

Warm climate 12 dB 24 dB
Cold climate 17 dB 27 dB
Approx. national average 15 dB 25 dB

• Attenuationofomdoor noiseby oxlodorshogof the house.



131 Furnishings Building configuration wlff not be an Impor-
tant lacier either, since needy all of the

Do not overlook Ihe possibll[ges of acousg- noise sources are at a considerable dis-
cadly absorptive matedars for floor, wall, tance and arranged around the site so that
and ceiling coverings and for Inledor fur- the building wgf have no quiet slde,
nlshfngs. Tim calculations of Chapter 6

indicate n maximum sound level difference Barriers wlJI not be feasible as design
of approximately 6 dB between a bare room alternatives because the domlnani source
with a hard ceiling and no carpet, and a of noise Is aircraft,
room that has an acoustic ceiling and is
fully carpeted, Moderately absorptive deco-
rations and furnishings In an office or class- Thus, the building shall offers the principal
room would reduce noise levels by, say, opportunities for design alCernativea,In re-
2 dB below that for a bare, reffec;Jve room. view of the SIR worksheet (Figure 6-7), you
Adlfferenceofafowdeclbels, whllemodest, can quickly realize that there are three
may have a favorable psychological impact "weak links" in the bulldJng design for the
upon building occupants, especially when "worst case" roors_the window In tile flank-
made aware by the presence of these ap- Ing wall, and the window and decorative
polntments, that attempts have been made steel panel fn the facade wall. To Increase
to reduce noise leveJs, the total room SIR, these "weak links" must

be strenglhened by reducing the areas of
It may be possible to furthBr reduce noise the "weak link" components or replacing
levels, through the usa of acoustically ab- them wilh components having higher SIRs,
sorptlve Interior partitions, AJso, fntedor Or, the quality of workmanship could be
furnishings such as chairs, sofas, etc., which improved to reduce air leakage.
are relatively heavily padded and covered

with soft fabrics can achieve another noise If (a) the steel pane[ is replaced with an
level reduction amounting to 1 or 2 dB, Identically dimensioned stucco panel (SIR

Illualrefiva Example 6f 41), {b) the single glass fixed windowsare replaced with double glazed fixed win-
dows (two panes of V4Inch glass plus a 2V,=

To illustrate some of these design allema- Inch air space--SIR of 37) In both the Ilsnk-
tives, let us once again consider the ex- lag and facade waifs, and (c) average work-
ample cited In Chapters 5 and 6. Recall that rsanshlp Is assumed, the total room SiR can
for this examp)e, the site is located near be Increased to 29, an Increase of 4. If In ad-
two major highways, a railway, and an air- dillon to these modifications the workman-
port; and the '"worst case" room selected ship is improved from average to good, the
for calculations was a corner, top-floor room total room SIR can be Increased Is 30.
In the ten-story apartment building. Moreover by adding an acoustic fife ceiling,

Ihe room SIR would be i_,ct_ased by 2 to
Because Ihe noise from the airport and a value of 32. The predJcted total sound
highway is dominant, it fs impossible to level fn the "worst case" roam would lhen
make afleclive usa of any of the suggested be 71 - 32 = 39 dB, which Is below the
siting alternatives short of a corspletaJynew noise criterion level of 40 dB. As another
site selec[Jon, If one could disregard the alternative, eliminating the window in Iha
air Irafho as a noise source, it would be flanking wall would increase the total room
beneficial to re-position the building a lttlle SIR to 32 without using acoustic tile coiling,
closer to the railway line, since ila noise Noise predictions for this last alternative--
component Is smaller than that st Ihe no flanking wall window, stucco panel and
highway. But since the building fs sub- double glazed window in the facade wall.
Jeo[ed principally to aircraft noise, It would and good workmanship--are [lluslratod In
not be very helpful to make use of building the SIR Worksheet of Figure 7-7 and the
location and orientation options, Room Noise Workshaet of Figure 7-8,
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,-,, Figure 7-8, Room Noise Worksheet for Revised Example,

Recall, further, Ihat the room chosen was below the selected noise criterion for this

a "worst case" corner room with two walls apartment building, An additional Increment

and a roof exposed to sound pressures, of 2 dB would be achieved If an acoustic

Other rooms having only one facade wall tile ceiling were employed. In this case the

exposed would have noise levels reduced sound level would be 34 dB, Table 7-3
by 3 dB relative to the noise levels for cam-

parable rooms with roof and flanking wall summarizes these alternal[ve desfgne and

exposure. The sound level within such a the resulting Interior sound levels In the

"typical" non-corner, exterior room using "worst case" corner room and le other non-

: a stucco panel would be 36 dB, which Is well corner rooms,

i 1
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i
1
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134 Table 7,-3, Summary of room SIR and interior sound level celcuratJons for "worst cases"
top-floor corner room and uomparabre interior rooms for the original and two alternative
building designs.

Flunking Walp-_J_ X B" X 18_ Hollow Cote Concrete Block

De|IRa 12' X 5' Heavy Glanl Fixed Window
Faceda WelI--Mnlnl FtMrn_Frame Insulated BHCkVeneer

" IO' x 4' Hoaw e;all Fixed Window
Oe|©rlptlon a' • 2' SSa=l Pmtol

Rool--lnDulaSed 3" Steel Dock
"Worst Caso" Top.floor Workmnnshlp--Avorage
corner Nllellor FurNl|hlngs--CIIxpat_ No Acogsl_c Tile Callings of HI=v*/
ROOm Or=¢poI

Non,cc=m|r
Itaom

Flanking W¢II..-_" X 6" X is" HollOW Core Concrele BlOCk
12' X 5' HeaVy Oogb;O Glazed Fixed Window

Facade Wall=Metal Frame In=ulalod BrJsk Veneer
IS' X 4_ Ho_V_ Double Glazed Fixed Window

aUllnal 8' X 2' Stucco Panel
cor, fizu,'atlolt Roof-rnlulated 3 _ Steel Oecl(

Workmanlh_p--G sod
Altarn=Sva JnlarlOt Furnllhlngl_carpet and Aco_llllo Tile CellJnS, NO HO|W
Nn. I Drape8

AlternaCve Flanking Wall.._8_ X a. X 18_ Hollow Cars General0 Block

NO. 2 NO window
Faoage Well--Metal Frame I_sulalod 0rick Veneer

10' X M Hear7 Double Olazod Fixed Wladow
I _], X 2' SlUCGOPa.al

Rool_lnaulated 3- SIOOI Dock

, Wnlkmanlhlp_aO°dlnlodor Furnlshlngs_Carpol, NO Acoultlc TIle Coifing or H4aW
Drapes

Reference= [11 Anderson, G. S., Miller, L. N.. and Shad- Infiltration and Nalural Ventilation.
Chaplet ? toy,J, R,, "Fundamentals and abatement Chapter 19 (American Society of Heat-
Do=Ion Allurnatlvoa or highway traffic noise: Volume Two-- Ins, Refrigerating. and Air Conditioning

noise barriers design and example Engineers, New York, 1972).
abatement measures" (Federal Highway {3] Anon, Information on levels of environ-
Administration. Washington, D.C,, 1973). mental noise requisite to protect public
Available from Nagonar Technical Infer- health and welfare with an adequate
motion Service, Spring(lord, Virginia, margin of safety. EPA Report No. 550If-
Accession No, PB 222-703, 74-004 (U.S, Environments( Protection

i [2] ASHRAE Handbook of Fundamentals, Agency, Washington. D.C., March 1974).

i



135 AppendixA

SIR Values for BuildingShell
MembersandComponents

Introdacllon you can estimate a SIR value by comparing
the shell member or component you have in
m nd with ones o similar construction listed

The SIR values for wails, roofs, windows, herein,
and doors presented In this appendix have
been obtained, together with descriptions of For some constructions, more details can
the construcUon details, from published be obtained from references [1-131, at-literature [1-13] on the sound Isolation, or
transmission loss propedles of building though pertinent details have been Included
shell members and their components, herein Insofar as possible,

In some cases, manufacturer's names or
Effort has been expended to Include In this designations are indicated in the "Remarks"
list only those building constructions which portion of the listing, This information [s
have adequate descriptions of construction based upon available published lllerature,

=_ details, and those which appear to be tech- end may not represent currently avaJleble
r, nlcagy consistent and accurate. Unfor- products or product performance. The

tunately, the literature on this topic is not reader Is encouraged to seek out speclfl-
well organized;end the data should be more cations pertaining to currently available
thoroughly and accurateJy complied in the products, to determine the relevant SIR

future. The data of references [1], [3[ end values, and to up-date and supplement these[4] are perhaps the most comprehensive, dlstlngs as appropriate, The Inclusion of
i_ those manufacturers names and proprietary
. Should you require the SIR value for some designations,or the omissionof others, does
; building shell member or component net not constitute any endorsement or criticism

_-j listed In Appendix A, end if you have the of product performance on the part of the
:_ necessary transmission loss data, you can National Bureau of Standards. Rather, the
'i derive the SIR value using the procedure data are given to provide a limited sam-

Appendix pie of available building components for
outlined In S ("Determination of

,,; the ShelJ Isolation Rating"). Alternatively, the users of this design guide,

i!



136 Walls

Description Weight Remark== Rof. SiR
Ibs/fF

Concrete Wells

4 in, thick dons==poured concrete, or solid block 50 (estimate) [5] 41

4 In, dense poured concrete 50 [2] 47

6 In. thick dense poured concrete, or solid block 73 (estimate) [5] 43

8 In, thick dense poured concrete, or sopd block 95 (estimate) [5] 46

8 In. dense poured concrete 100 [2] 52

12 in, thick dense poured concrete, or _ogd black 145 (estimate) [5] 49

18 in. thick dense poured concrete, or solid block 190 (estimate) [5] 51

Brick, Block, and Tile Wells

4 In, lightweight concrete block 24 unpainted [2] 27

4 In, lightweight concrete block 24 sealed whh 2 coats of [g] 43
paint

6 In, thick hollow concrete block, 6 in, x 8 In. x 1B ]n. 21 [13] 41

6 in. thick hollow concrete block, 6 In, x g In. x 16 in, 34 1 wall painted [4] 45

6 in. thick hollow concrete block, 6 in, x 8 in. x 16 in,, 27 exterior wall painted [13] 4g
V= In, gypsum wallboard fastened on furring strips
Inside

8 in. thick hollow concrete b3ock, 8 In. x 8 in. x 18 In. 30 [13] 43

8 in, thick hollow concrete block, 8 In, x n in. x 18 in. 30 painted both aides [13] 43

; 8 in, thick hollowconcrete block, 8 In, x g in. x 16 In,, 43 exterior wall pointed [13] 46
gypsum wallboard fastened on furring strips Inside

12 In, thick solid concrete block, 12 In. x 8 In. x 16 124 [13] 54
in., % in. gypsum wallboard fastened on furring strips
Inside

, 12 In, thick combination wall, 8 in. x 8 ;a. x 12 In., 79 [4] 49
end 8 In. x 4 in. x 16 In,, hollow concrete blocks

slotted Iiglltwelght concrete block, g In. x B In, x 16 -- 2 coats of bondex ca- [3] 44
In. meat base paint on one

side, Soendblox Type
"A" The Proudfoot Co,,
IRe,

• 8 in. dense concrete block 50 sealed wgh 2 coat==of [2] 52
paint

g In. dense concrete block 50 unpainted [2] 52

12 In, thick brick wall 121 [4] 54

perforated glazed file, 3¥4 In. x 7¥4 In, x 15_/4 in,, -- Arketex Ceramic Corp. [3] 44
flbergla==s core

acoustic ceramic glazed structural facing tile, 3_'4 -- SCR Acou==tile [3] 48
in. x 5_6 In, x 11_/4in, Stark Ceramics, Ins,

3½ In, thick (approx.[, 18 ga. steel panels filled -- Jointsandedge==sea]ed [5] 38
with 6-8 Ib/cu ft insulation (estimate)

_rlck Veneered Frame Wells

face brick veneer, Va In. air ==pacewith metal ties, -- [1] 48
:V4in, Insulation board sheathing, 2 in, x 4 in, wood
stud==,16 in, o,c,, resilient channel, V= in. gypsum
wallboard screwed to channel

face brick veneer, Yz In. air space with metal ties, -- [1] 51
3/4 in. insulation board sheathing, g in. x 4 in. wood
studs, 16 In. o.c,, fiberglass building Insulation, ½ in.
gypsum wallboard screwed to studs



i 137 face brick veneer, 1/2In, air space with metal ties. % -- [1] 53
in. Insulation board sheathing, 2 In. x 4 In. wood
studsp 16 in, o,c., flbergrass building Insulation, resil-
Ient channel, ½ In, gypsum wallboard screwed Io
channel
8tuccood Fromo Walls

7/B In. stucco, no. 15 felt building paper and 1 In, _ [2] 34
wire mesh, 2 in, x 4 in. wood etude, 16 in, o,c. % in,
gypsum wallboard fastened to studs
?/o in. stucco, no. 15 felt building paper and 1 In, _ [2] 4t
wire mesh. 2 In, x 4 in. staggered wood studs, 16 in,
o.c,, % rn. gypsum wallboard fastened to studs

Va In, stucco, no. 15 felt building paper and 1 in, _ [1] 43
wire mesh, 2 rn. x 4 in, wood studs, 16 In. o.c.
fiberglass building insulation, ½ In. gypsum wall-
board screwed to stud

T.b In, stucco, no. 15 felt buirdlng paper end 1 in. _ [1] 43
wire mesh. g in. x 4 In. wood studs, 16 In. o. c,,
resilient channel, ½ in, gypsum wallboard screwed
to channel

7/a in. stucco, no, 15 felt bulrd_ng paper and 1 in. _ [1] 52

wire mesh, 2 in, x 4 in. wood studs, 16 in, a, o., fiber-
glass bulldrng InsulatJon, resilient channel, V= In,
gypsum wallboard screwed to channel

,;J_ Frame Walls With Wood Siding

" _ % In, x 10 In, redwood siding, V= in. Insulation board _ [1] 33
,h
!r sheathing, 2 In, x 4 In. wood studs, 16 in, o. c., fiber.

glass building Insulation, V_ In. gypsum wallboard
_i screwed to studs
;_ % in, x 10 in, redwood siding, ½ Jn. insulation board _ [1] 34
_ sheathing, 2 in. x 4 in, wood studs, 16 In, o, o,, ½ In.

;(I gypsum wallboard screwed to studs
_j!_ % In. x 10 In, redwood siding, ½ in. Insulation board _ [1] 37
_,'_ sheathing, 2 In. x 4 in, wood studs, 16 rn. o. c.,
_) resilient channel, Vz In, gypsum wallboard screwed

to channel

% In, x 10 In, redwood srdfng, ½ In. Insulation board -- 11] 40
,_ sheathing, 2 in. x 4 In, wood studs, lg In. o, c,, fiber-
_ glass building Insulation, resilient channel, Y= In,

: : r_ gypsum wallboard screwed to charmer
_J Motel Wella, Curtainwello

fluted 18 go. sheet metal 4,4 prefabr[cated bu]rding [2] 25
component

2½ in, thick penal, 20 go, galvanized steel channel 4,5 Elwfn G, Smith DIv. [3] 28
wall, perforated 18 go, galvanized steel B-liner, fiber-
glass eeered in polyethylene bags

2½ In. thick panel, 20 go. galvanized steel channel -- EIwJn G, Smith DIv. [3] 20
weir, perforated 1B go. galvanized steel C-liner, fiber-
glass sealed In polyethylene bags

common curfalnwell spandrel panel, 16 gu, sheet 7,8 [2] 38
metal oxtoflor, Insulation and % in. gypsum wall-
board latoflor

2V4 In, thick panel, welded steel ribs, vertical 1 go. 5.13 Corporate MS-454 [3] 34
steel stiffeners, rockwool insulation between 20 go, Vlrglnra Meter Products

_, steal eheels Dlv,

,_ 2V4 In. thick panel stiffeners, rockwoof Insulation be- 4.46 Monolfne wall partition [3] 37
:_' tween 20 go, steel sheets Virginia Metal Products
!_ DIv.



'138 2V= In, thick panel, 20 go. galvanized steel channel -- Shadowall
wail, perforated lg go. galvanized steel C-liner, fiber- Elwln G, Smith Div, [3] 39
glass sealed In polyethylene bags

20 go. galvanized steel channel wall, perforated 18 -- Shadowall
go. galvanized steel C-liner, fiberglass, _ in, gypsum Elwln G, Smgh DIv, [3] 41
wallboard °

• Some el fhemetal pall/lions l/sled /taro are not principally Intended lot use as exterior pat/l/lens, However, the
descrlpllon and Inclusion of SIR valuDsare/ncludod to provide e basletot estimationet the she//leo/at/onproperties of
comparable metal exterior wall systems.

Roofn

Doscrlption Weight Romnrka RoI. SIR
]bs/ft 2

i

Wood Roof= i

built-up, Insulated roof over 2 in. tongue and groove 13 exposed planking and [2] g7 I
wood planking beams ':
shingle roof with attic, ½ In, gypsum wallboard cell- 10 attic ventilation [2] 40
leg, framed Independently of roof

built.up, Insulated roof over 2 In, tongue and groove 15 I2] 42
i wood planking, _ in. gypsum wadboard with cavity

Insulation

81001 Roefe

built-up Insulated roof over 18 go. metal decking 10 [2] 36

1½ in, thick roof. 22 go, steel roof decking -- Type S Acouefideck [3] 42

Inland Ryereon Co,
1½ In. thick roof, 20 go. steel roof decking -- Type S and B [3] 43

Acouslldack
Inland Ryaraon Co,

3 in. thick roof, 20 go, sleel roof decking -- Type 3 In. H & N [3] 43
Acoustideck
Inland Ryerson Co.

1V= In. thick roof, 18 go, steel roof decking -- Type g and B [3] ,H
Acoust[deck
Inland Ryeraon Co.

: 4½ in, thick roof, 20 go, steel roof decking -- Type 4½ In, H [3] 44
Acoustfdeck
Inland Ryerson Co.

1_ in. thick roof, 18-18 go. steel roof decking -- Type 1% In, NF [3] 48
inland Ryorson Co,

4½ In. thick roof, 20-18 go, steel roof decking -- Type 4½ in. H [3] 46
Acouetideek
Inland Ryerson Co,

1% In, thick roof, fg-lg go, steal roof decking -- Type 1_ In, NF [3] 47
Inland Ryeraon Co.

4½ in, thick roof, 20 go. steel roof decking -- Type 4½ In. HF [3] 47
Acoustideck Inland

: Ryerson Co.

6 In, thick roof, 18 ga, sleol roof decking -- Type 6 in, H Acoustideok [3] 47
Inland Ryeraon Co.

4½ In, thick roof, 16 go, steel roof decking -- Type H Acousfldaek [3] 48
Inland Ryerson Co,

7½ In, thick roof, 18 go, steel roof decking -- Type 7½ in. N [g] 48
Acouatldeok
Inland Ryerson Co.
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139 1_ In, thick roof, 16-18go. steel roof docking _ Type1% In, NF [3] 4g
i Inland RyemonCo.

I 3 In. thickroof, 18-18 go.steel roofdecking _ Type3 In. NF [9] 49
Acoustldeak
hdendRyersonCo,

6 In, thickroof, 16 go,steal roofdecking _ Typeg In, HAcoustldeek [3] 49
InlandRyersonCo.

4F= in,thlak roof, f8.18 go. steel roof ,:_euklng -- Type4V= In. HF [3] 49
Acoustldeek
InlandRyemonCo.,

4½ in, thlak roof, 16-18go, stealroof decking -- Type 4½ In. HF [3] 50
Acoustldeak
InlandRyersonCo,

3 In. thickroof, 16.16go. steelroot docking -- Type6 In, HF 18-16go. [3[ 61
Aeoustldeak
InlandRyemonCo,

built-up,Insulatedroof over4 in. concreteslab 50 [2] 49

Windows
L

D-serlptlan Weight Remark= Rof. SIR
5 Ibs/ft=

Fixed Windows,8ingle Glazed

*; _ single strengthglass(-_=in,) -- four lights [lgJ 22
i_.! single otrsngthgJaes(_= in.) 1.3 fixed window,divided [1] 25

,: sl lights,16panes,_6 In.
_ glass,% in. airspace

double strengthglass 1.63 single light [1] 23

: i'_ 2 mm gloss -- wood frame [lg] 283 mm glass -- single light [12J 26

., 4 mm glass -- plasticframe, 3 lights [121 23

_1 V4 In. gJoss _ woodframe,3 IJghls [12] 26
4 mm glass _ woodframe [12] 23

i! _ In. gloss 3.2 sealed [2] 23_e In. gloss -- woodand steelframe [12] 2g
9.5 mm glass -- metal frame,glassset [12] 26

In ferromastloputty

5.5 mm gloss _ two lights [12] 2g

% In. gloss _ woodand steal frame [12] 29
½ In, glees _ [12] 30
10 mm gross _ [12] 31
laminated glass [_6 In. glass, 0.045 In. Interlayer. _ [12] 31
_= In, glees[

' laminatedgloss _ 3 plies,10mm thick [12] 31
gloss with2 damping
layers

9,5 mm glass _ glassmountedin neo- [12] 32
prene gasket

:_, 15.9 mm gloss _ [12] 32
_:;_ laminatedglass _ doubleV_Jn.sheets [lJ 32
; laminated to inner
! clear dampinglayer_
:_ sealed In heavywood
.;t frame

Ji



1,40 I/4 in, acoustic glass 3,2 sealed [2] 33

% in, glass -- woad frame [12] 03

laminated glass [1/4 In. glass, 0,045 In, interlayer, -- [12] 33
V4 In, glass]

15 mm glass -- [12] 34

¥4 in, glass -- [12] 34

7/o In. glass -- [12] 34

1 in+ glass -- wood frame [12] a4

laminated glass [Va in, glass, 0,045 in. Interlayer, -- [12] 35
% In, glass]

V= In, acoustic glass 6.4 sealed [2] 36

laminated glass -- 4 plies, V. In. thick [12] 36
glass with 3 interlayem
of 0+045in.

laminated glass [_ in. glass, 0+045 In. Interlayer, -- [12] 37
in, glass]

½ In. acoustic safety glass -- Soundtropane 40 [10] 37
Dearborn Glass Co,

½ In. laminated glass -- Series 324 [3] 33
Starllns, Inc.

laminated glass -- 3 plies, V4 In. thick [12] 38
glass with 2 inter-
layers of 0.040 in.

laminated glass -- 6 plies, Va in. thick [12] 39
glass with 5 Inter-
layers of 0.045 In,

Fixed Windows Double Glazed

3 mm glass, 4.5 mm airspace, 3 mm glass -- metal frame, weather- [12] 2
stripped, 6 Ilghls

2.9 mm glass, 4.9 mm airspace, 2.9 mm glass -- sealed. 2lights [12] 22
3 mm glass, 12 mm airspace, 3 mm glass -- [12] 25

6 mm glass, 12 mm airspace, 6 mm glass -- [12] 27

6,2 mm glass, 11 mm almpaca, 6,2 mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 27

1/4 In, glass, ½ in. airspace, 1/4 In, glass -- wood frame, 3 fights [12] 28

3 mm glass, 51 mm airspace, 3 mm glass -- separate wood frames, [12] 30
20 lights

3 mm glass, 32 mm airspace, 3 mm glass -- wood frame [12] 30

4+9 mm glass, 18 mm airspace, 7,6 mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 30
6 mm glass, 12 mm airspace, 5 mm glass -- [12] 30

12 mm glass, 12 mm airspace, 12 mm glass -- [lg]' 30

Vo in, plate glass, 21,/4In+ airspace, Ve in. plata glass -- [3] 32

6,1 mm glass, 21,5 mm airspace, 9.4 mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 32

6 mm glass, 13.3 mm airspace, g mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 32

7.7 mm glass, 13.5 mm airspace, g,5 mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 32

8 mrn glass, 12 mm airspace, 10 mm glass -- [12] 31

6.1 mm glass, 27 mm airspace, 9.1 mm glass -- sealed unit [12] 33

1/4 in. glass, 1 in, airspace. 1/.=in. glass -- figured glass, 3 lights [12] 33

+/4 In, glass, 1 In, airspace, % In. glass -- figured glass, 3 lights [12] 33

3 mm glass, 75 mm airspace, 3 mm glass -- [12] 34

3 mm glass, 10 cm airspace. 3 mm glass -- [g] 34

4 mm inner glass, 56 mm airspace, 10 mm outer glass -- wood plastic cam- [g] 34
posits window, 1 lip
sealed

% In. glass, 1 In. airspace, % in. glass -- figured glass, 3 lights [12] 34



141 gmm glass, 13.3 mm airspace, 10 mm glass -- sealed unlt [12] 34

4 mm glass, 8.5 cm airspace, 4 mm glass -- [9] 35

'/4 In, glass, 2 In, airspace, '/4 In, glass i separate wood frames, [12] 35
20 lights

6 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 6 mm glass -- [9] 36

_6 In, glass, 2 In, airspace, 1/4In, glass -- [12] 38

% In, glass, 2 In, airspace, % in, glass -- figured glass, 3 lights [12] 36

3 mm gloss, 10 cm airspace, 6 mm glass -- [9] 37

4 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 4 mm gloss -- [g] 37

V4 in, gloss, 2 In. airspace, ½ In, glass -- [12] 37

I/4 In. plate gloss, 2V4 in, airspace, V4 In. plate glass -- aluminum frame, [3] 37
DeVac, Inc,

3 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 3 mm gloss -- 10 cmx 10 cm deep [9] 38
absorbing material In
frame channel

3 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, gmm glass -- [9] 38

4 mm gloss, 10 cm airspace, 4 mm gloss -- 10 cmx 2,5 cm deep [9] 38
absorbfng material in
frame channel

4 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 4 mm gloss -- 10 cmx 5 cm deep [g] 38
absorbing moterfa] in

frame channel

l_ _G in, gloss, 21/2 In. airspace, V4 In. glass 5,7 neoprene gosketed [g] 38
aluminum frame

!_'i 'V4In, plate glass, 2½ In, airspace, _6 in. plate gloss -- [3] 88_/4 in, gloss, 2 In, airspace, % fn. glass -- [12] 38

i1 4 mm glass, 10 am airspace, 4 mmgross -- 10 cmx 10 cm deep [9] 39

absorbing mater[el in

frame channel

10 6 glass -- 10 cmx 2,5 crn deep [g] 39
g mm glass, cm airspace, mm

absorbing material In

framechannel

_.j 6 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 6 mm gloss absorb]ng10cm x 5materlalCmdeePln [g] 39
_:.! frame channel

_.f 6,25 mm glass, 70 mm airspace, 19 mm glass -- [12] 30

_'_ ._= In. glass, 2 in. airspace, % In. glass -- [12] 40..=

,_ _= in. gloss, 2_ in. alrspoce, V4 In. gloss -- [2] 40
? [3] 4o14./_'ln.plate glass, 21/4 In, airspace, V,_in. plate glass --
i!
_1 6 mm gloss, 10 cm airspace, gmm glass -- 10 cm x 10 cm deep [g] 41
_ absorbing material in
;! frame channel

!I 3 mm glass, 10 cm airspace, 6 mm glass -- 10 cm x 10 cm deep [9] 42
;J absorbing material In
_l frame channel
l_

i_ 3 mm gloss, 10 em airspace, 8 mm glass -- 10 cm
X 10 em deep (g] 42

._.l absorbing motsrJolin
;: frame channel

_ In. gloss, 4 In. ofrapeae, V4 In, glass _ alumfnum frame, [11] 45
Sitellnee, Ino,

:.. _ In. plate gloss, 4% in. airspace, V,IIn, plate glass _ [3] 45
7AsIn. glass, 3¥.t In, airspace, */._In, gloss B,1 neoprene gaskated [2] 45

aluminum frame
_= in. gloss, 3% in, airspace, V,=In, gloss _ [12] 45

j,,I



142 _2 In. plate glass, 3% in. airspace, I/,=in. plats glass -- Miller Bldg. Supply [3] 45
Co.

I/4 In. plate glass, 4 In. airspace, _6 in. plate glass -- [3] 48

Single Hung Windows, Single and Double Glozed

double glazed (_ In.) -- aluminum frame, [1] 26
looked

1/4 in. plate glass -- [3] 28

Double Hung Wlndowo. Single Glazed

single strength glass (_= in.) -- wood frame [2] 20

single strength glass (¾= In.) 1.3 single light [1] 22

single strength glass (_= In,) 1.3 single light, [1) 24
locked

Double Hung Windows, Double Glozed

_= In, single slrength glass, "_6 In. airspace, -- wood frame [7] 20

%2 In. single strength glass, _ in. airspace 2,6 single light, locked [1] 25

"_2 In, single strength glass, _s in. airspace, wood frame [7] 28
3As In. single slreagth glass with storm sash

% in. glass with ._= in. single strength glass storm -- single lights, locked [1] 29
sash

Caaomsnt Windows, Single Glozed

single strength glass (¾= In.) -- steel frame [7) 19

double strength glass (Va in.) 1.63 aluminum frame, locked (1] 20

double strength glass (% In,) 1.63 operable locked [1] 28

double strength glass (Vo In.) 1.63 single light [1] 29

Horizontal Sliding Windows

single strength glass (¾z In.] -- aluminum frame [2] 16

single strength glass (-_= In.) -- aluminum frame, locked [1] 24

1A In, glass _ aluminum frame [7] 24

Pivoted Windows, Single and Double Glazed

1/4 In. plate glass -- vortical pivoted [3] 29
window

double glazed, _ in, plate glass, 2 in. airspace, -- pivoted window with [g] 38
I/4 In, plate glass thermal and sun

control
Ka_wneerCo.. In_.

Mla0olZanooua Window=, Various Glazing

3 mm glass _ operable window, [12] 21
aluminum frame,
20 lights

1/4 in. glass _ operable window, [12] 22
aluminum frame,
20 lights

2,g mm glees -- operable window. [12] 23
wood frame, glass
set In mastic, 2 lights

double glazed, I/4in. plate glass, 1/= in, airspace, -- venetian blind window [3] 31
1/4 in, plate glass Ameleo Window Corp.



14"3 double glazed, V,t in. piale glass, 1?/a in. airspace, 1/4 -- venetian blind window [3] 42
in. prate glass Alpara Aluminum Prod.

Ins,

V4 in. glass -- Jalousie window, 4V= [1] 18
in. wide louvers with
!,_ in, overlap, cranked
tight

single strength glass (_= In,) with single strength -- locked [1] 27
glass (_ In,) storm sash with 2V4 In. separation
between upper pane and 3_ In, separagon between
lower pane and storm sash

single strength glass (_2 In.) with double strenglh -- fixed window, divided [1] 33
glass (_= in.) storm sash wJlh 3:_ in. separation lights, 18 panes, storm
between storm sash and glass sash with single light

glass block w_ndow, 3_ in. thick -- fixed window [2] 39

Doors

Weather- Wolght Thick-
Construction ==tripping Iba/ft' noaa Remarks Rof, SIR

Glean Doors

safety glass, sliding door -- 2,6 _ In. 6 x 7 It, [1] 24

_ wood, French door, single- brass 2.85 1¥4 In. 12 (]ghts [1] 24
strength glass

Wood Hollow Dora Oooro

-- 2.5 1¥4 In. _ in. crack at [2] 14
threshold

yes 1.4 1_'4 In. H6 In. crack at [7] 15
threshold

_, _ yea 2,5 1¾ In. [2] 17
_ -- bronze 1,4 1_ In, [7] 17

-_i _ brass 1.25 1_/4 In. [1] 19
_ 5,1 1% In. Parma Strait Mid- [3] 2g

west Woodworking

Co,

Wood Solid Core Doors
Il -- _ 4.5 1_/4 in, H6 In, crack at [7J 15

;!i threshold

_._ -- extruded 3,9 1_4 in. [1] 24
_._l plaego
_ -- brass 3.g lS/4 In. [1] 25

ii -- extruded -- 1_/4 In. Includes 1 in aluminum [1] 50'_ plaetio frame storm door with

' !I single-strength glass
¢( ilssollai'looue Wood Doors

: ._ paneled -- g,o I_A In. H. In. crack at [2] 10
threshold

_; solid panel bronze 2,g -- [7] 21

:_ hardwood, acoustical door _ 4 2Va in. M=mshhausen Sound- [3] 26
proofing Co. Ins,

!: acoustical door _ 4 17/==In, Munchhaueen Sound- [3] 2(]
,_ proofing Co, Ins,
_i
_ flush _ 5.1 1_4 In, STC 30 sound door [(]] (](]
,_ Republic gteol Corp,



144 Weather- Weight Thick-
Construction alrlpping Ibs/|t' nasa Remarks ReL SIR

hardwood surfaces, high den- -- -- 21/4 In. Timablend core [3] 39
slty core, sound retardant doar Wayerhauser Co,

Plywood Doors

acoustical door -- 6.7 1% In. STC 33 door sya, [3] 34
Republlo Steel Corp,

-- -- 5.7 1% In. STC 40 door [3] 39
U,S, Plywood

N -- 9.2 1% In, STC 49 door [3] 47
U,S, Plywood

Sisal Doors

20 ga, steel facing, fiberglass -- 3,9 I% In. [3] 21
core

steel facing, polyurethane -- N 13/4 In. Tanrma-Tru enlry [3] 27
foam cere Syslem_ Lokeshoro

Industries, Inc,

13 go. steel facing _ 5.4 1% In. Fanestr_ /:6 04072- [g] 29
M, Fenestm Door
Products

hollow core magnetic 1,25 13/4 In, [1] 29
-- g,7 1% in, 3500 series [3] 34

Amweld Build. Prod,

18 or 16 go. CRS surface, kraft -- 21 f % in, Sound Sentry Door [3] 38
E11-gg-1AS honeycomb Emerson Engln. Co.
paper core

18 go. steel fnsing, flush hol- -- 11,3 1% In. Overly Menu. Co, [3] 38
low motet, single-glazed, In-
ternally reinforced acoustical
(_oor

16 go. steel facing, ecouslicnl -- 7.9 t _/4In. Overly Manu. Co, [3] 38
door

i_otlow metal _ 8,1 1% In. sound door [3] 39
Bob Lench Co.

18 go. steel facing, single- _ 6,8 lO/4 In. Overly Manu, Co, [3] 39
glazed acoustical door
18 go, steel facing, flush hot- _ 7.4 13/4 In, Overly Manu, CO. [3] 40
law motel, louver, acoustical
door

hollow metal _ 9.3 13/4 in. HoI-O-Mot Corp. [3] 40

18 go, steel facing, acoustical -- 11,3 13/4 In. Overly Manu, Co. [3] 41
door, double glazed

10 go, steel facing, eceustlcol _ g,5 1_ In. Overly Manu, Co. [3] 44
fire door

masonry core with steel facing -- 7,5 2_ in. cam-seal door [3] 45
Industrial Acous,
Co,, Inc.

masonry core with metal -- 7.1 13/= In. Industrial door [3] 48
fnclng Industrial Acoue,

CO,, Inc,

metal facing, concrete core _ 14,8 4 In, industrial door [3] 47
Industrial Aeous,
De,t lac.

12 go, steel facing, acoustical _ 21,9 2V= in. Overly Menu. Co. [3] 47
door



145 16 ga. steel facing, acoustical -- 8.6 1% In, Overly Menu. Co, [3] 47
door

18 go, ares] facing -- 14,9 3 In. industrial door [3] 48
Industrial Acous,
Co., Inc.

16 go, steel facing, Internally -- 23 4 In, Overly Menu. Co, [3] 50
reinforced acoustical door

m 3.4 1% In. Amwsld 1500 Series [3] 30
Amwald Bulld, Prod,

Compoallo Doors

flush, wood, plastic laminate -- 4,1 1:Y4In. Parma Strait Midwest [3] 17
Woodworking Co.

concrete block core, acous- -- -- 2% in, #873 asous, door [3] 37
ttcal door Hupp Corp,

fiberglass reinforced plastic extruded 2,35 1_/4 in, rigid polyurethane [1] 26
panel plostlo corn

Reforoncos_ [1] Sabine, H. J., Lacher, M, B., Flynn, V4 in, glazing, Technloal Record, 441
Appondlx A D. R,, and Qulndry, T, L,, Acoustical 1531334, Department of Works Com-

_: SIR Voluos and thermal performance of exterior monwealth, Experimental Building Sta-
residential wsPs, doors, and windows, tlon, AuslraPo (1970),
NBB BSS 77 (Owens Coming Fiberglas, (7] Bishop, D. E,, and Hfrtle, P. W,, Notes
Granville, Ohio and National Bureau on the sound transmission loss of real-
of Standards, Washington, D,C,, 1975), dentlal-type wlndows and doors, J,

[2) Veneklassen, P, B, Noise exposure Acoust, Boc, Am. 43, 550-352 (1568),

and control In the city of Inglowood, [8] Holtz, F., and Verhoven, M,, Develop-
California (Paul S. VenekJassen and ment of composite windows with high
Associates, Santa Monlca, California, sound insulation (Proceedings of Inter-

3.! 1965), Noise 73, Technical University, Copen-
i_ [3] Purcell, W, E,, and Lsmpert, B., Corn. hagen, Denmark, 1973).
_:i pendlum of materials for noise control, [9] Ingemansson, S,, Sound insulating wln-
_ HEW Publication No, (NIOSH) 75-135 dew constructions, Report No, 3:1938,
i (Illinois Instltule of Technology Re- Statene Institut for byggnadsforsknlng,
_ search Institute, Chicago, IlL, 1975). Stockholm, Sweden (1965).

': [4] Berendt, R. D., Wlnzer, G. E., and Bur- [10] Manufacturer's literature, Glee-wish
roughs, C. B,, A guide to airborne, im- architectural laminated glass, publloa-
pact, and structure borne noise-control tlon 8.2B/DE, Dearborn Glass Corn-
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ment Report No, HUD-TS-24 (National [11] Manufacturer's literature, Acousta
Bureau of Standards, Washington, D,C,, glaze, Publication 5, Sitellnes, Ino.,

; 1337), Van Nuya, California (1959),

[5] Miller, L. N,, Lecture notes on noise [12] Anon,, The airborne sound Insulation of
and vibration control for mechanical glass, Environmental Advisory Service
and electrical equipment In buildings Report No, 4, PIIkington Brothers Lira-
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Maas,), masonry wails for noise reduction, Na-

(g] Taylor, M, A, The airborne sound tran_- tlonal Concrete Masonry Association,
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147 AppendixB
Technical Basisof the SIR Method

Objective room as well as the workmanship in the In-

The objective of the study that led to the stallation of the psrggon.
evolution of the SIR method was to derive In particular, the total amount of absorptive
a simple system to predict the attenuation materta] in the second room fs an important
of A-weighted sound provided by building factor which must be taken into account,
shells from Information about the construc- This absorption is measured In terms of the
tfon of the exterior padltlans. It appeared equivalent area of an opening through which
that such a system would ideally be based the sound may be totally absorbed or leave
upon some single-figure rating of the acous- the room, as through an open doorway. The
tfc_fl transmission properties of the patti- absorption of the receiving room is thus

,I rice, would simply account for Ihe exledor gtven by s term A2 (in square meters, or
i_ surface area and Interior furnishings, and "metric sablnes"),
i_ would be relatively insensitive to the details The area of the partition separating the two

of the external noise. This appendix briefly rooms is also an important factor, Since
desorJbss the evo[ullon of the system which all of the sound energy Is assumed to
appears to satisfy these objectives, an_ pass through the partition, more sound
which Is used in this report, energy will pass through a large partition

than through a small one, and (all other
Physical Parameters factors being equal) a (receiving) room with

:: In a typical measurement of the noise Isola- a large partition will be noisier than would
tfon between two adjacent rooms, measure- be the case for a small partition. The area
manta of Ihe space and time averaged mean at the partition separating two adjacent
sound pressure levels are obtained In the rooms Is termed Sw.

two rooms, and the dltlerence In levels is In order to eliminate these complicating
obtained, Mathematically, If the sound level factors when considering the refagvc noise
fn the first room (chosen as the one with Isolating properties of alternative partitions,
the higher noise level, because it fs assumed a physical parameter related to [he (mess-
to contain the major source of noise) Is ured) noise reduction is used. This is the
denoted by SPL1, and the sound level In the "transmission loss", termed TL. Moths-
second room Is denoted by SPL2, then the magcslly I1,2],
term {SPL1- SPL2) Is termed the "noise
reduction" [1], denoted NR, TL = NR-J- 10 logic (Sw) -- 10 fog_o(A2).

NR = SPL1 - SPL2, The transmission loss Is the ratio, expressed
in decibels, of the incident sound power per

Throughout this design guide, all sound unit aroa {incident fnlenefty) to that trans-
levels are actually A-weighted sound pros- mltted through'and radiated by a unit area
sure levels, and SPL1 and SPL2 would each of the partition, Independent of the prop-
be measured with the usa olthe A-weighting ertlee of the receiving room. Laboratory
network, data for the transmission loss properties of
The noise reduction is s physical quan- partitions are frequently measured and can
tlty of great Interest, because It tells us be found In the IJtcreture. Those data are
about the magnitude ol the isolation between genere_ly measured and reported upon In
the rooms. This Isolation Is provided by octave-band or one-third-octave bands,
the noise Insulation properties of the saps- when the acoustic fields In the two adjacent
rating partition. But although the noise re- rooms are diffuse as In e reverberant room.
duation accounts for some of the noise In- The reverberant room environment makes It
sulatlon properties of the partition, It Is also possible to accurately measure the space-
dependent upon details of the furnishings averaged sound levels mentioned earlier,
and dimensions of the second ("receiving") and also makes It possible to assume that



148 the acoustic field Incident upon the partl- Thus to estimate lhe noise reduction due to
lion in the first (source) room is such 1hat a given exterior partition, we need to know
sound energy is incident with equal prob- the TL data (from the literature), the area
ability from all directions, of the partition $w, and the lotal acoustical

The exterior facade of a building should absorption of the room, A2, Rearranging the
provide adequate attenuallon of sound at- previous expresslen for transmission loss,
trying from a number of directions. For de. NR = TL - 10 Iog,o(Sw) -_- 10 fog_o(A2).
sign purposes, it is often appropriate to
make use of sound transmission Joss data For many architectural acoustics problems,
which correspond to an average over many Ihe majorgy of Ihe acoustical absorption is
angles of incidence, For some situations, provided by materials used as either floor
ouch as the upper floors of a high rise build- or ceiling coverings (e.g,, carpets and accus-
Ing very near a highway, Ihe traffic noise flcal cahlegs) or as furniture. A smalJer
will arrive at near grazing Incidence and amount is provided by wall coverings such
data for Ihe transmission Jossat Ihls angle as drapes. The tolal absorption (A2) Is
would Ideally be selected If avallablG'. How- therefore often crudely proportional to the
ever, the majority of circumslances are such floor area. As we shall see, this observa.
that sound can be expected to arrive from gee Is used In developing the SIR method,
essenflaJly all angles wtth equal probablllly, and corresoonds 1onractlca[ rules of thumb
For Ihls design guide, the "random !ncl- frequently used by architectural acous-
dence" transmission less data were used In tlclans.
developing the SIR method, These data are The term {A2), like Ihe term TL, Is a func-
appropriate when there Is equal probsbllgy tlon of frequency. Typically, an absorptive
of sound arrMng from any direction. For material such as acoustical tile may have
design purposes, Ihese data ere coaserva- a much higher absorpgvlty for high fre-
tive for sound arriving at Iho partition from quenciss Ihan for low. Thus, an evaluagon
O° {normal) to beyond 45", Unless it is of "the" noise reduction provided by a par-
known that sound will usually impinge at tJtlon or enciosure must be conducted on
near grazing Incidence, the use of data ob- a narrow band baals, and separate estimates
rained under random Incidence conditions of the noise reducllon for each octave or
should be suitable for exterior waits, one-third octave band are generated.

Published transmission toss data are fro- To thoroughly evaluate the difference in
queerly obtained making use of laboratory A-weighted levels on two sides of a par-
measurement procedure; however, proce- tltlon from published data, several steps are
durea for determining the airborne sound required. First one obtains narrow band
[nsutallon In building elements are also spectral information describing the nalure
available 13]. The recommended practice of the sound produced by the noise source
cited Jn [31 Is specifically directed toward located on the exterior side, appPes the
the problems Involved In measurement of A-we[ghPng characteristic, and then dater-
Ihe performance of a partition element when minos Ihe overall A-weighted exteflor sound
fnslalled as a part of a building, whatever pressure level. Secondly, one eva[ules the
the configuration, as opposed Ioa controlled par/ilion used in conlunctlon with Ihe re-
laboratory environment, celvlng room, using Iha expression for NR

Neglecting the fact that exterior facades are Io generate a table or chart showing the
not usually used to separate two acous- noise reduction provided by Ihe enclosure
gcelly reverberant systems, for this design for each narrow frequency band. These
guide we are lnlerested in differences in values are then subtracted from _he spec-
sound levels on the two sFdesof the facade trum IoveJ data characterizing the noise
{Interior and exledor) of bulJdlngs, A slight source, Io yield the spectrum levers which

characlodze the noise within the Intedorcomplication Is Introduced If we actually at-
tempt to measure Ihe sound levels in the room. The A-weighting characteristic ts then
Immediate vicinity of the padftlon on the applied, and the overall A-weighted lntedor
exterior side; the sound level there may be sound pressure Jave_is then determined.
as much ss 6 dB higher than a little furlher The dlllerence ]n the two overall A-weighted
away. This stems from a pressure doubling levels can then be obtained, and will be a
effect due to reflections or the presence of measure of Ihe protection from external
Ihe dgld partition, but It is reslrlcted to Ihe noise provided by the building shell.
region close to the walt and Is not a source Obviously this can be a rather complicated
of complication when we wish to consider process. To slmp_ify the computational prac-
the difference in diffuse field or random eas, reliance is s_matlmes placed upon
Incidence and reverberant field space aver- single IIgure ratings,
aged sound levels, These differences are
given by Ihe noise reduction, NR. Single-figure rating systems are frequenlly



149 used in the evaluation of the elements of shelf not be greater than lwo times
complex systems. Architectural acoustics the total number of frequency bands
is a gold In which several such systems are for which data are availabre, and
found. TheAmerlcanSoclety torTesllngand (b) the maximum deficiency at a single
Materials has published the details of a test point shall not exceed 8 dB,
single.figure rating system appropriate for When the contour Is adjusted to the highest
ra0ng the sound transmission properties of value (in Integer decibels) that meals these
Interior partitions by the appropriate sound requirements, the sound transmission class
transmission class (STC) number [4]. Olher for the speclrnen Is the TL varue correspond-
single-figure raling systems found In this Ing to the IntarsecPon of the reference con-
field Include the impact Isolation class (IIC) tour at 500 Hz and the ordinate of Ihe TL
system for rating Ihe impact noise proper- dale plot [4]. Note that the reference con-
ties of floor-ceiling assemblies [5], and the tour Is an essential element [n Ihis rating
shelf isolation rating (SIR) system devised system,

for this report. Basis for Evaluation of Alternative Single
The technical basis for the SIR system used Figure Rating Curves
In this report is s]mgar In many respocls to
that for the STC system. Both of these sys- At the outset of the study which fed to the
terns rely upon test data which characterize SIR method it was realized thai any rating
the acoustic transmission Joss properties contour chosen for evaluation of the ex-

, of test assemblies, ter]or partitions ought to properly account
' for the different frequency spectra of the
; One significant difference between the two external noise sources. Thus, It was agreed
ii systems (STC and SIR) lies in the fact that that the study should Include use of several

the STC single figure rating Is a rating de- spectra for each of several types of external
scribing the noise insulation properties of noise sources_ e.g,, highway, railway and

._ a partition itself, whereas the SIR is a single aircraft.
figure rattng which is used both to describe
the noise Insulation properties of a partition Because several alternative rating curves

:'! element ("member SIR") and to describe were included In the study, it was decided
the noise isolation properties of an on- to use simple (although extensive)statistical

: erasure ("room SIR") which has partitions studies for choice of the moat sultabre rating
i! as its members. It might have bean prefer- curve.

able to conslslenlly distinguish between the
SIR numbers appropriate to the shell mere- The basis of the process of evaluation con-
bars or components In contrast with that aJsted Of repeated comparison of the single
for the total enclosure or room bul no real Pgure rating number (obtained for a given
confusion should exist as one becomes fa- exterior partition member or component,
miller with the Important concept that ultl- using a specific rating curve and curve
mately the room SIR number is used to fitting rure applied to the corresponding
estimate the difference in A-weighted (equlv- partition transmission loss data] with Ihe
slant) sound levels between interior and average shell isolation computed by explicit
exterior of the room, corresponding to the detailed evaluation of the differences in
attenuation (noise Isolation) provided by
the buirdlng shell or the noise reduction,
STC Rating System _o _ ' I _ !1 I ' : I I ' " i
For the STC rating system [4] partitlon trans- so , : _ _1

mission loss data are compared with a _ =0 :': : ! :' :;/" :
reference contour in a series of 16 one- _ /_=="_'_'_third-octave bands ranging from 125 Hz to _ : , '"4000 Hz, The sound transmission class (for o= 40 !

the partition) may be determined by cam- _ _7"_:'_ oTc:-,_'

parlson of the transmlssron losses for the '_ s0 : ':' : coNroun.

test specimen plotted on a graph with a ; ., : .!
transparent overlay on which the STC refer- =0 ; , ,
once contour fs drawn, Figure B-I Illus- i :,' :_:. i

tratesan STC reference contour. TheSTC _0 i :' '"' tcontourisshiftedverticallyre,a0votothe l i ::; i )test curv_ until some of the measured TL
I;_5 _50 500 1000 _g00 40no

values for the test specimen fall below those
ofthe STC contour, and the following condl- BandCenterFrequency,N=

lions are fulfilled; Figure B-l, An example of the application
(a) the sum of the deficiencies (I.e,, the of the 8TC oonteur to transmission loss

deviations below the $TC contour) data,



150 A-weighted levers which would exist for Furthermore we sought to select e curve
severer given noise source spectra, partl- for which lhe standard deviation of the dlf-
tion elements, and trial room configurellons, ferences between Ih¢] systemallc mean rill-
Because aJI sound levels to be used In this fersnca and the achieved noise reducgens
design guide were to be A-weighted, Ihe was small. Smallness of the standard davis-
single figure method was to correlate with lion was considered to indicate thai, for
the difference In A-weighted revels, rather the statistical sol In consideration, the de-
than with other dlflerences of weighted rived s[ngre figure and the dlgsrencas In
levels, A-weighted sound levels were reasonably

More axprlc[l[y, realize Ihat the usa of the well correlsled, and that, further, the single
rating curve and curve Iittlng procedure figure numbers characterizing the proper.
yields e single figure Indirectly correspond, ties of Ihe partition could be used as the
leg Io Ihe noise reduction properties, since basis of simple estimates of the noise ra-
Ihe noise reduction Is a consequence of ductlon properties of the enclosure, by as-
the transmission loss provided by Ihe par- counting for Ihe mean dilferance sppro-
titian, For comparison purposes, explicit pdately,
evalual[on of the difference in A-weighted Thus, the choice of an apprebdate rating
noise levels {by the delatled method of curve became an exercise in slallstlcar con.
calculation) also yields estlmate_ of the slderatton of the available data.
sheJI Isoratlon or noise reduction properties. For this study, spectrar data ware obtained
We sought to choose e rating curve yielding from the literature, for eleven examples of
a predictable systematic mean difference highway noise, eleven examples of railway
between: ('r) the single numbers derived noise, and five examples of aircraft noise
from consideration of the partition Ilself, [6-1g}. Figures B-2 through B-4 Irlustrate
and (2) the achieved detailed estimates of the general characteristics of these spectre,
the enc[osure*s {room's) noise reduction, when normalJzed Io equal A-weighted levels.

100 1000 10O00

Frequency,Hz

Figure B-2. ECeven highway spectra
normalized to equivarent A-weighted
sound pressure levels.





152 Prior work of LJunggren [19] had suggested A ldaJ room was selected, with dimensions
that a single number rating should b_ of 12 It wide by Bft high by 25 tt deep.
chosen upon some measure of the degree Because of the possible sensitivity of single
to wMch partition transmission loss data number curve fitting procedures to the de-
"fit" the A.welghted typical exterior noise tails of Inlerler absorpgon, three dlgorent
band levels. For the noise speclra chosen Inlerlor configurations were studied for the
In his study, these considerations led to Irlal room. Tho;o correspo_,d to acoustically
choice of a rating contour conslsgng of a "hard", "medium", and "soft" rooms. The
straight line sloped at -t-3 dBIoclave, and absorpllon ccelficfents wore computed from
this contour was selected for evaluation, published dale, The "hard" room was as-

Much published data are available, how. sumed to have a floor of vlnyt asbestos tile
ever, for the STC sing)e figure ratings char- on concrete, walls of gypsum board on 2 to.
acledst]c of partitions, and it was thoughl by 4 In, wooden studs spaced 16 In, on
prudent to consider whether the use of this cenler, and a concrete ceiJIng, No allowance
rating conlour (and Ihus. these published was made for absorption due to furniture
data) would be desirable for Ihe purposes or occupants for any of the configurations,
of this design guide, so that It is probable that the "hard" con-

figuration represents an extreme not often
Still e third tdal contour was considered: found in practice. In the "medium" room,
a straight f/he with zero slope (a "flat" the absorption coefficients for a carpet and
contour). This was thought to be deslrab!e pad were substituted for those of the vinyl
on the basis of certain simple curve-fltgng asbestos fife. For the "soft" configuration,
properties, a fissured tile ceiling was also included.
These three trial contours were to be ap- Data for the average sound absorption co-
plied to the transmission lass data for a efficient, corresponding to the term (A2)
large number of exterior partitions and per- divided by the total Inleder surface area
gtlon components such as doors, windows, are given in Figure 8-5 for the three con-
decoralfve panels, etc. The available lifera- figurations.
lure was exfensfveJy reviewed to obtain
these data, It should be noted that there Statistical Studies
are some contradictory data to be found in Initially, for each of the 27 examples of ex*
the Igerature, I.e.. discrepant data published terlor noise speclra, computations of the
for nominally Identical constructions, and difference In A.welghled levels were made
that, as well, the descriptions of conslruoo for each of gO7 exterior pertigons or par-
gon details are ellen Imprecise, Ideally, the gtlen elements, for the "medium" configure-
data should be critically reviewed and a rep- lions of the trial room. For comparison, the
resentegve selection of exterior partition 507 partitions ware assigned single number
eJements end components chosen, For this ratings using a simple curve fitting proce-
study, transmission loss data for more than dure and the "fiat" reference contour. The
500 exterior partition elements were col- mean difference between the single num-
looted from the literature (19-gl]. bars thus obtained end the differences in
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Figure Bug. Average sound absorp-
tion coefficients versus frequency for
three room configurations.



153 A-weighted levels computed using the do- spectra); fhree rating curves; and three ab.
tailed'transmission loss data was 1hen oh- sorptJon configurations. These data are
talned by averaging over the 507 partition shown in Table B-1.
elements for each of Ihe 27 spectra. The
standard deviation about the mean dlger- It is apparent that the differences between
once was also computed, the data for each of the subsets correspond-
The magnitude of the standard deviation for lag to differing classes of sources were
each of the 27 eels of data was such thai modest relative to the sizes of the standard
the differences between the magnitude of devlalions so that the separate considers.

tieRs of dilferent classes of source is prob-the mean differences were small in com-
parison. Thus, an insensitivity of the cam- ably not warranted. Consideration of those
parlson to the details of the speclral char- data was thus subsequently restricted to
acterfsgcs was Indlcaled. This Indlcaled the statistical data for Ibe complete set
that, at the least, dale for subsets of dlf- which Include consideration of aJf 27 source
ferent class of noise source would be ado- spectra.

quate as opposed to computallons for cecil The most desirable single figure rating
specific source, and that a method involving system would be that characterized by a
averaging over a// exterior noises might be small value of standard deviation. For Ihe
successful. "Success", or "adequacy" of "medium" room conrlgurat]on, the data
these studies was understood to be pd- obtained using Ihe 3 de/octave curve aremarlty that the standard deviations were not

characterized by the smallest standard devi-
appreciably enlarged when comparing the atlon (2.10 dB), followed By the "flat"
standard deviations for subsets wflh Ihe 27 (2.19 dB) and STC (2.69 de) data, For the
individual standard deviations, "soft" room conltguration, the relative rank
Studies were next conducted by computing ordedngs, In terms of Increasing size of
the corresponding stallstlcs again for the the standard deviation, are the "flat", 3
twenty-seven spectra, but Including the use dB/oc[ave, and $TC data. Finally, for the
of "flat", -_L3 dB/octave, and STC rating "hard" configuration, the rank ordertngs are
contours, again for the more than 500 par. STC, 3 dB/ootave, and "flat". Though no
tltlnns, and Incrudlng Ihe three tda[ room one rating curve is supedor for all room
configurations, However. because of the oongguratJons, the differences between the
noted insensitivity Io detalds of the spectral "3 dB/octavs" and "flat" data for the two
characteristics, the statistics were this time most representative room configurations are
computed for each of the three subsets car. small and the data using lbese two curves

:;: responding to different classes of externaJ are superior to those for Ihe STC contour.
noise source (highway. ragway and aircraft) tn view of the fact that Ibe 3 dB/octave data
as well as when averaged over the complete are superior to the "flat" contour (and only

'_i set of twenty-seven noise source spectra, slightly Infedor to the STC contour data)
"_ Thirty-six values of the mean differences for the "hard" room configuration, a slight
,_!: and standard deviations were thus cam- overall preference Is shown for the 3 dB/
!I puled; corresponding to four sets of source octave contour as Ljunggren suggested,

spectra (3 sub sets of class of source plus
r _ the complete sat including the 27 source In order to teat the sensldvlly of this choice

Table B*1
_ slalJstlca I analylf= of mean ¢/llforonca=l and Sland_rd devlallons bolwaoa Iho lilIoID flura dervod by curve ling a
_ patlltio[t tranemlcslan Iosl dale arwd1he level dlrrero_¢o. Thoa raotn ol_sorptlon co_flguratltot_s ¢wonlpaovo;t noise =peca
t,_ 507 p_fl t are and Ih ¢o conlouf_ wafa can#_d_ ad, All data a a unil= ¢) dO.

3 dO/aClaV0 STC "F_al"
:._ Ca/lieur Cantos( Cor=¢our

Mo_n Dill, Old, Soy, Moan Diff. SId, Day, Moat1Diff. _td, Day,

Hard Room Configuration
t 11 Highway Spectra --2.32 1,57 --5,47 1,53 -0,71 2,83

11 RaiJwaySpectra --1,S5 1.76 --5,00 1.58 -0,24 2,91
i! 5 Alrcteg Spsmra --1.46 1.US --4,61 1.66 -p0,15 2.21

Compline Set of 27 Spectra --1,97 1.76 --5.12 1.61 --0,38 2,88
Medium Room Configuration

11 HighwaySpeclra _2.01 1,94 --1,13 2,66 _3.63 1.78
11 RailwaySpeclra _-2.75 2,09 --0,39 2.67 Jr4.37 2.23

5 Aircraft SpeGIra _3.39 2.12 _0,25 3,50 _-5,01 2.59
CompJetoSet el 27 Spectra -_2.57 2.10. --0.58 2.69 _-4.19 2.10

SoR Room Configuration
11 HighwaySpectra -_2.77 2.31 _-o.63 3.19 +5.39 1.65
11 Railway Spectra H-4,65 2.51 *p1,so 3.24 .,_6.27 2_23

5 Aircraft Spectra -p5.42 2,33 -_-2,27 2,92 -F7.03 2.29
Complete Sat of 27 Speclta _-4.4:4 2.49 _F1,29 3.22 -_.a,o5 2,14



1 54 of preferred rating curve to the composition isolation properties {the "member SIR") In
of the sat of trfal partitions, a subset of 50 order to predict the difference in A-weighted
external partition elements was chosen, with levels, it Is necessary to account for ob-
attention to salaclfon of a more represent- vlous systematic factors relating Io the room
atlve assortment of walls,, windows and and partfllon which enler Into the relation-
doors. (It had been noted thai the set in- ship, Two of the fmmedlate factors enter-
volvlng 507 partition elements included lag into the analysis are the differences due
more windows and doors than external par- to room absorptivity and partition area,

tlflons, Thus It was decided to select a By cornpsdng the data for the hard, medium,
subset which contained a smagor relative and soft room configurations when averaged
number of windows and doors, and to see over the smaller set of partitions and 27
If the statistical studies differed apprecl- spectra, when using the chosen 3 dB/octave
ably,) Once again, statistical analysis of rating curve, the mean differences are --1,8,
the data was conducted, averaging over the -t-2,3, and -_-4.3 dB. That Is, on the average,
one set of 27 exlema[ noise spectra, for the single number assigned to the partition
three configurations of absorplion, and three dif(ers from the actual computed dllferenee
ratfng curves. Nine values of the mean in A-weighted sound levels by these
differences and standard deviations were amounts. To the nearest Integer, these are
thus obtained, For the medium room ab. --2, -_-2, sad -_-4 dB. Thus, for example,
sorpgon this time the rank orderings are the change from "medium" to "soft" room
"fret", 3 dB/octave and STC. For the "self" conflguralfon Increases the mean difference
configuration, the orderlngs are "fiat", "3 by 2 dB. This difference Is probably prln-
riB/octave", and "STC", whfJefor the "hard" cJpaJJyduo to the additional absorption at
conf!guralton, the orderlngs are "STC", high frequencies provided by the "soft"
"3 dB/octave", a_d "fiat", Here the dtf- room conflguratfon. Therefore, a simple
ferances are arlghgy Jn favor of the "flat" method of accounting for differences In
contour aa opposed to the 3 riB/octave con. room absorption is suggested; namely, add-
tour for the two most representatJve room Ing appropriate correction factors Io the
configurations, wllh a preference shown to partitlon's single figure (member SIR) aura-
the $TC and 3 riB/octave contour for the bet to a[Jow for the absorptivity of lhe In-
"hard" conflguretfon, terlor volume. These considerations led to

Comparison of the results of Ihese two the room absorption corrections on the SIR
studies shows that there Is not really any worksheet for the hard and soft conggura-
marked superiority to either use of the 3 dB/ fleas, and the additional mean dlgerence for
octave or "flat" contour, but that the STC the medium room configuration of 4-2 dB
contour Is generatly not favored In this study, [s "built Into" the room geometry correction,
A more detailed and exhausllve study than
that conducted here would be essential to The next parameter to be systematically
cJearly show Ihe superiority el any method, studied was the effect of variation of the
However, such a study should IncIude ads- area of the test panel relative to the total
quote definition of *'typical" long term time absorpllve area of the room. The total
averaged exteriornolsesourcespectra, con- amount of acoustical absorption In this
slderetfon of the transmission loss chorea- model Is approxlreately proportional to the
terlstlcs of a representative selection of floor area (partIcularty for the "soft" con-
"typical" exterior partition elemanls, careful figuration), It is apparent that otherwise
deflnltfon of "typical" absorption data for identical roomswill be such that rooms with
"hard", "medium", and "soft" room con. larger IotaJ floor areas will have the larger
flguratfoas, and variation of room geomat- absorption, and hence, lower Interior ;1else.
rleal parameters. In the absence of these Considerations of variation of the exterior
data, a declsfon to make use of the 3 dB/ wall area (corresponding to the term Sw),
octave contour as suggested by L[unggren relative to the floor area led to the evolution
was made, This decfsion was motivated by of Table 6*4, which allows us to adapt the
the ebsence of clear demonstration of the SIR predictive method to account for rooms
superiority of lhe allereatfve contours ("flat" with various reties of exterfor wall to floor
and STC contours), because of the apparent ares,
adequacy of such a contour (as demon- In order, Ihan, to obtain the difference In
strafed by these statistical studios), and by A-weighted feve!s fn the room and at the
e deafre to avoid advocacy of any additional exterior of the building, the following steps
reference contours, are indicated:

•Evo/ut/on of The S/R Method from the Sta. 1) Obtain the SIR single-figure rating ap-
f/st/oaf Data propdate for the exterior partition wall
In order to make use of the slllgle figure through Iho use of the selected curve-
retingo characterizing the partigon's noise fitting procedure and the _-3 dB/



155 octave contour. This Is a "member rooms of the anarytlc moder each have a
SIR". sound pressure level which arises as a con-

2) Account for the average absorptivity sequence of the acoustic power flowing
of the room's surface absorption char- through the Individual exterior walls, and
ecterlstlcs by allowing absorption cur- because ]ogarlthmlo comblnallon of sound
reclfons of -_-2 dg for Ihe soft room pressure levels is the proper way to so-
configuration, and --4 dB for the hard count for the addition of quantities proper-
room oonfiguraflon, tfonal to power,

3) Account for the specific room geom- To aocount for the derivation of the SIR
etry [floor area/partition ares) by con- number appropriate for composite part[-
suiting Table 6.-4 to derive e correc- tlons, it is necessary to account for two
tlon lacier which aocounls for the fac- factors; the areas of the IndJv[dual compu-
ters [10 Iog_o (Sw)] and [--10 Iog,o nents and the differences Jn their sound
Ag], and which also incorporates a transmission properties. The data of Table
lacier of -{-2 dB to account for esys- 6-2 were generaled from consideration of
tsmat[o mean difference noted in the an expression derived for the transmission
statistical analysis for the medium loss of composite partitions, accounting for
room configuration, these two variable factors. An fnoremeotal

To this point, the SIR procedure provides change in transmission Josswlfl correspond-
an estimate of the difference in levels (the Ingly affect the SIR number.

"room SIR") based upon Ihree footers: The tabulated data to account for the pros-
,., a single figure rating derived from, and once of leaks Is obtained from considers-

proportional to, the external partition lions sJmflar to those used to account for
transmission loss data, the existence of composJte partitions. Here,

...the room acoustic abeorplJon, corre- Ihe analytic model assumed that the leaks
spending to the frequency character- constitute finite openings wIIh a zero trans-
]slice of the three differing room _b- mission loss, Although this is an over-
sorptJonconfigurations, simplified modeJ, and does not account for

., .the room geometry correction factor the possible resonance effects known to
accounts for the relative sizes of the occur for narrow slot-like openings, it is
axtedor partition and the total amount nonetheless relatively simple, and may be

_i of acoustic absorption, [proportional adequate for typical leaks which occur due
_, to the floor area), to poor and moderate workmanship.
_i To IfJustrale these facts, consider the case
,._ of Ihe thai room used for the study. As- Determination of /he She// Isolation Rating
:'! sums that Ihe exterior partlllon waif is 8 fl The SIR rallng of partitions or partition ele-
._ by 12 it, with a SIR number of 30, The floor mania not listed In Appendix A may be de-
< area Is (12 It X 25 ft -- 300 it'). The room refrained by using laboratory test data of

geometry correction factor is 42 dB be- transmission Joss versus one-third octave
cause the ratio of exterior partition wail or octave band frequency, if these data are
area to floor area Is 0.32 (see Table 6.-4). available. For the SIR single-figure rating
For the "medium" room case (carpeted syslem, the transmission loss data are
floor, bare waifs and hard celgng) no addl- compared with the SIR reference curve
tlonal correction factor fs required, Thus, the (a -_ 3 riB/octave straight line with an
level difference Is (30 -J- 2) = 32 dB. That intercept of the odg axis at 500 Hz) In each
is, the A.weighted sound level of the ecous- of the one-third octave or octave bands of
tic field incident upon the exterior side of data, The curve fitting technique used to
the wall wig be 32 dB larger than the determine the SiR number for a particular
A-weighted sound level in the interior of the partition or element Is related to that used
room, to determine the STC rating [4]. That is,
Next. it Is necessary to consider the effect the transmission loss data for the lest speck
of the presence of several partitions. The men fs plotted on a graph wJth a transparent
analytic model chosen for this case assumes overlay on which the SIR reference contour
fn effect that the room can always be re- fs drawn, The SiR contour Is shifted ver.
garded as a superposltlon of several nora- tlcady relative to the test curve until some
Inally Identical rooms, each of which has of the measured TL values for the test
only one wall exposed to the exterior noise, specimen fall below those of the SIR con-
In such a case, simple logarithmic combf, tour such that the sum of the deficiencies
nation of the levels wllhfn each of Ihe Indl- (I,e,, the deviations below the SIR contour)
vldual rooms of the analytic model will In one-third octave or octave bands Is _ess
yield the level corresponding to the case than two times the total number of frequency
which has several exterior padltlons with bands for which data are given. An example
one room, This Is because the individual of this curve fitting process Is shown In



156 Figure B-6, For this example, data ere fuse acoustic field as is assumed Fn both
given for 16 bands. The sum of the deflclen, the STC and SIR models, but is more proP-
ctas must be less than 32 dB in this ease. ably a wave Incident at some specific angle

When the contour is adjusted Io the highest (or narrow range of angles) of incidence.
value (in integer decibels) Ibat meets this Under these conditions, the transmission
requlrem3nt, the SIR i'Juaibet _or tile spect- loss data, already known to be frequensy
men Is fha TL value corresponding to the dependent, are also dependent on the angle
position of the 500 Hz coordinate of the of Incidence. These complications were
SIR curve. Nole that the primary difference judged IS be beyond the scope of this
belween the SiR and STC curve fitting tech- report.
nlques, aside from the difference in refer- The choice of the -}-3 riB/octavo contour
once contours, Is that the requirement Ihel for the evaluation of the SiR method was
the maximum deficiency at a single test predicated upon comparative consideration
point not exseed 8 d8 Is not used in the of more than 500 exlerlor partitions or par-
SIR system. Also, it should be pointed out titian elements with Ihree Irtal contours,
that the useof one-lhlrd-octave band data is Iwenty-seven source spectra, and three
preferable to Ihe use of octave band data be- room absorption configurations. While this
cause there are more data points and thus is not as exhaustive a study as might be
finer resolution of the actual,transmission conceived, this choice of reference con-
loss characteristics of the test specimen, lear does have /he virtue of relative slm-

pNclty, and the averaged standard deviations
Discussion of the difference between the computed
There are several readily identifiable do- A-weighted level difference and the ra._ults
flcJencfes of this method ef accounting for of Ihe SIR melhod in tile sSatlstlcalanalysis
building shell sound transmission, and It Is are typically el tile order of 2 dB, and the
important to state some Of the limitations mean differences have been accommodated
so that there is no mlsunderslandJng about In the adaptations of Ihe "member SIR"
the range of validity of this analysis, into the "room SIR".

As previously mentioned, in a lyplcaJ urban The optimum chelae of a reference curve
noise situation, the acoustic field Jncldenl is undoubtedly dependent upon the details
upon the building exterior will not be a dlf- of Ihe exterior noise spectra under consider-

ation [33]. In the absenoe of lang-term
time.averaged exterior noise spectral data,

7o . I I I" I I I as would be most epproprJafe for a design
method keyed to equivalent sound level
metrics, the present selection of a reference
curve should be adequate for Interior usage.
It is also important to acknowledge that

m so the choice of representative room absorp-
"= tion characteristics will Influence the de-

_" tails of the melhod. In reality, few rooms
..J _a .so v,_..=_ w are as "hard" as the "hnrd" room approxl-
o= com.,r marion and it Is certain that other "repre-

',_ 3o senlatlve" room absorption data and car-

faction factors san be conceived. Further-
more, the correction lacier for "leaks" could

_- be more sophisticated than that suggested
here. But once again, it was thought de-
slrab[e to provide a simplified model and10 .
computational method.
Finally, it must be admitted that the evolu-

I. I I _ _1 ...,( tion (and evaluation) of single-figure com-
1_5 25o 5o0 to0o 200o 4000 putallona/ methods for the estimation of

BandCollier Frequency,Hz acoustical properties is an Important re-
search topic. The present method Is only
one example of such a procedure, and this

Figure B-6. Example of curve-flglng tech- method may be subject to modification as
nlque for determination of SIR value of data on its utility and comparisons with
a test specimen based upon one-third experimental data become available, Cur-
octave band tmnsmlsslon loss data. SIR rent research at Ihe National Research
contour Is-l-3 dbloctava slraJghl fine with Council In Canada 134, 35] has led to the
ordinate Intercept at 500 HZ equal to Ihe evolution of an allernatlve simplified method
tesl specimen SIR value, directed toward control of aircraft noise in



157 buildings, and the work of Llunggren in fled computational methods and to consider
Sweden [19] can be cited as yet another the use of more detailed methods as their
example directed toward traffic noise de- underslandJng of the acoustics Involved in
sign considerations. The authors of this designing for noise control increases, Such
design guide encourage the Intnresled an Increased understanding can only lead
reader to make use of nBernal_ve slmpg- to n belier environment,
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Appendix C
Sample Worksheats

PRELIMINARY SOURCE EVALUATION WORKSHEET

1 2 3 4
Noise Building- Might there If the answer If the answer

t Source Source be excessive is no in all Is yes for one
;, Distance noise? (yes eases, or more of the

or no) [See for highways, sources,
Table 2-2J railways, or

I airports "

_, Highway #1 feet Omit Seclfon 2 Obtain the data
t_ of Chapter 5 end perform the

#2 feet computallons

outlined In See.: ' #3 feet 2 of Chapter 5_i for each high-
'fl way with a yes

,i, _ #4 feet answer.

,_ Railway #1 feet Omit Section 3 Obtain the dat_:i of Chapter 5 and perform the
#2 feet computations!

_ #3 feet 3 of Chapter 5
outlined in See.

, it for each railway
_1 #4 feet with a yes answer.

' ' : _'J Airport #1 miles Omit Section 4 Obtain the data
' : !} of Chapter 5 and perform the
' ": #2 miles computations

I_ outlined in Sec.
!! #3 miles 4 of Chapter 5
;_ for each airport
i__ #4 miles with a yes answer.

:' _i If the answerIs no for all ihree typea el transportation system noise source, lids design guide evalu_.•tloa Is t_ot necossory,

t
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0C V
FT VEH/HR

HNL 30 15000
ag

100 40 -10000

7000
Henry 50

Trucks 00 5000

"_ - 50

100- 2000
PlVOI

1500
SPEED: MPH -- 70

Point 150 - - 1000

: 2oo __ _- 0o ,oo
+ + + + + _oo 0o020 _o ,o 0o = ,00

AutomobJlesnn_ _ 50 300 "--'1 300
Medium Trucks /

_-_40 400_ 000

500-- 150
Predicted . -100

Nmse Level 700 --
70

-- 50

1000-- 40

3O

1500"

_ 20
VOhlCJO

2000 _ Volume
D_51_nCO

TO
Observer

Highway Noise PredJcflon Nomogram
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HighwayWorkshoel1

B.tldlng ProjeCt Highway Number

Silo poln¢ or bglldiNg room tot which i_utld ,_la|l_ra
Looallon level5 ate being Olllmalo_

Owner °aligner Dale Royfeed

Roadway--Building Site gJllance: DC (Feel)

yj/////jj/////7//×.u,o, _o.,oo,,0o..o,_.Truckl

,o,_,_0o0,,o,_._,o,. y///////yjj////_
a] Leq(t) VA(tl VM(ll VH(IJ

bl LaqiS) VA(Bi VM(B) VH(8)

c) Leq(24) VAI24i VM(24) VH(24) J
I

OVA I NVA DVM NVM DVH J NVH
d) Ldn I Ii,,

LeqiQ NO5hIDldlng

Total Shletdlng _offoctlon
l al Leqll ) (HighWay WDtkahael 11

,_ Leq(t) Correclod Jar Shlaldlrtg

Laq{61 NO 6hioldlng

TOlal ShisIding GorrooUon
bl Leq{8i (HighWay WorkahaOl I)

Leq(6l Collected for Shleli/lflg

LIq(24] NO ShlalCtlng

TOt_II Shielding COtleclloa
_'1 c) Leq(24i (HIOhWII_ WcrkBheal 2)

Leq124) Cotrectod lef Shielding

HNL

RDi,_

GBN
(_) Ld/1

Ld_ No Shielding

Tolal Shielding Cortacllon
)HIOhwIW Workaheet 2)

Ldn corfeCled for Shlalcling

ii

J_gilding SIle NolIo DUO To _ezvoralHighwaya
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163 RailwayWorksheet 1

Building Prate°! Railway Number

S_lOpoint or building room for which souad pmlsufe
Lncatlon levels aro being es Ima ed

Owttet D:l=lgn:r D;IO Rovl6ad

Rsrlway--guIIdlng I_11oDIstanca; D (FoOtl

Freight Train= PalsaagQt Trains RaNd Transit Train|

Don thll typo of Iraln use
tha tra°k bolng =nllyzad?

°' t  JJ///JT.
Ay()rl_lO numbly, or llll|_ al

_vlrli¢l I[llin ill,lib _ _T, file|

^-,°°.,ooo.*o,_.,,_-y////,_/Z/////.,_'/Z/////zY////Z//_
I) Llq(1) : NI

b) Loq(_) :N8

©) Leq(24) : N24

,. =o,,,._,,o,,,°Looo_ot,,o_////_ z/////ll/_ _//'T&./J//_ //I/////z
..,.,..o...o,.Ls ////////I
.,.,.o.̂ .o...,°,.°^L 7"//////.,_
RaIIWi, Cirs _/v'//Z _***J/_'//////Z _*'///////Z Z//////_

, Reflrlnce Lsv¢l, CL

°ulallon FJ=tor, CO

TraCk ChMaClaf_ISUCl, CT

Dlslsnce AlllaUallOn, °AC
IHi,l

DJel_l-Elect r_° flalJWlly Olellt*lleclHc RaJlway
,! PtOdlCtOdNolIo LaV01I Locomotive Cars Loc0maU_a °|IS °al_wly (_|rl

=,, I/,// ///_ _/I/I///;

m) koq(_) L°q(1] NO .,_hl°ldirlg

{i Talal ShIoCdlngCorlocJfon
:; Railway Worklhoel 2)

Loq(11 COIrlC_Id for ShlQId]flW

:! =," _/_ ///I "///////I
¢8

b) Loq(8) Loq{_) NO _hlsldlng
Totlz] ShloldMg Colrecll0n
(flnllw_ly Wotklhoel l)

Lqq{a) Cof/_clld lot 5hloIdlng

o.=, "///, ////,///////I
C24

c) Leq(_4) Loq(24) NO SfllOldir_O
Tot°r _ttioldlng Colrlcllorl
{Railway Worklhoot 2)

Leq(24) Corrooled far 8hl_fd(ng

CN

CDN

_d)Ldll Ldn N_ _hleldlrtg
Tolal 8hllld_ng Corrool_ott
(Rll]lWay W0rkshsuI 1)

Ldn Corrocl_d for Shielding

.o,.,.a,,..,.o,.. I ///////////////////////////_
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Aircraft Worksheet 1
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many waste heat recovery problems, the Increased cost and shortage of energy,
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related tn fil_ Ilurenu's technical and sclenlifie programs, As resulls, lest melhods, and performance criteria relnled to tilestruct.ra[ and environmental functions nnd tile durability
a special service Io subscribers each issue contains conlpJcle
¢itatlons Io _lfi recent NBS purifications in NBS und nlm. and safely cfiaracterisdcs of building elements and systems,
NHS mudin. Issned six limes a year. Annual .sufiscriptlnn: "Feeknlcal Notes--Soldies or reports which are complele in
domestic $17.00; foreign $21.25. Single copy, $3dg) dtmle:;de; tfiemsdvet; but re_tricth,e in their treatment of a subjeeh
$3,75 forelgll. Analognas to monographs but nat so comprehensive in

Note: The Journal was fornlerly publlshed in two sections: scope or definhive in treatment nl the sub_¢ct area. Oftenserve as ;t vehlcIe for finn[ reports of work performed ;it
Section A "Physics and Chemistry" and Section 11 "Medic-
marital Sciences." NItS anger the sponsorship of other government agencies,

Vohmlary Prowl.el SlnnclardS--Developed under procedures
DISII?'NSIONB/NBS pufilished by the Department of Commerce in Part 10_
'l'bls nlonfilly magazille is published to inlorln scientists, "fide 15, of Ihc Code of Federal RegtllalJons, The purpose
engineers, businessmen, industry, teachers, studenls, and of the Sl;indltrds is to estabfish mgJonnlly recognized require-
eonsumer.g of Ih¢ latest advnuccs in science and technology, nlents for producls, and Io provide all concerned _nlerests
Ivilh primary cmpbasis on Ble work al NITS. Tbe mugnzlne wilb a basis for common understanding of the charncteristlcs
highlil_hls ,nd reviews sucb issues as energy research, llre of tbe prnduets. NBS administers tlds program as a supple-
protection, building leefinology, metric ,.:onversh}n, pofiudon meat to Ihe activities of the prlvale sector sfimdardJzlng
abalcnlenl, fie;dth und safelyl lind consnnler product per- organ_zHt[ons.
formance. In nddJlionp it reporls tile results of Ilareatl pro-
granls in ineusurcment standards and IcehniqlleS_ properties C¢ill_lllll'_r lllfl_llndblll Series_-Praetica] information, based
of mailer and materilds, engineering standards and services, on NItS research and experience, covering areas of interestto tb_ consumer. Easily understandable Innguage nnd
inslrUmenlalion, and Utllunlalic data processing, filustratlnns provide useful background knowledge for shop-

Annual _nbscriptlon: Domestic, $12.50; Foreign $15.65, ping in tnday's technological murketpinee.

NONPERIODICALS Order above NBS publiealiOns /real: Sttperlntemlen! o/
Doet.lleats, Government Pritttillg O_iee, IFashlngton, D,C,

Mmlogrnpbs--Major contributions to ti=e technical liter- 20402.

slurs on various subjects related tn tbe Burearl's scientific Order Bdlowlng NBS pllblietltlons--NlIS/R's and FIPS/ram
and technical llctlvitles, the Natiomd Tech/r/eal In/or/nation Services, Springfield,
Jlundbuo_Recommended codes of engineering und indus- Fa. 22161.

trial practice (including safety codes) developed in coopers- Pederal lnrorl]lalb_n Proees._lng SlIlndards Pablleution_
ties with Inlerested industries, professional organizatJotlsf (FIl'S POB)--Pubfications in ibis serfes collectively consti.
and regtllatory bodies, tute tile Federal ]nfornlation Processing Standards Regisler.
Special Publiealluns--lncltlde proceedings of conferences Reglster serves as the ofgciaI source of information in Ihe
sponsored hy NBS, Nits annual reports, and olher special Federal Government regarding standards issued by NBS
publlealions approprlat= to this grouping such as wall cbarks_ pnrsuant Io lira Federal Property nnd Administrative Serv.
pocket cards, and bibliographies. /ces Act of 1949 as amended, Public Law 89.306 (79 Star.

Applied lt,|ufitemlttles _rles--Mathemntlcal tables, mnn. 1127). and ns implemented by Executive Order 11717
uals, nnd studies of sp¢cial /merest to physicists, engineers, (3g FR 12315, dnted May II, 1973) nnd Part fi of Title 15
chenllsts, biologists, nlalhcmnBehuls, computer programmers, CFR (Code of Fedel'n] Regulations).

anti others engaged in _eientiltc and leehnlcal work. NIIS Interugeney Delmrt_ (NIISIR)--A special series of
Notional Blanda_d Iiefereltee Data Scrles--Provldes qunnd- intcrlm or final reports on work performed by NItS for
tndve data on the physical and eltem[eal properties el nulside sponsors (both government nnd non.government),
materials, compiled from dm world's lilerattlre and critically In general, initial dlstribudon is hIIndl_d by Ih0 spollsor;
evaluated. Developed tinder a world-wide program co. public dislrib.tion is hy die National Tecbnical Informntlon
ordinnted hy NBS. Program under authority of National Services (Springfield, VS. 22161) in paper copy or microfiche
Standttrd Dalai Act (Public Law 90-396), form.

BIBLIOGRAPHICSUBSCRIPTIONSERVICES

Tbe followt_fi current.awareness und IBerltOIre-sur_ey blbli- Supereonduellng Devices und ]Halerlnls. A literature survey

ograldJles .re b_ued periodically by die llureuut Issued quarterly. Annu;d stlbseripdon: $30.00. Send subscr/p-
• Cryogenic Data Celtter Currettl Awareness Service. A litera-

ture survey issued biweekly. Annual subscrlpdon; Domes- llon orders and remillnnees for the preceding b[hllograph[c

llc, $25.00; Fnreign_ $30.00. " services Io National B.reau of Standards, Cryogenic Data
I.iqulfied N=gur_d Gas. A lilerature survey issued quarlerly.
Annual sub_crlption: $20,00, Center (275.02) Boulder, Colorndo I]0302.
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